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Looking Across Time

Looking across time—not just at it—is a necessary- part of forming, re-forming, 
and caring for culture. While this is true in general, it is particularly true for 
jdaces.. .whose forms and consequences unfold over time. I'heir significance 
lies in that unfolding and in the interactions with many lives that ensue, not 
simply in the moments of their conception.

In this issue we look across time in several ways. In an extended Speaking of 
Places, John McKean examines the thinking of the Italian architect Giancarlo 
De C'arlo as eml)edded in a great university l)uilding. De Carlo’s Magistero, now 
nearly a quarter of a century’ old, modulates its position in a setting that has 
evolved over centuries, caring for the inherited structure of the place as well as 
investing it with new uses, meaning and vigor. In our Research and Debate 
section, Randall Mason examines the conceptual bases of preservation, and partic
ularly the concept of significance, as it confronts contemptjrary challenges. .Also 
in that section, Ron Fleming examines various new strategies by which designers 
may emlx^d interpretive markers in the landsca|>e to reveal history’ and focus 
people’s attention on processes of change. Finally, our jwrtfolio of photographs, 
l)y Ilrian Rose, compares view’s from 1980 and now' of the streets of New’ York’s 
Lower East Side—an area that, more than most, reveals many patterns of living 
and layers of initiative, assembled by time in a place of grit and intrigue.

The issue opens with a presentation of w inning projects from the 
EDR.A/P///('« Awards Program for 2003. As in the past, each project is discussed 
at length and accompanied by representatix e graphics and a sampling of 
comments from the jury, w'hich this year was composed ofjames Corner, 
Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, Seiha Low, and \\'^alter Moleski.

This is the sixth round of these awards, sponsored jointly by Places and the 
Environmental Design Research Association. So we have also asked three 
people to examine the awards program across time...to consider the range of 
prizes awarded, the issues raised, the distribution of efforts they represent... 
and to comment on the value of the program and its special commitment to 
l)ringing together the research and design communities. William L. Porter was 
co-editor of Places when it was founded, and now leads the Design Inquiry’ 
program in MFE's School of Architecture and Planning. Mark Francis, a 
landscape architect on the faculty of UC Davis, was C^hair of the EDRA board 
in 1996 and was instrumental in initiating this program. David Brain is a 
sociologist at New College in Sarasota, Florida, where he has been especially 
concerned w ith how research can inform development, and \'ice-versa. The three 
bring differing perspectives and modes of analy’sis to their task, and together 
they construct a comprehensive picture of the program.

The issue concludes with our feature To Rally Discussion, which brings your 
comments into a continuing discussion over time. Here, Andres Duany partici
pates in an evolving debate on the value of public, priv’ate and semipublic space 
that began with an article by Emily Talen in Places 15.1, and continued with a 
response from Clare Cooj)er Marcus in Places 15.2. The discussion will 
certainly continue. Join in!...or start a new line of thought, commenting on 
articles that have captured your attention, roused your ire, or inspired new’ 
observations. Help form, re-form, and care for our evolving cultures.

— Donlyn Lyndon
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2003 EDRA/Places Awards

/ Ftai'c Research \%h ard / RetMimmgTbf . Immetm ttestf

/(New York: Prineetim Architectural Press. joot)/By Alan Berger/

/IntnMjucdon In Frctlerick Turner/

/J.R. Simplot plant near Pocatello, Idaho, which processes phosphate for

frozen potattws / Pbottiomrtesyof Alan Berger/see page 24/
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/PUcc Design A\«ani/(^t<ktor(l^srooni at KibA Pond Park. Staten Island. NY /

/Outdoor(Jassmomat Ros \Mlkins Parkjanuka, Queens.NT/ 

/A/ar7>i//m/V4ii(/4r(:drrntr/SandniMaq)illcruand Linda Poliak niih Karen'I'ainir.

(>B)nne Keaihle)', BrenThesenow. Marc Brr»ssa,and Deanna Smith/ 

tor 7if fkrijCotiito/ami the \TCDfft.c^/irks nnJ/lfcrmnon/

/Detailsof F.ib's Pond ParkoutdtMirdassrutim. / Drawingsand photos L'ourresyofMPA./sce page 8 /
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Outdoor Classrooms at Eib’s Pond and Roy Wilkins Parks
II -.u|KTi). J<: It"'- not onl) tli.it ii 
lic.uitihil. riio w.’.y in which tliey 
ilii- iMiildint'. till- siructiiit .ictnalK 
‘-•“lu ciitrati. ■. a lot ol thiir;-. .ihoiit tlv 
l.n r landsv.ipL. 1 Ik u i, a lot In-i r 
about tiu [>r

K- riicK
think ii worth lookiiiu at |l ib\ Pond 
and Wilkiiw Park (llassrooins]. It's 
such an intelligent project, that’s w hy 
1 led strongK about it. \\ M 1 thou^dit 

uitit’ul pi. Artbiti-' oHally.

•. ay certain apertures are cm into 
walls anil rooiiis has a lot to do w ith 
tyiiifi the structure r\ specilicalh to 
tin lotal horizon, tht ..etlands, the 
laiulseape condition. SI And it's 
participatim pro:;. t. I hev worked

lesi^ni project reall.' .111' I

.-.ofh HuIt W.f .

Designated “natural” landscapes within urban parks are 
special places that provide relief from the structures of 
urban life. As such, they have g^reat potential as community 
resources, offering urban dwellers a chance to better 
understand the complex ecological and social environ
ments that surround them. Unfortunately, such landscapes 
are some of the last places people look to build community 
strength. A lack of clear program ideas, definitions of path, 
and places of destination often cause these natural areas 
to slide into neglect.

The problem can be particularly acute in parks liorder- 
ing underserved and low-income communities. Here, a 
lack of political and financial resources may create difficul
ties presen'ing even the most typical park features, let 
alone sensitive natural areas. Indeed, in such areas of many 
American cities, natural landscapes are often more than 
just neglected—they may be fearful places, harboring a 
variety of dangers for nearby residents.

Two outdoor classrooms designed by Marpillero 
Poliak Architects of New A^ork City^ set out to address this 
problem in small parks in Staten Island and Queens,
New York. Both seek to create new^ spaces of op[K>minity’ 
and pride, where people may establish new' and meaningful classrooms were primarily intended as resources for nearby 
connections with the natural environment. Submitted 
as a single design entry, the classrooms drew high praise 
from jurors, eliciting such superlatives as “sensitive,”
“intelligent,” “beautiful,” and “superb.”

are informed by careful consideration of relationships 
between social and natural worlds. Specifically, research 
into the natural qualities of both parks, their history’ of 
use and abuse, and the character of surrounding neighlH)r- 
hoods led MPA to seek design interventions that might 
transcend categories of architecture and landscape 
architecture. I’he idea was to create places that were 
simultaneously “natural and urban,” aml/or “natural and 
social”—and so allow' the parks to become more of what 
they already were.

In the design process, such a philosophy was immedi
ately reflected in concern for the relation between the 
edges t)f the structures and the larger landscape. Large 
in-situ imxlels and an abundance of site photography were 
used to establish an in-depth understanding of topography 
and other important qualities of place. Sectional studies 
were also used to focus on how each structure might 
Itecome an integral part of its landscape.

In both projects, MPA became interested In how visitors 
might experience qualities of pond, forest, and park both 
at the immediate edges of the new structures and through 
views to more distant natural and urban features. Both

schools. But they were also seen as general community 
resources that might allow people of all ages a more inti
mate experience of their environment at a variety' of scales.

Neglected Space to Community Place
'I'he classroom at Eib’s Pond Park was finished in the 

Fall of 2000. The park itself consists of several ponds and 
grassland on the last remaining seventeen acres of a 
wetland originally carved out by glacial action. Through 
the years, as New A'ork developed around it, the area was 
transformed from a dairy, to a golf course, to a military’ 
training camp, and a U'orld War II prisoner of war 
detention center.

Most recently, as a city park, it has suffered from neglect 
and served, among other things, as an informal dumj)ing 
ground. Cut off from the rest of Staten Island by a freeway 
and a railroad, it is today bordered by low -income housing, 
a public school, and a recently built tract of suburban- 
style homes.

As part ofMPA’s design strategy, each side of the Eib’s 
Pond classroom was developed with its own program,
'Fhai facing the main portion of the pond was provided 
with a pier allowing visitors to venture out over the water. 
A slotted deck here also becomes submerged during 
periods of high water to illustrate the constantly changing 
namre of the jumd. A second edge offers a new perspective 
into an existing birch tree that is an important bird habitat.

A Complex Interaction: Natural, Urban, and Social
Alarpillero Poliak Architects became involved with the 

outdoor classroom projects through partner Linda Poliak’s 
relationship w’ith The Parks Qiuncil, a New York City’ 
nonprofit. MPA is a small firm that includes architects, 
landscape architects, and urban designers. Poliak was 
initially asked to serve on a jury for the Council’s Winslow 
Aw'ard, and later became involved with its CJreen Neigh
borhoods program.

In 1998 Poliak’s connection to the organization led 
to w'ork by the firm on a new’ strategic plan for Eih’s 
Pond Park on Staten Island, and to the design of a small 
britige/ljench at the narrows of the pond. The bridge 
helped the firm understand how small, appropriately 
designed structures could greatly strengthen people’s 
understanding of place, context, and path in such natural 
settings. To explore these ideas further, MPA agreed to 
design an outdoor classroom at the park for the Council 
on a pro-bono basis. This, in turn, led to the second 
classroom project, also for the Council, at Roy Wilkins 
Park in Jamaica, Queens.

Both outdoor classrooms are simple structures, but they

Outdoor Classrooms at Fib’s Pood and Rov Wilkins Parks8
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This side also features a “nesting wall,” to which are 
attached birdhouses built by local children.

'Phe other two edges, meanwhile, orient to the pond’s 
grassy shore. One receives a ramp that connects to the 
park’s larger path network, bringing visitors out to the 
classHHiiii (and through it, onto the pier).

Overall, MPA felt there were sev eral iK'nehts to an 
open-frame structure. 'I'he appearance of transparency 
might provide users with both a sense of safety and a mea
sure of privacy. A flexible layout was also considered 
important since the classroom space needed to be usable by 
several groups at the same time without creating conflicts.

Part of MPA’s work at Rib’s Pond included consultation 
with a diverse group of interested parties to ensure that 
what was designed, and even where the classroom was 
sited, would be meaningful and useful. Phese included 
teachers and schoolchildren at nearby P.S. 57, and inter
ested community residents as part of the Fox I lill I'enant 
Assocation. .'\inong other things, these conversations 
heljied MPA understand the importance of siting the class
room within easv' walking distance of the school. It also 
brought a number of new ideas to the project. Among 
these is a “water table”—a workbench with a slotted top 
that can be used to hold containers for sampling pond life.

classroom, at Roy W'ilkins Park Natural /\rea, was in a ver)’ 
different landscape. However, the decision was made to use 
a similar language to create a sense of position within the 
natural world.

The V\'ilkins classroom is situated at the edge of a three- 
acre w^ood that is part of the larger 54-acre park. MPA 
wanted the classroom to provide a gateway to this wood.
Rhus, as completed in 2001, the entire project consists of a 
path that leads up a ramp, through the classroom structure, 
and out to a viewing platform into the tree canopy.

As at Rib’s Pond, the classroom is organized through 
differing treatments of its edges, which allow visitors to 
explore their relationship to the forest in a number of ways.

Particularly impressive is the way its roof accentuates 
the effect of filtered light through the tree cano])y above 
and around them, allow ing visitors the sense of being in 
the trees themselves.

Building Process
The choice of materials and methods of constniclion 

became an important part of MPA’s work on both projects. 
Each had to be realized on a budget of about $25,000, 
a constraint that had important impacts. For maximum 
cost effectiveness, iVIPA eventually chose to build the 
classrooms using recycled plastic lumber, corrugated 
translucent plastic r(K)fing, and redwood framing cut and 
milled from a sustainable forest.

From Pond to Forest
.\lP.-\’s work at Fib’s Pond and its connection to 

rhe Parks Council soon led to the linn’s second project 
in the New York park system. Fhe site for this second F.ib's PomI Park outdoor classnxjni. Photos courtes)'of .MP.X.

Places 16.1 9



The use of small-dimension lumber allowed both 
projects to be built by hand by local AmeriCorps youth. 
MPA did worry, however, that the use of standard framing 
sizes, such as 2x4s, might result in the classrooms being 
misinterpreted as untinisheil. To remedy this impression, 
they chose to use off-size lumber for the open-frame 
portions of both structures.

Poliak says MPA never intended to oversee the con
struction of the projects. But as Fhe Parks (Council shifted 
its agenda, the linn took on this added responsibility, 
directing the work of a construction crew of AineriC’orps 
volunteers from surrounding neighborhoods. Every week 
Sandro Marpillero would use a framing model and 
sketches to explain the next steps in the building process. 
Eventually, such a hands-on method jnelded important 
benefits, allowing experimentation and adjusnnent 
through(>ut the periotl of constniction.

The use of local volunteer labor and the unforeseen 
involvement of the firm in directing the construction of 
the classr(M>ms ultimately strengthened the connection to 
place, Poliak believes. In particular, it helped give the 
structures a sense of having emerged from their communi
ties, rather than from the intervention of outsiders.

The projects at Eib’s Pond and Roy Wilkins Parks 
have also helped MPA foster an interest in the power of 
“not-buildings”^—that is, buildings W'ith a floor area ratio 
of zero. MPA believes that “not-buildings” have the power 
to be multifunctional, and to make a big difference in 
a community. Such structures function w'ell for multiple 
agendas by layering ideas and relationships in ways that 
enhance their pow'er and meaning, Poliak says. As such, 
they can become both parts of landscapes and communi
ties, and artifacts within them.

In the years to come, MPA hopes to carry’ on such work. 
The firm has already designed other such projects for 
private clients. And since completing the classrooms, MPA 
has applied for grants from the Design Trust for Public 
Space to continue its relationship with Eib’s Pond Park by 
designing and developing a plan for the park’s thresholds.

— Chris Sensenig

Larger Considerations
In the previous issue of Places (15.3, p. 45), Galen Cfranz 

and Michael Boland discussed the emergence of the 
“ecological park” as a new' type of public space, one based 
on “providing solutions to ecologic-al problems and 
expressions of the human relationship to nature.” Both 
classrooms clearly embody such an attitude toward 
integrating human use into the ecological well-being of a 
park—and a city as a whole. And by fostering a more 
intimate relationship between people and their natural 
surroundings, the hope is that they will eventually generate 
wider appreciation for the benefits of such natural areas 
w'ithin cities.

I'o achieve this goal, however, MPA had to question the 
notion that the natural landscape is best preserved l)y 
keeping people away from it. Their vision was rather of a 
place that would allow maximum public contact with and 
experience of the environment—w ithout harming it.

Furthemiore, by allow ing urbanity of form to coexist 
with an intimate experience of nature, the classrooms 
foster a dynamic, sensual experience of place. This gives 
them great potential as spaces of community interaction, 
cultural learning, and memory.

Roj Wilkins Park outdoor classroom. Photos courtesy ofMPA.

Outdoor ('lassrooms at Eib's Ptind and Ko)' Wilkins Parks10
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Abercrombie and Fitch Headquarters
liul coqmrau identity. Ami there arc 
some\ cp»‘nit I .ireliitcetural teatnre^ 
you don’t nt>nii;dl\ find in otfiee 
buiidiiii's. 1 also think there’s a stronjf 
connection u ith the landscape, it 
tnakes. in sunnnart. a very nice \sork

W.M I liere an .e\eral reast)iis 1 like 
this project. \s a Nuirk cmironinent 
it’s eytrcnicly human. \ on look at tliis 
and sav, "Ihn,! would reallv want to 
work here.” Itnage-wise. there is a 
stron^Miiatch between architecture

environment. ASI. L ntortunately. tin 
most common 4»ftice envininineni are 
cubicles. i'he\ ‘rc amm\ inous ami 
conventional, ami there’s notliinjf to 
like aliont them. They come from a 
confused idea ol eHicienc)- at work,

As a clothing company, Abercrombie & Fitch emphasizes a 
hip, fun feeling and a healthy, outdoor lifestyle. WTien the 
company set out to create a new headquarters for itself they 
wanted a place that would reflect these values. They also 
wanted a place that employees would feel lucky arriving at 
each morning. And they w anted a work environment that 
emlM)died flexibility', communication, and tiin—qualities 
they hoped would lure talent from such urban centers 
as New York and San ITancisco to a quieter, more conserv
ative part of the country.

Eventually, these concerns coalesced into a single 
question in the mind of the company’s CEO Mike Jeffries: 
“If Abercromhie & Fitch were a place, what would it he?”

I low does the image of a leading clothing manufacturer 
translate into building and site design? For Anderson 
Architects, it meant approaching the headquarters project 
as if creating a scene in a movie—one where it is jM)ssihle 
to leave the everyday w orld behind and enter a wholly 
Abercromhie and Fitch experience.

Oeatinga sense of place through corptiratc branding: 
the idea, while it might make some squirm, can have 
powerhil results. In this case it led to a playful corj)orate 
campus in the woods near New Albany, Ohio.

Their first response to the head(|uarters project, there
fore, was to secure the rural benefits of the company’s yoo- 
acre property. I'liis involved pro}K>sing that much of the 
company’s land he dedit'ated to permanent preservation. 
Fortunately, this was something A&F had in mind from 
the start. Against such a rural backdrop /Vnderson felt they 
could established a narrative of the company’s presence.

Fhe story now I>egins after one turns off the main road. 
Fhe infrastructure here changes immediately; curl)s 
disap|)ear, and discreet signage points out site-specific 
street names, such as “Smith’s Mill Road” after an old 
saw'mill on the property.

d'he road twists, forcing cars to slow ilown. d'hen it passes 
over a bridge into a series of small jwrking lots carcfiilly 
screened from view. From here, visitors must continue on 
foot—first across a boardwalk that perches alnwe wetlands, 
then through a relativ'eh' narrow gap in the trees that 
provides an intimate entry {K>int to the campus itsell.

The extended entry sequence provides a contemplative 
tour that helps establish an image of the company in the 
mind of visitors. By the rime they actually encounter a 
building there can be no doubt they have departed one 
realm aiul entered another.

Site Design as Narrative
According to the New York architecture finn’s 

principal, Ross Anderson, establishing a sense of conte.xt 
was the first important goal of the project. In its marketing, designed as a street that winds through the trees. Among

precedents for such a design, Anderson points to C^harles 
Moore and William Turnbull’s Kresge C^ollege at the 
University of (California at Santa (Cruz.

.'Vs one continues, the path widens and narrows, creating 
opportunities for intiinaq’ and for larger gatherings. 'Fhe 
intent w’as to demand continued interaction with the site, 
and l>etween the people who work there. Part of this strategy 
was to create outdoor spaces that would be inviting at all 
times of the year. Several outdoor fireplaces, which arc 
supposed to remain lit during cold w eather, help create this 
atmosphere. The largest and most memorable fireplace is 
located in a covered outil(K)r room. Fhis space, which is also 
dominated by a monumental chandelier, provides a tnily 
theatrical setting for large gatherings.

'Fhe campus has several other nt>iahle landmarks, delib
erately distinguished from the common shed forms of the 
main work buildings. Perhaps most noticeable is a “tree- 
house” containing a conference room, ItKated at the widest

At Flome in the Forest
The narrative ofyouth and fitness continues when one 

arrives at the main campus buildings. The l)uilt area is

A&F' relies heavily on the lush, evocative photography 
by Bruce W'eber which often depicts the vitality’ of youth 
and physical sensuality in simple but pow’erfiil landscapes. 
The architects wanted a similar sense of narrative to
animate their site design.

“As soon as you entered their landscape,” Anderson 
We w'anted to make sure it felt like them, notsays

like the rest of New' Albany. A place that was to itself. 
About itself.”

New' Albany, hx’ated near Columbus, was once a mill 
tow n. But recently it has become better known as the 
headquarters for a numlxjr of well-known apparel makers, 
including V'ictoria’s Secret and 'Fhe Limited, A&F’s 
parent company.

'File area offers a strong workforce, inexpensive land 
accessible airjiort, and most importantly, the test-market 
consumer that many mainstream American apparel compa
nies prefer. But the recent influx of development has also 
meant that open fields and forests are fast being replaced 
by suburban-style office parks. And Anderson Architects 
understood they would need to take a completely different 
course if they were to succeed in embodying A& F'*s image.

an

Tup: Site plan shows how buildings cluster along an internal street. 

Bottom: Mew of the dining bam at the east eixl of the campus. 

Images axirtesy of .\nderson .Architects.
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A third striking element is n mechanical room, wrapped in 
w'ooden slats, that glows at night at the edge of the campus 
like a lantern.

Anderson and C-F.O Jeffries advocated fiercely for such 
special design features. 'Fhey believed they would ins|)ire 
employees by encouraging them to get up from their desks 
and walk around. Such elements also lend a sense of vitality 
and inhabitation to the central outdoor space even when it 
is unoccupied.

A similar design strategy was also employetl inside the 
sbed-like buildings that provide the bulk of workspace in

point of the complex, near its entrance. The intent was to 
call this out as "the center ol the place,” Anderson explains.

Another feanired piece is a dining “barn.” Cdad in rusted 
(a)rten steel, it can be found at the eastern end of the 
project, where it opens onto an undeveloped common area.

Alurtc left: "Trtfhoiisi;" at thfi-amfHi^entn’prnvides meeting space. 

AImivc right: Utility building can glow at night through wood slats. 

Below left: Outdoor r<xjm for ceremonial gatherings.

Below rigfu: Work areas feature natural Light and operable w indows. 

Photos courtesy t>f Anderw>n .^rdiitccts.
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cMnioniinarih—as well as sotne \cr\ 
sophisueaietl ilciailing. Some ot the 
wimlow walls arc really well done.
\s an arehiieei. I think the\^ fell tlown 
on the cooniination ol some of the 
hiiilding systems; l)iil that’s being 
pick}. S! hut it’s not perleci. I he> 
only inter; iewcil the heads of the

tleparimenis. rather than employ ees. 
rhere's a hig dilterencc l)et«een 
peo|)le on the ground and those who 
h(»ss them, l iieir site plans, tojH»gra- 
phy, climate atul geoscience, the 
wetlamis analysis, toxic-waste analysis, 
and archeological analysis, were all 
stronger than llte sf>eial—as is olten

the case, nnlortunatel)'. it’s a ver\ 
heauiitiil, competent, well-thought- 
out tlesign, hut not all the right 
questions were asked.

the complex. Thus, just as the exterior llreplaces and 
dining barn provide landmarks articulated against a more 
anonymous backdrop, entrances and gathering spots arc 
given special treatment on the inside.

One way this happens is through changes of materials, 
d'he project is mostly built of durable materials such as 
cement board, plvwood, slab floors, and galvanized panels. 
I lowever, at places of importance, the texture changes 
noticeal)ly, and wood is introduced for its tactile qualities. 
In other locations such as the dining hall, where people 
gather, the building framing is also singled our for 
expressive treatment.

Anderson believes such details encourage a more 
personal interaction with a building. I le also believes 
treating these spaces in special ways increases the chances 
for spontaneity and chance interaction.

Another factor that played an important role in the 
project was its severely constricted timetable (two years 
from hiring the architect to occupying the buildings). 
“Literally, we were hired one day, and told the next we 
were behind schedule,” Anderson laughs.

Simplicity and consistencty were crucial to meeting 
such a schedule. Decisions could not be second-guessed, 
and a model had to be adopted that embraced flexibility. 
Among other things, this meant that decisions about 
important spaces had to be made right away, w hile the 
character of other spaces was left for users to jwrsonalize 
and modify later.

Interestingly, such an approach matched the design 
team’s insistence that the w'orkplace they were creating he 
flexible and simple at its core, with only special areas called 
out as important. In effect, the abbreviated schedule created 
an even greater mandate for such simplicity, and allowed 
architect and client to push this approach even further.

employees were not inierx'iewed, however, since their views 
might have added considerably to the effort.

In negotiating a balance between a traditional office and 
a more open campus, the primary' precedent was A&F’s 
vision of an open working environment. But the design 
also benefited from a growing body of research on new 
forms of office design, especially notions of community^ 
and democrac)' in the workplace, jurors noted. As part of 
this strategy, the usual order of private cubicles and 
common break rooms is inverted, w'ith only a handful of 
employees receiving individual offices (largely to allow 
privacy for legal and/or personnel matters). Most everyone 
else works at adaptable groupings of tal)les, separated 
from one another by sandblasted Plexiglas dividers.

'fhe work areas in the main shed structures are also 
distinguished by a series of so-called “subway-cars,” which 
run down their center and contain pin-up space, conference 
rooms, bathrooms, clothing display areas, and storage space. 
Built of a variety of materials from concrete block to wire 
mesh, they create a sense of scale within the larger whole.

In the end the principal goal of the design w as to afford 
w’orkers fle.xibility in carrx'ing out their assigned tasks. At 
any given moment an employee might he working alone, 
collaborating with others at a group of desks, or risiting 
members of an adjacent department in a conference room 
or at a larger table.

A certain amount of respect for employees comes with 
such a diminished sense of hierarchy in the workplace. And 
CKO Jeffries wanted to show that he was not exempt from 
this spirit. Originally, the “treehouse” at the entrance to 
the campus was intended to contain his office. But this w'as 
changed in later versions of the design to a conference 
room for the entire company. In addition to signaling a 
desire for less exclusivity, Jeffries believed the change 
would make him less isolated from everyday activities at 
the company.

In summing up his feelings about the project, one juror 
praised the “extremely human work environment” created 
by the design team. 'I'he complex consistently takes 
advantage of the rural setting and context to establish a 
vital and almost urban sense of place.

“This is a company that doesn’t like email,” Anderson 
says, “because it discourages contact.” Such a bias is 
clearly manifest in the emphasis on diverse work spaces 
and alternate meeting areas, and in the attempt to 
encourage personal interaction in a more democratic 
workplace design.

A Democratic Workspace
d'he jury was impressed with the l)eaiity of the outcome. 

But they also praised the depth of research underlying 
the design, particularly the master site plan. Analysis here 
involved a.ssessment of sensitiv^e wildlife and wetland issues. 
Initial investigation also uncovered Native American 
archaeological sites that yielded significant artifacts. 'I'he 
project not only preser\-es these resources, hut highlights 
them as features in the site.

A considerable effort was also made to understand the 
needs of company workers. A&F is structured into twenty- 
one distinct, but related departments. To better understand 
the nature of their activities and provide for necessary’ 
adjacencies, the architects interviewed the heads of all these 
departments. Several jurors did question why lower-level

— Laura Boutelle
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Development Plan and AWI Vision 
for the Southwest Waterfront
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'I’he current character of the waterfront area only 
emerged during the urban-renewal era of the 1950s and 
60s. This was when large swathes of southwest Washington 
were declared “blighted,” and redeveloped with new- 
mid- and low -rise housing and commercial structures. 
About the same time, the area was also cut off from the 
nearby (Capitol Mall by construction of Interstate 395.

In many wa\-s, southwest Washington provides a text
book example of the ills of such heavy-handed government 
inten emion, says Neil Kittredge, .Southwest Waterfront 
project manager for Beyer Blinder Belle. Across the country, 
many poor urban communities were similarly devastated 
during this |>eriod. But after liftv' years, it should be jxissible 
to take a new look at the real quality of places like southwest 
Washington unlay, he saj's, and build on what is there.

In positive lenns, Kittredge points out, Washington’s 
southw’est now accommodates a viable neighborhood of 
mixed income and ethnicity. Architecturally, the area also 
provides an almost pure example of modernist space, 
consisting of rental and co-op housing superlilocLs with 
green, inry inleriors. On the other hand, the near complete 
destnicticm of the southwest’s historic fabric created 
featureless intervening spaces that are almost completely 
dominated by vehicles. And this is now'here more apparent 
than along the waterfront, where urban renewal met the 
channel in a series of access roads and parking lots that 
came to serve little more than private marinas, tour-boat 
operators, and isolated, pavilion-style restaurants.

I'he Southwest Waterfront Plan envisions a two-stage 
approach to the transformation of this area. First, a 
“Development Plan” addresses things that can happen

Good revitalization plans often succeed by making the 
complex seem simple. In established urban settings, one 
reason may l)e that only the clearest visions can lure 
entrenched stakeholders to put aside their fears of change 
and pull together for a common future.

The difficult legwork behind such visions, however, 
often belies their veneer of inevitability. Much hard- 
headed investigation must normally take place behind the 
scenes to sort through the complexities of liK-al real estate 
economics, regulatory’ structures, and patterns of 
ownership and to realistically account for such physical 
problems as infrastructure upgrading and environmental 
mitigation. And then there is the political prtx'css. Success 
here often hinges on elective outreach, identifring objec
tions and accommodating concerns l>efore they can create 
difficulties during later phases of the approvals process.

Jurors in 2003 identified the Development Plan and 
AWI Vision for the Stmthwest Waterfront of ^V^ashington, 
D.C., as just such a comprehensive, professional product.
In a nutshell, it envisions transforming the lands adjacent 
to the W'ashington Ship (Channel into “a world-class 
waterfront district” for the nation’s capital.

In addition to praising the plan—by a primary' consultant 
team of Hamilton Rabinovitz & Alschuler, Beyer Blinder 
Belle /\rchitects & Planners, and (freenberg Consultants— 
for its thoroughness and clarity, the jury also cited its 
potential to bring real change to an area long bypassed by 
such placcmaking efforts.

A'lroubled History
The condition ot lands along the Washington Ship 

Channel has been an embarrassment to oifidals in the 
nation’s capital for years. 'I’he channel, itself, was created at 
the end of the nineteenth century to provide |X)rt facilities 
and reduce the severity of seasonal flooding. During the 
early’ twentieth century it serveil this |iurpose w ell, w hile 
adjacent neighlK)rhoods accommodated port-related 
businesses and worker lunising.

.\bovc: Outreach c<> neiph)M)rs a si^ilicam rede in establishing the form of 

neu mixeii-use buildings along die Ship Channel. Computer collage anutes)'of 

Bettr Blinder Belle.

0|)posi(c: 'ITie larger opportunities fur the area are contained in the ‘‘AWI Viston" 

(Minion of the plan. Numlicred buildings n uuld be do eioped during the earlier 

“l>ovlopmcnt I’lan" (>hase.
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right away to estaldish the basis for a new waterfront 
neigliborhood. A second “V'ision” section then proposes 
longer-term actions to consolidate its character and 
establish better connections to the city arouml it.

W^at finally appears to have broken the logjam is the 
Anacostia Waterfront Initiative, a comprehensive effort 
to use redevelopment of lands f)ordering the District’.s 
“forgotten” second river to revitalize its entire southern half. 
AWl was inaugurated toward the end of the C'linton 
Administration through a memorandum of understanding 
between the District and some twenty federal agencies with 
jurisdiction over land bordering the /Vnacostia River.

District of Columbia Mayor Anthony Williams has been 
a major force behind AWl. Since his election, V\il!iams 
has sought to bring a new focus on economic revitali/4Uion 
to local politics. Indeed, one of his stated goals has been to 
attract ioo,ooo new residents to the District.

In terms of the southwest waterfront, Brandes also

A Larger Vision
Over the years, a number of studies have addressed the 

potential for redeveloping lands along the Ship Channel, 
says Uwe Brandes of the l)istrict of Columbia Office of 
Planning (D(X)P). But none have come to fruition, in 
part fiecause of the great difficultv’ overcoming the legacy 
of urban renewal. A perennial lack of communication 
between federal and District agencies has alsi> stalled 
redevelopment efforts in general in the nation’s ca|)iial.
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points to the significance of a new partnership l)etween his 
agenc)’ (DCOP) and the National ('apital Revitalisation 
Ca)r|X)ration. A public economic-development corporation 
which began operation injaniiar)' 2001, NCRC controls 
much of the properU' along the Ship C-hannel through a 
subsidiary which succeeded the District’s old Redevelop
ment Agency. Today, while DCX)P has l)een managing the 
larger AWl effon, N(]RC> has been driving its southwest 
waterfront element.

The reason why XC^R(] has a special interest in the area 
is obvious. ()ther parts of A VVI focus on rebuilding public 
housing, developing new sites for offices and government 
buildings, and restoring parks and the natural quality of the 
river itself. But because of their largely unde%’eloped charac
ter, the lands along the Ship Channel have long l)een seen as 
the ideal location for an entirely new mi.\ed-use community.

.Altogether, the plan estimates such a development 
would result in S9 million in annual tax revenue for the 
District, 1,500 permanent jobs, 800 new housing units, 
sites for several new cultural buililings, and improved 
public access to the water.

I,-iiiL ivii;

high-quality modern architecture.” If thereto ensure a
is one area of W'ashington where traditional styles are 
inappropriate, it is here, Kittredge says. Innovative modern 
design could be ver>' imponant in tenns of complementing 
the belter qualities of the older urban-renewal areas.

Further Connections
Once the impact of the new mixed-use l)uildings and 

waterfront public areas has been established, the plan 
imagines that aspects of its longer-term, “Vision,” section 
would come into play. Ot particular imjwrtance here is the 
rebuilding of a hill south of I-395. The hill was originally 
formed out of material excavated during freeway construc
tion, and today it is occupied by an oval waterfront 
overlook that ser\'es as little more tlian an architectural 
conceit at the end of L’Enfant Way.

According to Kittredge, this overlook was once 
intended to connect to the waterfront, but it never did 
because of grade difficulties. .As a result, anyone w anting 
to walk from the C^apilol .Mall to the Fish iMarket today 
must bv'pass the homeless people camped at the oval, 
then clamber down a ihirtv’-foot hill, and dash across a 
high-speed muliilane roadway.

In its Monuments and Memorials Plan, the National 
Capital Planning Ck)mmission has already identified the oval 
as the site for a major new federal structure. But the Vision 
section goes fiinhcr by jK)inting out some of the ini{K)rtant 
urban design goals such a monument of memorial might 
fulfill. Most importantly, if it were to incorporate a grand 
public staircase, it might create a rewarding pedestrian 
connection l>envcen the waterfront, the xMetro station in the 
nearbv L’Fnfani Pla7ai office complex, and the C^lapiiol Mall 
beyond. Fqiially significant would be the estalilishment 
of a parking and multimodal transjxiitation huh on the 
podium floors of the new building. Such a facility would 
have immediate access to I-595, and could provide space for 
idle tour buses that now clutter the waterfront. Such a trans
portation facility might also be tied to important “waterside” 
changes. One might be expansion of the city’s liistoric Fish 
.Market to include restaurants and other commercial uses.

More difficult, Init equally significant, would he a swap 
of location between current private marina berths and 
a new cruise-ship pier, Kittredge says. The transportation 
facility' would be key to such a reorganization because it 
would allow parking for cruise and party'-hoat operators to 
be removed from the southern end of the waterfront. Phis, 
in mm, would allow a more appropriate gradient ot uses to 
be established, from the hustle and energ\' of the northern 
end, to a quieter, more residential character in the south.

Finally, the V'ision section proposes a number of public

A New VV’aterfront Community
d'he core of the initial Development Flan for this area 

is the consolidation of six new mixed-use development 
parcels facing onto the Ship (Channel. 'Fhese, in turn, are 
to be set in an entirely new armature of public space.
To the north (adjacent to the city’’s existing Fish .Market) 
it envisions a new market square; to the south would be a 
more naturally landscaped park; and the waterfront would 
then be tied together by a widened promenade.

'File key to creating this new spatial hierarchy is the 
replacement of redundant parking lots and vehicle 
circulation with a single, well-designed boulevard along 
Maine Avenue. “W'ithout changing the road patterns you 
cannot create land areas that are big enough to do much 
devel(»pment,” Kittridge says. Once the parcels have been 
assembled, the plan calls for them to l>e developed privately. 
F.ach would include retail and office uses oriented to 
the new public spaces, apartments on the upper floors, and 
parking in their interiors to make up ff)r the lost surface lots.

Among other things, the plan specifically argues against 
the establishment of a themei! retail setting similar to 
New Afork’s South Street Seaport. A critical mass of new' 
residents is extremely important in this regard. Only 
full-time residents can create the constituency for “a 
real urban place,” Kittredge says. 'Fo show' the viability of 
such mixed-use buildings, the plan includes extensive 
economic analysis by Hamilton, Rahinovitzand Mschuler.

.Another key proposal involves strict design guidelines

Development Plan and .MVl Vision for the Southwest Waterfront18
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improvements that might l>e paiii for with tax-increment 
financing. These include pulilic piers, a pedestrian bridge 
to Kast Potomac Park, and the expansion and redesign of 
the currently dismal walkway beneath 1-395 and Rte. i that 
connects the southwest waterfront to well-used parklands 
around the I'idal Basin.

The \'isit)ii section even mentions the possibility of 
cutting a ship canal across F.ast Potomac Park. Not only 
would this allow boats more direct access to the Potomac, 
but it might re-establish the cleansing flow of water 
through the Ship (’channel that was lost when the gates 
at the head of the channel were pennanently closed to 
pnitect the scenic tjualities of the Tidal Basin.

transportation, infrastructure and environmental issues.
Finally, they noted that the planning effort also made a 

serious attempt to include the views of nearb\- residents and 
waterfront stakeholders. “The plan will absolutely have an 
impact on people who own or rent there,” Kittrcdge notes.

Among other things, the size ot the proposed new 
buildings were subject to careful scrutiny at community 
meetings, where massing simulations were analyzed from a 
variety of viewpoints. The plan was also subject to periodic 
review by a working group combining major stakeholders 
and representatives of federal and local agencies.

Ultimately, the plan “is as much a reflection of the 
community’s views as it is of ours,” Kittredge believes. Some 
residents will lose unobstructed views of the water, but 
on balance it will add tremendous value to a neighborliofni 
currently dominated by speeding traffic and parking lots.

A Complete Product
jurors not only complimented the plan for its ideas, but 

for its consistent layout, clear writing, and helpful graphics. 
In later sections, its individual recommendations are accom
panied by images tjfsuccessfiil urban design interv'entions 
elsewhere. 'Phis gallery of success stories provides a s})ur to 
the imagination, and ranges from housing prototypes in 
Vancouver; to the detailing of the water edge at New York’s 
Battery I’ark City; to the constniction of light rail transit in 
Portland, (Oregon, and a pedestrian bridge in Bilbao, Spain.

Jurors also noted that the basis for many of the proposed 
changes is am|)ly documented in appendices to the plan. 
These fill nearly halt its length with analyses of market,

— David Mojfat

I'ppcr left: The Ship (Channel during its heyday in die early twentieth century . 

PhotiK'ourtesy of Martin l.uthcr king Library, Washington. U.(].

L'ppcr right: view of Miuthwest waterfront tmlay showing Fish .Market in 

foregniund and loth Street overlook. Photo courtesy of IXXIP.

I.owvr left: Map of Washington, D.C., showing location of.Anawjstta Rner ami the 

southwest waterfront plan area.

Lower right: Ilte open spaces and modern design ofexisting apartment compi 

in southwest Washington. Photo courtesy of Beyer Blinder Belle.
exes
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First Nations Community Planning Model
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Mi’kmaq, and Pictou Landing communities.
As the pilot efforts indic.ite, this is not glamorou.s, 

high-profile work. Instead, it involves the nitty-gritty of 
sinall-town projects done on something more than a 
shoestring. Yet, as the model points out, these projects 
have importance both in their own right and as indicators 
of a larger process of empowerment intended to build 
self-reliance, self-esteem, and leadership skills.

Such an emphasis on process spurred consideral)le 
discussion on the jury. One juror argued that EDRA/P/mw 
planning awards should principally recognize projects 
with exceptional physical outcomes. Hut others fell the 
awards should also recognize superior initiatives where 
specific physical impacts may he of less importance.
In some circumstances, the establishment of a clear frame
work for community outreach and decision-making 
may have a more profound iiii|)act on ijualities of place 
than a gloriously illustrated design plan, they said.
.And, while the physical outcomes of the First Nations 
Model pilot projects might seem unimpressive in an urban 
context, they would likely have greater meaning in 
bypassed, rural communities.

As part of their iliscussion, jurors also noted that it has 
now become almost routine to consider the building of 
tribal casinos as a panacea for the troubles of native 
communities. W’ith money, talented outside design profes
sionals can also be hired to create a pastiche of svinbols 
that fetishizes first-nation identity. Hut the most significant 
efforts may ultimately be those that arise from within a 
community itself, several jurors pointed out.

Furthermore, while planning efforts today routinely 
herald the staging of “community meetings,” rarely do 
these rise to the level of true participation, several jurors 
said. At the same lime, ex{>erience worldwide has now 
shown that such an additional level of engagement, 
combined with the ability to “ask the right questions,” is 
crucial when working with native communities.

Few people would argue that community’ planning is 
easy. Hut one only has to read betw'een the lines of 
the h'irst Nations Community Planning Model to see 
how extraordinarily difficult it is. I'o engage hard-pressed 
communities, such as those of Atlantic Canada’s first 
nations, in a truly participatory process lhat helps 
them seize control of their futures requires great skill, 
intelligence and perseverance.

In a foreword to the First Nations Model, Frank 
Palermo, who directed its production, descril)cs just a few 
of the obstacles: “'Fhere isn’t enough time; there aren’t 
enough resources; it’s not considered inqK)rtant...l)ut the 
most significant barrier is that many communities don’t 
know the difference it makes and don’t often understand 
how to do it.” It is this last difficulty' lhat the F'irst Nations 
Model sets out most directly to address.

The model emerged from an initiative of the 
W'^agniatcook First Nation and the Joint Community 
Planning Committee (JCPC), a group that combines 
first-nation representatives with representatives of 
Canadian federal departments. According to Palermo, 
“rather than continuously reacting to government 
programs and day-to-day crises,” first-nations indiriduals 
came to the committee seeking help in developing a 
more forward-thinking way to manage development issues.

On one level, then, the model aildresses the need to 
improve the effectiveness of Canadian-govemment 
development programs. As a model, it attempts to do this 
by establishing a replicable framework for action beneficial 
to both funding agencies and first-nation recipients.
But to see this as all that is involved would he to miss its 
potentially much greater impact, Palermo says.

First-nation communities in Canada suffer from 
many of the same problems as iheir counterparts in the 
U.S. .Among these are untreated health problems such as 
diabetes and drug ami alcohol abuse, poor housing and 
infrastructure, high dropout and suicide rates, and 
unemployment. A sense of hopelessness is further fostered 
by an all-too-appareiu disconnect between traditional 
values and the pressures of the modern world. 'Fhe First 
Nation Model proposes that an integrated process of 
physical planning can actually l)e an important tool by 
which to address such larger issues.

A Simple Framework
The ultimate heneficiarics of the First Nations Model 

are some 32 first-nation banils in Atlantic Canada, ranging 
in size from 100 to 3,000 residents. “Standing still is 
not a choice” for these communities, the model argues.
“A community can he pushed by the constant current of 
local pressures and glol)al forces or it can take control 
over its own destiny.”

There is n season for planting and one for harcesting; for 
7‘epaiting traps and for hunting; for preparing the boat andfor 
catching fish; for tapping trees and for collecting the tnaple syrup; 
a thne for workmg and playing and resting and celebrating.

A Question of Process
The First Nations Model was created by the Cities and 

Environment Unit w ithin the F aculty of .Architecture 
at Halifax’s Dalhousic University’, jurors review ed the first 
edition of its overall program guide and documentation of 
three initial pilot projects at the Abegweit, Melapenagiag

First Narions Community* Planning Model20
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Where this community-based planning effort differs 
from past government-sponsored initiatives, however, is 
that it argues against employing outside professionals for 
other than the most difUcult and/or technical stages. If 
planning is to succeed as a larger source of inspiration and 
motivation, a premium must be placed on a community’s 
willingness to direct its own effort.

Toward this goal, the model offers a simple framework 
of action consisting of eight separate, but sequential, 
stages: Gathering Background Information; Identify ing 
Strengths & Issues; Searching for Connections; 
Establishing a \^ision; Building a Eramew ork; Developing 
Projects; Implementing Projects; and Monitoring.
These stages are further broken down into subsections 
dealing with Principles; Steps and Methods; Ivxpertise 
and Skills; Involvement; and Products. Finally, the main 
te.Kt is augmented with conceptual diagrams, illustrative 
photos, and sidebars that expand on the best practices 
of other first nations.

X
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Vl4>l O/sf PQot Projects
'To date, three trial uses of the model have been 

completed, each lasting roughly sixteen months. And 
based on their initial success, another eight projeers are 
under^vay. Each pilot application to date has been led I)y a 
project coordinator from the Chties and Environment 
Unit—typically a recent graduate of the university’s 
planning program. In addition, members of first-nation 
communities from throughout the region have been 
included on project teams to help build community 
contacts and a reservoir of training and skills.

Completed and contemplated projects from the 
three pilot communities are extraordinarily diverse. For 
the MetapenagiagMi’kmaq Band of Red Bank, New' 
Brunswick, completed projects included a community play
ground and outdoor adventure lodge. A heritage park was 
in design 'and development, while renovation of an old hand 
office as a youth/training center was under consideration.

At Pictou Landing, on Prince Fdward Island, 
completed projects included the cleanup of a river, a beach, 
and a schoolyard and improvement of a trail that will 
provide a first link in a more extensive network. Progress

“PfeloElTY AcrtM
oobi ^

Projects build on each other to implement the Framework, reinforce the V’ision, 

and improse the local qualiwnf life.
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Over time, the model will change to reflect ongoing 
experience, says Bcata Dera, a Community Planner 
and Research Associate who worked on the Pictou I>anding 
pilot project. .And already, a second edition is under 
proiluction that w'ill simplify the model from eight stages 
to seven.

One problem so far, Palermo notes, has been the heavy 
reliance of the model on the leadership of a planning work 
group. First-nation communities do not have “a huge 
tradition" of volunteering, he says. And even though there 
is a high level of uneiiiployanent, people with the interest 
anil skills to serve effectively on such a body tend to be 
overextended already.

On the other hand, Palenno points out, there have been 
few political difficulties in applying tlte model. Quite 
the opposite, its implementation has invigorateil tribal 
councils. People seeking election to these bodies are now' 
proud to say, “You know, I worked on ‘the plan’.”

Based on the initial work, “a new kind of spirit” is 
also already evident in the three pilot communities, 
Palenno believes. And beyond Atlantic Canada, the model 
has begun to attract attention from other universities, 
professional planners, and native communities.

was l)eing made toward construction of a new' health 
center and band office. Construction of a new sidewalk 
along the main road through the settlement was also 
under consideration.

Work with the Abegweit First Nation, in Nova Scotia, 
had produced a long list of suggested projects. 'Fhese were 
grouped into such areas as I lealth and Recreation, Youth, 
F.ducation, Environment and Resources, I lousing and 
Grow th, Economic Development, and CJovemance.

Under “Conuiiunity Connections,” for example, the 
plan recommended construction of a Maw'i’dum’kewey 
Building in each of the band’s three principal reserv'e 
areas. It argued that through architectural design 
(for example, using traditional bent-wood structure) these 
buildings would be significant in helping identify each 
community as Abegweit.

Otheractions proposed under “Community Connections' 
were less tangible in terms of physical traces, but were 
thought to be equally important in the establishment 
of a sense of band identity. 'Fhese inchuled the intimation 
of a shuttle serv'ice between the reserves and the 
creation of a fonnal calendar of events to “reintrixluce 
traditions of gathering, celebrating, and participating 
in communitv’ events.”

Ongoing Engagement
Unlike stand-alone studies, another significant 

feature of the First Nations Mode! is that it proposes that 
community-based planning become a permanent activity 
of each band. Thus, a community’s engagement w ith the 
planning process is not complete when a framework of 
action emerges. Rather, application of the model continues 
through the development and execution of projects; 
the review', renewal, and/or alteration of plan goals; and 
the creation of subsequent cycles of action.

To sustain such an ongoing commitment, the model 
proposes that the completion of each stage be accompanied 
by the creation of specific products, and that each 
moment of completion be marked by a pul>lic celebration. 
'Fhe model also stresses the need to tell the story of the 
planning process through news reports, piiltlic displays, and 
bulletins. If some people prefer not to actively participate, 
they will at least hear about the effort and feel included.
It they are participating, public recognition of their efforts 
is a key reward for their commitment of time and effort.

Each stage of the model also mandates specific 
opportunities for public input, particularly that of elders, 
schoolchildren, and young adults. As Falemio points 
out, the special identity of first nations will only be 
preserved if new links can be established between younger

— David Mojf'at

I’pper left: Implementatiim map from Pictou Landing pilot project.

L.uncr left: Nw pbifonii with benches marks ihe beginning of an improved trail 

network at Pictou l.anding.

Upper right: The Abegn-eit pilot prnjea imagined a bridge using traditional 

bent-wood construction.

.Mid-right: bridge under ctmsmiction.

Lower right: using experience and knowledge from within the community is both 

satisfy ing and efficient.

.All Images courtesy of Cities and Environment Unit.

First Nations flominunity Planning Modelaz
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Reclaiming the American West
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Through woril, cartography, mapping and image, 
Berger examines this intricate regional storJ^ I le explores 
the large-scale flows of resources that affect single sites. 
And he presents an over\’iew of key detemiining elements: 
the implications of the grid survey system; the West’s 
particular context of barbed wire and local hydrology; and 
the Surface .Mining Law’s requirement that mined land 
be returned to its “appro.ximate original contour.”

^\nyone who has flown over the Intermountain W'^est 
has likely wondered about the origins of the sublime and 
bizarre lantlforms below—smooth circles, .steep cuts, 
uniform piles, concentric terraces, chopped-off |>eaks, and 
mysterious polygons in strange concentrations ofw'hites, 
reds, greens, and blacks. Anyone who has wondered about 
these landscapes and then read .Alan Berger’s Reclmtmng 
the American West will be left with one practical answer: 
mining—and many more questions.

The questions follow complicated meanders. If one 
follows them, one comes see how these intennountain 
landscapes—cut and framed by the deceptively reassuring 
lines of section, township, and range—were created 
by such forces as frontier quests, suburban dreams, 
far-away wars, cultural demands, political proposals, and a 
seemingly ubiquitous taste for French fries.

Berger’s research traces many of these meanders while 
treating the emerging typology' of the post-mine landscape 
of the American West as a related set of site challenges. 
Jurors argued for the importance ot his work based on its 
timeliness, his unique research methods, and the potential 
generalizahility of lessons drawn from reclamation on such 
a vast scale.

Ties to Larger Issues
Berger's deep l<M>k at these Western states of rectangular 

perimeters and wild topographies is captivating in its own 
right, but the strength of his research lies in its broad 
applicability. I'he same questions that Berger asks al)out 
the reclaimed, post-mine landscape of the Intennountain 
West can be asked al)out any piece of remade land: decom
missioned military'sites on the West Coast, industrial 
brownfields in the Midwest, and war-altered places and 
abandoned cities all over the globe.

-Acknowledge history, or cover it in fresh turf? Include 
industrial topography as part of a landscape narrative, or 
return it to its “approximate original contour”? Approach 
legacies of contamination honestly, or use pleasantly green 
landscapes as tools of comfort and deception? Follow 
the urban-renewal model of easily cleared and developed 
superblocLs, or proceed slowly and carefully?

Because of its desire to establish such a broad v'ision, 
Reclahfiing the American iVest should be seen as kin to 
such other books as Rachel Carson’s Si/ent Sprhig, Eric 
Schlosser’s Fast Food Nation, and Marc Reisner’s Cadillac 
Desert. Such books call for serious rethinking of the way 
we do things. Rather than solely addressing local places, 
they explore the global networks that affect them.

Berger sees the mined landscape as one challenge 
among many which are created by American cultural 
demands. Mining of the West—along with grazing, 
suburbanization, and other familiar land uses—supports 
the larger patterns and everyday decisions of American 
consumption.

The findings of such work can be alanning at any scale. 
For example, on pp. 31-32, Berger discusses issues 
surrounding the reclamation of the Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal, north of Denver.

Beginning in 1993, the Rocky Alonntain Arsenal teas 
redahned to be the nation's largest urban wildlife refuge, now 
known as the Rocky Mountain Wildlife Refuge. Guided public 
tours point out abundant fauna species and unique habitat. 
Neighlforing Commerce City !f Office of Economic Development 
promotes the Refuge as a '"natural" wildlife asset for all to 
enjoy and a place to discover nature right in the city!

A Lliiquitous Presence
Berger notes that active and abandoned mines now’ 

cover more than too million acres of the Intennountain 
\\'est. In 1977, the federal Surface .Mining (kintrol and 
Reclamation .Act (S.MCR.A) required planning for the 
eventual reclamation of these mines. As a result, the 
W’estern landscape, already shaped by such large-scale 
human uses as livestock grazing, water diversion, logging, 
national parks, and mining is now set to be further 
recontoured by the curious new activity of reclamation.

As Berger points out, the Surface .Mining Law now- 
means mining can be considered no more than a teinjKjrar)’ 
land use. Yet each fonn of mining (surface, underground, 
coal, and hard-rock) requires a unique approach to reclama
tion and presents a different set of regulatory challenges. 
.And despite the best reclamation techniques, some impacts 
persist even in reclaimed lands. By-products of mining 
operations such as air jMillution from smelters, toxic ninoff, 
and contaminated soil constitute a legacy that will endure in 
landscapes and communities of the American West for ages.

In effect, Berger writes, mining creates a “fluid process 
of landscape production, and it sets off a chain of events 
perpetually fueled by cultural needs.” 'Fhese cultural 
demands—for copjter, gold, coal, anil even for phosphate 
to process frozen {Mttatoes—are what ultimately shape the 
land around us.

Reclaiming the .American tt'esT*4
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Prior to hecomhig a refuse., the Arsenal u'as home to chemiail 
ueapons manufacturing and juunitions and pesticide production 
for more than tbrre decades. The V.S. Environmental Protection 
Agemy once believed the Arsenal to contain the most toxic square 
mile ofland on the planet! hr late 2000, almost eight years ajia- 
the site was opened for public tours, ten Sarin (a nerve agent) 
bombs were imearthcd by a construction crew working near an area 
open to the public, lours of the wildlife refiige Iry schoolchildren 
were canceled during the ensuing process to dispose of the Iwmbs.

The U.S. Department of the Intaior, in cooperation with the 
U.S. Anny, manages the Arsenal and Refuge. Reclamation 
activities are estimated to cost two billion dollars and are expected

to continue until the year 2011. The Arsenal is home to a 
winter-roosting population of American bald eagles, as well as 
other threatened attd endangered species that share gro««</ 
with constant reclamation activities.

Graphic-Driven Research
Reclaiming the American We.st is supported by considerable 

amounts of ilata, which Berger makes accessible through 
effective visual display. Berger operates in the tradition of

■As pan of his rcscanh. Berger flew over mining sites to document vast patterns 

oflandscape alteration.
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Top: Juxtaposition of graphs and photos helps eni|^asize the impact 

of consumption patterns descrilted in ReckmmgtbeAfnfricitn Hist. 

Dottom: Mined and reclaimed landscapes are created liy the larger cultural 

demands of population growth ami suburbanization in the western states. 

Op|Misite left: Graphic techniques are used both for analytical process 

and representational product.

Opposite right: Reclamation tests the limits of ^miliar Ian<l-shaping 

crmccpts like “angle of repose."
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Edward R. Tufte, whose books have argued for visual 
clarity in the presentation of statistical infonnaiion.

In effect, the jurv' noted, Berger uses mapping, image
making, and graphic representation both as presentation 
totjis and research methods, d'hey praised this effort to 
create a new visual language, am! noted that he had taken 
an analytical step beyond the mapping iechnii|ues of 
Mississippi Floods (winner of a 2001 EDR/VP/me.f aw’ard for 
research).

Berger presents }K>etry about remaking land next to |K*r- 
centages and quantities, handling data in a way that advo- 
c’ates careful attention to qualitative experience. In doing so 
he constantly reminds his readers of what the data mean on 
the ground—its spatial implications and what it looks like in 
the landscape. Conversely, he also eligs l>eneath the surface 
of many eveiy^day images—presenting some astounding 
numbers behind the innocent image of a single-family hous
ing development in Colorado, for example.

.Many pages feature hybrids of graphed data, inappeil 
data, and photographic images—three ways to understand 
the consequences ot land manipulation. In arguing for his 
new graphical systems, Berger writes that section and 
|)lan drawings—customary devices of miners, conventional 
tools of reclaimers, and revcrcil traditions of designers— 
are often inadequate to express the spatial and narrative 
possiiiilitics of reclaimed land.

And he urges landscape planners and designers in the 
•American West to join the conversation about how' to treat 
post-technological landscapes now, for challenges 
surrounding them will likely show up on their drawing 
boards for years to come.

Unfortunately, Berger says, the response from landscape 
architects to these issues has so far been virtually nonexis
tent. Aliners, reclamation professionals, conservationists, 
and architects have all been enthusiastic in asking that he 
speak to them. But the very pnrfession that should he Irest 
equipped to handle the challenge seems to be simply not 
paying attention. It continues to focus on formalisni within 
.site boundaries while missing the implications of larger 
forces that affect the site.

Thus, when Berger asked a room full ol 200 landscape 
architects how they might contribute to the new work of 
reclaiming mined landscapes, the room was sadly silent, 
until one person responded that it w ould be interesting to 
have the opportunity’ to “make cool landfonns.”

In Reclaiming the Amei ican West Berger questions the 
one-prescription approach to reclamation, and he encour
ages others to do the same. In doing so, he argues for 
the multiple possiliilities of place.n'bo will provide the 
vision for these new places, anil hoiv, remains in question. 
/\s a landscape architect anil researcher, Berger has taken 
an intriguing first step. Other design professionals will 
do well to consiilcr the prospectus presented in Reclaiming 
the American West.A Long-Term Challenge

.According to Berger, mine reclamation—measured by 
spending and scale—will be one of the largest infrastruc
ture undertakings in the history' of the United States.

—Andrea Urhiel Goldner 
All images courtesy of Alan Herger.
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Sento at Sixth and Main:
Preserving Landmarks of Japanese Heritage
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A woman liathing, chin hurietl under the still water, folded 
washcloth balanced delicately on her head, eyes shut to 
the world, d'he image, on its cover, is typical of the 
[xjrtraits of people and places presented in Sento at Sixth 
and Main by CLail Duhrow and Donna Ciraves. I'he book 
uses such intitnate views to re-imagine the sense of calm, 
of ritual and nonnalcy, that imbued the everyday built 
environment of Japanese-American communities in the 
early/mid-twcntieth centur)-. In seeking to recapture such 
moments and places, the authors hope to bring home 
racism’s effects on place—not only in the development 
and existence of certain institutions and neighborhoods, 
but in the process of selecting places of architectural 
and historical significance to remember and protect.

As most /Vmericans are now' aware, the bombing of 
Pearl Harbor in December 1941 led the federal govern
ment to order the removal of all Japanese Americans living 
on the West Coast. I heir forced relocation to isolated 
inland internment t'amps caused once-vital communities, 
from Seattle to Los .Angeles, to be scattered—their 
property' seized, their heritage irreparably endangered.

Since the 1980s, various attempts to recognize and 
redress this injustice have largely involved commemorating 
and memorializing the experience of relocation. Indeed, 
in the National Register of Historic Places internment 
camps are the most frequently listed landmarks associated 
with Japanese xAmericans.

Dubrow' and Ciraves agree such sites are powerfully 
import-ant to U.S. history, but they see them as inadequate 
representations of the people displaced. The tragic power 
of internment is still evident in Sento at Sixth and Main.
But it is conveyed by unfolding a deeper story of exclusion

and discrimination, and by making us care alK)ut places that 
once sustained a community, hut w hich have now been lost.

By questioning what has been set aside as representative 
of Japanesc-Anierican history, their Ixtok also raises the 
issue of how places of historical significance are identified. 
In particular, Dubrow and Graves criticize official 
preser\'ation initiatives for failing to adequately include 
the views of representeil communities. Only such a policy 
can combat the “lens of our cultural biases,” ihej- w'rite.

A Surprising Discovery
Sento at Sixth and Main evolved out of Dubrow’s 

involvement with planning projects to protect and 
document Japanese-American cultural resources at both 
the state and local level. A professor of hisioiy at the 
University' of W'ashington in Seattle, she had read of the 
hundreds of bathhouses built byjapanesc immigrants, but 
she had never seen evidence of one. Finally, someone 
pointed her in the direction of the Hashidate-Yu in the 
basement of Seattle’s Panama I lotel, one of only two such 
spaces still know'n to exist. That was when she realized 
she had stune wt)rk to do.

“W^hat struck me [was] that such an cxtraorilinary' 
resource could exist in the International District, right at the 
comer of what had l>een Japantown, and that it had never 
been documented in all the preservation planning work done.” 

Such bathhouses were once known as jcwfo: thus the title 
of the book. But as the project grew', it came to include 
research on nine other historic buildings/sites of impor
tance to pre- and postwar Japanese American communities. 
Each was chosen for specific reasons of local significance, 
but the intent was also to provide an overall cross-section 
of cultural space. As sites of quotidian rituals and gatherings, 
the sites further hint at the importance of vernacular 
buildings to the fabric of a city' or culture, and the ease 
with which such cultural traces can disappear.

In some cases, these places ofJapanese-American 
identity came into l>eing indirectly as refuges from discrimi- 
natoiy' attitudes. Holiday Bowl in Los Angeles, for 
example, was one of a limited circuit of howling alleys open 
to Japanese Americans—a reaction to rules w hich, until 

the 1950s, made Imwling leagues ineligible for awards if 
they had nonwhite members.

In other cases, patterns of e.xclusion were more direct. 
For example, Duhrow' and (Jraves document how worker 
housing at the Selleck Lumber Camp (near 'Facoma, 
Washington) once included a special segregated district

Left: Pianofihesemoin the Imcmcnt of Seattle’sPanami Hotel. 

Opposite: .Men’s Iwth at the sento.
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for Japancse-Americans. I hey also discovxTed that the 
houses in this district were so p<K>rly constructed they had 
not stood the test of time. And so, while the houses of the 
more privileged white workers were cxirrently under 
consideration for national landmark status, the important 
contriliution ofjapanese Americans to the Northwest 
lumber industr)' was in tlanger of being lost.

The effects of the war-era internment are immediately 
evident with respect to many of the sites examined in the 
book. An important reason is that once their populations 
were removed, many japanese-.\merican communities 
never regained their previous density or signilicance within 
their respective cities. When residents of Little'I'okyo in 
Los Angeles reuimed after the war, for example, they 
found their neighborhood swallowed up by “Bronzeville,

now home to thousands of African /Americans, prohibited 
from living in white areas.

'I'he scattering of the Japanese American population 
also meant a dilution of demand for businesses serving 
specificallyJapanese-American needs. .And after the war a 
stigma came to attach to these hiisine.sses. Before inteniment, 
Japanese /Americans had destroyed personal documents 
and artifacts to avoid being suspected ofloyaltyto the 
Japanese government. Now, ujmui returning to their fonner 
communities, they avoided culturally specific rituals and 
places that might draw unwanted attention to them.

A (h)llaborative Method
By documenting key building ty'pes and communicating 

the meaning of these places in an evocative way, Duhrowtt
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and Ciraves help readers personally identify w'ith this 
history of displacement. In their work the authors used 
such traditional methods as archival research and field 
investigations. But the source of much of their most impor
tant material was e.xtensive public involvement. I'his 
effort included both collection of individual oral histories 
and meetings with comiminity groups.

Diibrow recounts how' her first impulse in researching 
the history' of the Japanese-Americ-an community' in Seattle 
was to hold a meeting to intrmluce her mission and ask for 
help. But she quickly realized this was the wrong approach, 
since she was not known to the people she wanted to meet 
Moreover, the power of historical neglect, which had endan
gered these sites to begin with, was so strong many p>eople 
no longer cared for them. 7’hey were “those old places”— 
not socially important in the present; and it was certainly not 
worth digging up painful memories to help a stranger.

At this point, Dubrow changed her strategy and began to 
assert her position as a stranger—albeit one with credentials 
as a historian affiliated with the University of Washington. 
Rather than hosting her ow n meetings, she began contacting 
already-established comiiiunity' groups and asked to be 
placed on their agendas. She then used these existing forums

to present her case, emphasizing it as part of a larger struggle 
to discover, document, and protect places of importance 
to Japanese Americans. At this point, “people came out of 
the w (Kxlwork,” she says, and Sento at Sixth and Main c'ame 
to incorporate hundreds of individual memories.

In this sense, the book embodies a truly collaborative, 
multifaceted approach to understanding the significance 
of place. Its hundreds of individual stories give body to the 
book’s idea of historical memory". W^e see pages from an 
etiquette book and illustrations from a supply catalogue; 
we hear about comfort foods of salted plums and pickled 
bean curd; we are presented with photos of schoolgirls 
(lt>ing calisthenics, and of tins of grease paint for the opera.

Parts are comic. Quite a bit is tragic. But all is lied 
together by a desire to re-establish a sense for the full 
spectrum of daily life. In this account, place is not a stage 
for action to occur, but a confluence of ritual, of commu
nity' networks and cultural identity.

In this way, we come to understand how Seattle’s 
historic rewfo, Hashidate-Yu, is more than a defunct 
bathhouse. WTien women who grew up bathing there visit 
today, tJiey giggle at their first-ever sight of the men’s 
baths, And when men see the size of the w'omen’s areas,

Sento at Sivth and .Main: Preserving l.andmarks of Japanese Heritage3°
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they are shocked by the inequalitv'of'the space distribution. 
But the visits unl(K*k ineniories o( a daily cycle ot social 
activities that once revolved around the site.

d'he importance of presendng such jdaces as reposito
ries t)f historical memorv' is further l)rought home by the 
trunks of belongings left behind at the sento by families 
leaving Seattle for internment. Even today, dozens of these 
minks remain unclaimed. AJapanese American museum 
of has expressed interested in moving these to Los Angeles. 
But much of the power of visiting this site comes from 
seeing these abandoned fragments of the past.

“You can know that Sixth and Main was the historical 
epicenter ofjapantown,” says Dubrow. “But if all historic 
signage is removed, all the artifacts, it’s hard to understand 
viscerally how this was the case. The presence of resources 
in these places allows those who lived there to say ‘'Phis 
was the place I grew up.’ And it allows the present visitor to 
understand how Japanese came, settled, and thrived. We 
can begin to reflect on the significance ot our loss.”

Iiuildings of overarching significance—the type of sites 
usually nominated for National 1 listoric Landmark status.

Dubrow says this battle to recognize the historical 
importance of the laliric of a city is “one ot the real 
challenges of our time.” .And she sees herself as an activist 
in efforts to push preservation policy in a more inclusive 
direction. Several jurors applauded such efforts to identif)' 
and preserve examples of imj>ortant vernacular em iron- 
menis, no matter what ethnic or cultural grtiup they might 
lie associated with.

'lb date, Dulirow’s and Cjra\es’s work has also had 
concrete effects. Among the specific polity' results ot the 
research that Dubrow can point to is that the Panama 
f lotel has made it through several levels of review for 
National 1 listoric Landmark nomination. But in addition 
to intonning specific prescivation initiatives, Duhrowsees 
her book as a tool for public awareness. The process of 
research itself has involvedJapanese-Ainerican communities 
to such an extent that many are now active advocates for 
historic preservatitm.

In this regard, it has lieen particularly gratifying for 
her that the Seattle Arts Commission bought and donated 
1,000 copies Sento at Sixth and Main to educators,
politymiakers, and members ot the community who 
participated in the research. 'I'o he able to present copies 
of the book to those who cooperated in gathering this 
history' seems the best reward. Lhe book takes us beyond 
“those old places” to tell a story’ that is funny, spooly, 
sad. In a word, accessible.

Intangible Qualities of Place
In their comments, jurors noted how Sento at Sixth and 

Main offers the type of design research that is invaluable 
to historical preservation efforts. U'ithout such an under
standing of their less tangible attributes, important places 
w ill continue to suffer neglect. Even though they are out
standing examples ol vernacular buildings, these important 
sites of Japanese-American identity are not one-of-a-kin<l

Opposite: ,\Dp of im|K>rtdni sites to theJapjiiese-.Xiaericin ix>mniunit> of 

Seattle in the 1920s an<l 30s.

AI>ove:.|apanese miners at the SellecL lumlser camp.

— Laura Bontelie
.■W images courtesy of Gail Duh-o-d' and Donna Gtmes.
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The EDRA/Places Awards 1998-2003
William L. Poiter

It is app;jrent from a review of the hrsi six years of this 
awards program that the joiningof F.DRA with PLucf has 
had wonderful effecLs. I here is evidence of various kinds of 
convergence l>etween researchers and designers, implying 
the evolution of a hybritl cominunit)’—a grtmp w hose 
activities engage both research ami tlesign, w ho have stnmg 
competencies in both arenas, and whose professional 
identity incluiles both research and design. 'I’hcre has also 
been a di.stinct movement in the awards program toward 
greater ilepih of research, greater aw areness of action 
implications of the research, and challenges to conventional 
ways of working in design and planning.

Some aw anl w inners join the dcmiaijis of research and 
design so well they make old l>oiindaries difficult to discern. 
But aw arded piojects in the categtir)- of “researcli” that do 
not seem immediately to address how the future might l>e 
shaped, nevertheless indulge the design imagination, 
creating a more useful foundation for future planning and 
design projects. .Xml projects that have received awards 
in the “design" and “research” categories successfully 
incoqjorate research into the stream of professional practice.

One might ask how this is iliflerent from what designei*s 
and planners nonnally do when they ItMik into a situation. 
.Vnd su|H.’rficially, the projects may Imik the same. But 
beneath the surface are ideas that demonstrate important 
differences from conventional practice. .All these ideas 
do not necessarily show up in ever)’ awarded project, hut 
taken together, tliey suggest l)Oth inijKirtant reforms of 
profcssjonal practice and strengthenetl cominiitnent to the 
underUing values of .American societ)’. While evident 
in the earliest KDR.VP//t(t’.r awards, these ideas stand out 
in bold pnifile in the latest set.

and a place in the larger schemata of society.
Enhancing the presence of underrepresented groups 

also expands environmental designers* and researchers’ 
(lerinitions of society, making them more inclusive 
and respectful of its immense diversity. By deepening our 
unilerstanding of groups whose priorities have not influ
enced the shape and character of our environments, we 
iliscover new possibilities for tlie conception and design 
of places. I’he new |K*rspective adds to our understanding 
of existing places and increases the richness with which 
society may become visible through changes to the form 
of its environment.

(Concent for the natural environment has also been a 
hallmark of the KDR-A/F/rfra aw ards. .And much the same 
reasoning surrounding the need to enhance the presence 
of hviwssed s(x:ial groups can l>e applied to parts of our 
environment that have lK*en neglected or abused. VMiile 
their status today may l>e svmptomatic of past siK’ietal prior
ities, these priorities need not characterize, and should not 
limit, our v ision of future em ironments. but understanding 
such environments in light of the interests they once sen ed 
docs provide an important j>relude to im<lerstan{ling how 
those pl-aces can l»e made a richer |)art of our lives today.

In jiarticular, in the U.S., even though such environ
ments may once have been exploited for the benefit of 
narrow interest groups, they sometimes also served 
to lK)lsrer the larger economy. In the early stages of our 
growth as a nation, the consequences of exploitation, 
understamlably, were neither understood nor paid for.
But the EDR.A//Vi/rr.v awards, reflecting the increased 
responsibilities of a more mature nation, seeks to revisit 
ourdenmcratic foundations, and take fuller account 
of the diversity of the people who comprise this society' 
and who ought to reap its benefits.Society' and Environment

'I'hc social context of design has long been a concern 
of these awards. Ihe distribution of power and wealth in 
()ur swiety’ forces attention, as well as resources, onto 
specific groups, leaving others less visible, or even invisible. 
Such byqjassetl groups are less able to participate in 
the shaping of the environment to their own purposes and 
ideals, and less able to ejijoy the fruits of a careful under- 
standingof their own heritage and historv’. Many of the 
people attracted to KDR.A and Places have l>een committed 
to retlressing this wrong. The)' believe underrepresented 
groups should be brought further into the vital processes of 
cverv’iiay life and the special provinces of understanding 
opened l>y the design ami research disciplines. .As oite of 
these people, I believe the payoff jjf these activities cannot 
be overestimated. Such work allows sometimes invisible 
groups to achieve a greater sense (jf self, a stronger identity,

.A Question of A'alues
W'ith such an exploration of diversity-, different sets 

of values inevitably emerge to propel inquir)-. One might 
argue that, at their origins, l)oth KURA and Places were 
dominated by the concerns of relatively small groups lying 
off the center of mainstream professions. But ttnlay the 
KDRiK/PlaciS awards demonstrate that these concerns did 
not then, and do not now, reflect a narrow set of values. 
Nor do they promote self-serving strategies to carve out 
new niches in the professional marketplace. Instead, they 
demonstrate real leadership in the quest to undemand and 
express our society’ and its environment in all of its richness 
and variety\ And they reflect a heightened sense c»f 
responsibility to ourselves, as ever more inclusively defined.

In the research conducted, within or outside the

Commcntur^’
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framcu ork of a design or planning project, this latest round 
of awards c(intinucs this sensitivity to a questioning of values.

In any particular pr<)ject, whose values doiiiinaier 
Htjw do we know, or at least lind out? W'hai guarantees do 
we give to the user? W'ho controls the content and conduct 
ot research?

These questions open up further paths of ijtquirt'. WTio 
are the legitimate stakeholders? What are their interests, 
and how do the consequences ot the research l>car on those 
interests? Wliat aspects of a project may benefit the self- 
interest of the researchers as opjxised to those under study? 
All of these questions are more apt to be addressetl today 
than in projects ot the past.

respected Ixith research and design, narrowly and broadly 
conceived, and they have recognir.ed e.xtraordinajy projects 
that have not .satisfied criteria of thorough and explicit rea
soning from research-based findings to design expression.

Some jurors have argued that, for these awards, the 
connection l>ctween research and design should be made 
explicit. But should explicitness be up to the authors or to 
the jur\’? Do w'c care how Mtmdrian tluuight alK)ut his 
wonderfid series of abstractions of the tree? Or is our care 
more properly directed toward how we think about it and 
how wc can appreciate it more fiilly? Doesn’t reasoning 
from research to design imply exactly the kind of linear 
thinking that may not be characteristicofgreat designers?

If responsible social ainl environmental action requires 
such reasoning, and if the achicx emenl of extraordinaiy 
quality requires the mysterious integrative jiroccssing 
of talented designers, can the two he reconciled? 'Fhc 
nDRA/ZV/w.? aw ards [irogram is an ideal venue in which 
CO continue to adilress this question!

.A Final Udrd
One of the most elusive issues for these awartls has 

been that of the desigiA quality of projects and, related to 
that, the creative comrilnitinns of gifted ileslgncrs.

To their credit, the awards [irogram juries to date have

Infonning Places
Mark Francis

Design is not research; research is not design. I'his w as 
long the view of both professional designers and scholarly 
researchers. On the one hami, design is principally an 
intuitive process involving invention, creativity, and inde
pendent actitjn. Research, on the other, requires rellection, 
systematic investigation, and analysis of data. The two 
activities exist across a divide between understanding and 
action, know ledge anti invention, theor)’ and practice, 
meaning and fonu.

Such positions were fundamentally challenged in the 
lyftos with the development of the new field of environ
mental psycholog)'.' At that moment increasetl interest in 
socially and environmentally res])onsive ilesign also led 
to increased interest in design methods, the development 
of postoccupancy evaluation (the radical idea of returning 
t(j a project to see if it works as intended), and the 
emergence of design research. I'or thirty’-three years the 
Knvironmental Design Research A.ssociation has liccn a 
lea<ler in advancing this point of view. .More recently, it

has been joined by Places^ now in its sixteenth year of 
publication. 'I'oday, there is also a large and active grouj) 
of designers and researchers who w(»rk mgethcr to trj' 
to improve design practice through research. Encouraged 
by a grow ing and cohesive Ixidy of published work in 
books, journal articles, and conference proceedings, this 
group provides a counterpoint to trends in high-style 
and fashionable design.^

Ten years ago, a few of us gathered in the back of a 
small cafe in Montreal to discuss the prospect of a new 
awards program to celel)rate the very best of research- 
based design and design-based research, am! bring it to 
the attention of practitioners.' The idea was inspired in 
part from the demise of the hvgressrve Arcbiteciure 
Research Awards. But it also grew from the mutual desire 
of two different hut like-minded groups (EDRA and Plaivs) 
to explore how research could infonn design, and design 
could inspire research. This intersection intrigued some of 
us who had worked tor years to hriilge the gap betw een
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(see accompanying sumnian' and analysis). Wliai distin
guishes almost all of them is that they are not single-author 
or even heroic design works. WTiile most deal with the 
form and shape of places, each explores in st)me interesting 
way the deeper levels of place-making processes, collalK)ni- 
tions, controversies—hut most importantly guiding ideas 
and perspectives.

Juries have aw arded projects in categories of place 
design, place planning (added in the third year due to the 
large number of unbuilt plans submitted) and place 
research. I'here have l)een fourteen winners in the design 
categor}' (including one featured as both design and 
j>lanning), eight planning projects, and fourteen in the 
research category. 'I'he six awards each year are tlraw n 
from over a hundred or more entries, a number that has 
grown over time. Unlike other award programs, the 
focus here has been on a smaller number of liigh quality- 
projects, something that makes this program stand out 
from other professional award programs.

In addition, Places soineiiines puldishes, along with 
the w inners, a number of entries the jury may deem 
particularly meritorit>us. .Many ol these arc as interesting as 
the winners and illustrate the large IkkIv' of exemplary’ 
work being done on the design, planning and evaluation of 
places incluiiing studio work, international housing design, 
and scholarly books on places.

enviromncntal-ilesign research and design |)ractice,
'I'hc result are these awards, whicli recognize e.xemplary 
design research, place design, and place planning.

My obser\’aiions here are based on a review of the 
material published on the awards program by Phues, now in 
its sixth year—along my ow n ex[>erience as a jury member 
for this and other professional award programs. Wliat 
ijiipact, if any, has this ])rogram had on the making and 
understanding of places? Do the w inners present a coherent 
IhjiIv of work that can giiiile our thinking alK>ut designed 
and natural places? .More iniyxu iantly, can their theories 
and methods inform the making i)f future places?

I'lic Purpose
The goal of the KDR.VP/</a’.f Awards Program, as stated 

by its sponsors, is to bring exemplary place design and 
research to n larger audience l)eyone! usual professional 
anti academic boundaries. It is al)out the need for 
know ledge based not just on speculation and assumption 
hut on reflection, research, and critical thinking. .-Vs Donlyn 
Ly ndon {Mtinted out in a 2000 editorial, this awaril 
program .seeks to find work that help.s designers to “learn 
to see and think w-ith appropriate complexity'.”

Unlike all other award programs, this one is concerned 
with places intonned by research and research that informs 
places. A consistent idea has been on “infonning”—tiying 
to find projects where links are apparent between research 
and form, idea and action, assumption and evaluation. 
WTiile juries have struggled w ith this notion each year, the 
w inning projects show a coherent group of projects, all 
with some merging tif design and research.

In addition to seeking the best work being done today, 
the intent has also been to present the proiects in an 
informative and even provocative way. Published accounts 
appear each year in Places with project descriptions, high 
quality photos and plans, narratives by jury members, com
mentary by local professionals, and reflective articles l>y 
some jury members. Lacking is user ami public commen
tary al)OUl projects, sr)mcthing that w'ould help the jury,' and 
reader assess if projects are as successful as [)resentcd. .Also 
missing are site visits and detailed evaluations of impacts, 
something that entrants could l>e required to provide.

The W'inners
Winners have been as tUverse in content as they are in 

geography and discipline. Winners have included several 
urban parks and tipen-space projects, neighburhorHl plans, 
a school, a corporate headquarters, regional landscape 
strategies, a street redesign study, a memorial (to Rosie the 
Riveter), crimmunity-wide urban design plans, and several 
hooks on topics ranging from plazas to healing gardens, 
mining reclamation, and building comfort. Taken 
together, these w inners reflect a ho(>efui view of the quality 
of work being done today and the im|rortam contribution 
research is making to the design and management of urban 
and rural places.

Content analysis shows that landscapes made up the 
majority of winners, fidlowed by Uioks, neighborhood 
projects, buildings, and master plans. The greatest number 
of w inning entrants have l>cen from landscape architects, 
followe<l by urban tlesigners, nonprofit organizations, 
architect.s, planners, psychologists and sociologists. It is 
noteworthy that w inners have also included artists and art 
consultants, and that many of the projects have in>olved 
interdisciplinary collaborations between designers and 
artists, designers and communities, researchers and the

I'he Aw ards
A look back at the first six years of the awards, as w ell 

as a lotik forward to the next years of the pri)gram prtivide 
evidence of a fledging but encouraging integration of 
research and design.

'I'he thirty-six winning projects represent some of 
the very liest work Inring done in environmental design
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FUR\/Places Awards

1998-Z003 EDRA/Placts Award \\ inners and MentorKHK Iht>jccts

Des^a PImoing _ _ __ _______________
I lindinan-Knoti (aninrs' Master Plan. 
Kcntuck}' II.aniWr/KIcm l.and5ca|K
-\rchitects)___________
Ptmland Pedestrian Master Plan (Cii)- 
of PiMiland Oflii-c of Transtwrtation) 
AUne the l''alls: A.Master Plan for die 
U|i[ter Riser in Mmneapulis, Minnesota 
<VKS/BRU'. Inc.)
Designing a City of Learning,
Patterson, NJ (Rov .Strickland; Edwin 
Duros /Pnitc^TMm I’uhlic Schools)
New-Land-.Marks. Philadelphia. PA 
(ridniiounc Park Arts lAssociarion) 
Collier t^niniy (loinmnniry Character 
I’lan. Cidlier (founts. FI. (Dtiver, Kohl 
andPantiyaj _ 
First Nations (ionununityPianniag 
.MihIcI, Atlantic CaruiLt (Frank 
Palcmni, l>jlhuusie L'niveraty) 
Doeiopmem Plan and AWl \lsion 
fiw the Southwest W'.iterfroiii, 
Washington. l).(L(lk-s«T Rlmdcr Belle. 
I lamlliitn Rniiinowitr and Mschukt; 
(irvcnltcrg Consultants!

Research____________________________

hMu Sfuicet. hiHif Ijft, l>cnniark 
Oan(krhl/l.arsGeitKm, R«ij-al Danish 
■Veademy of Fine Arts)

Blueprint fin- 4 SuTtui/uMe Buy Arru, 
I'coloifi, Alarcia McNalJj;) 

.Mristmset’a Special Care Units,
New England (l«hn Zdsel. 
lleanli^Mie AI/heimeKjre) 
ll}tb [\vple Of Mtnd: Defifft euj

0fEivryii«y Suture (Sieve
Rachel Kaplan. Rtibert Ryan)__

Design fur Comfort (f^il Bragcr,
Richard ile_l)car)_____________ ________
Krotn Yard to Garden, .Ames, Itnva 
(Susan Herrington,
Kenneth Studtmann)
I'hree PuMk Neighhorboods,
Boston. MA (l^awirnec Vale)

Healtun (uinitur: Tivtupeuth Bene^u 
atui Dtiig/i RexwtmepAnions 
(Clare Cooper .Marats. Manti Barnes) 
Mksissip|H Floods: Designing a 
Shifting Ijndsea|>r. Mississij^i Basin 
(niultistaie) (.-Vnuradha Mathur,
Dilipdj (Uinhj)
I he New York (^in Pnvjlch Owne«l 

Puhlk-Sjiacr Pmjrct 0«fdd S. Kasden, 
NV(; De|urimeii( of Planning, 
Munieijtal Xns.StiactyofNew Vorkj 

Growing up in tlitres, 14 countries 
(l.ouisef^hawla)

'leehurinf^ and Wn t. Swstmmihit. \n-htrti~ 
turrsmhh< Bltupnut I'lirm.'l'exn 
(Steven A. Mootef 

St nut! SmbaudMuu; 
l^aihmirki i^'Jtfuluefe Hentai'r,
Seattle ami (lalifoniu
((■ail Duhrow with Donna (Iraves)

Ree/uimwiilfe.tmerhuit li'e/r,
Wesiem U.S.( Alan Berger) ___

Published Proiects/
■Aleritorittus F-ittries 
North I^iladelphia L'rhan Initiative 
Pn>ject{T«nnp!c University School 
of .Architecture)
Urban and Housing Project. 
KarimabaJ, Pakistan (.MIT)
I.0S Angeles Central IJlirary and 
Maguire (knlen (Martiy, llobinan. 
Weiffen Larry Ilalprin) 
Tanglew'<H>d .Master Plan 
(4Architccnire)
Beth Israel .VIcmoriiil Chapel 
(Daniel Soiomon/Gary Styatig)

Tbe Chain Rrthiakin^ Culture,
Bothf and Oengs (Galen Cranf)
The Pitfeeffutkmg l-eppttr
vfHoTMrd Lwrrrr/ty (Harry Roltinson 
and Hazel Ruth Folwards)
Santa Ursula Ptibhcf^/ivtod/trirfft/HifrcT 

CollKtioa Byitew. Cuernavaca. .Meuco 
(Daniel \\'inccrbottoni ami 
Design Build Studio, Unherstty 
ofW ashiiigton)

People and the River, Chicagt 1 
(Paul (kilistcr, Lynn^AV^tphal)

I be Evaluative Image of 'the City 
(JacfcN'asar)
People. .Mcinon and I iaptic 
Fvperiencc; \ Rural Way of Knowing
(Maire O’Neill) _______________
Listening to law A'okes.
Forest Park. St. Louis 
(St. Louis Developinenl Coiporatiim) 
CiiliivatiiigaCivicVisMmi'I'he Seattle 
ChaiTcties (Dm^bs Kclbai^h) 
Fnahlinsf Kvervdav Places: 
PRIDFIndtistnal’Park, Philadelphia 

(Brow nami Keener Urltojt Design) 
(.'ardada— Reconsidering a Moimtain. 
Sw itrerlanti (Paolo BiM-g;ij

Bryant Park. New York City (Hardy.
I lolaman, Pfeiffer: Olin Pannership) 
Waterworks Ganlens, Seattle, M A 
(L<wa Jordan)
Radnorfiatewsys iinhancemctit 
.Strategy. P A (Ron Fltsmng,
Townscape institute) ______
l.iving Water Park, Chengdu, China 
(Betsy Damon: Fu Nan Rivers 
Renovaiion RurcauJ 
Diggs Town, Norfolk, \'A (Urban 
Design Associates; CMSS Arcliitects) 
ITiames landscape Strategy . London 
iKim VA'ilkie Fnvironmemal Design)_ 
Rosii Park's EJeinenury SehiHil, 
Berkeley. CA (Ratcliff .ychitects) 
Lafayette Square. Oakland, C.\
(U'airerjjood)______  _

Gantry Plaza State Park, (.tueens. .SA 
(Thomas BaLslej with l.« Weintrauh. 
Richard Sullivan. Laura .Auerhjek. 
AA'illiam Harris and Soin l.awrencc)
fioiistnicting Memory: 
CommenHiraiing Rosie the Riveter, 
kichimmti. (lY (The Office of (ihety I 
Barton. Susan Schw attzcnlx-fgl 
Aik'ghcm Rrverfront Pork, Pitrshurgh. 
PAC-Michacl Van Valkcnhiirgh 
.\sS(K.nates. with Ann I laimkon and
Michael .Mcrcil) __ _______
Cultural Landscape Guitzschc. 
Bittcrteld, Germany (Criramhsifwi 
Cultural l.andsca|»c Goitzschc-;
Knoll FcofdanJ (mtwnzetl in Ixxh

am
Yf»en.rotnbK-ft: Fitrh Headqu.irtcn.. 
New Ailunv.OH 
(amierson architects p.c.)
(hitdvKirClassTmanv at F.ib'* P(>mi 
and Roy W ilkins Parks. New \ nrk City 
i.Marpiliero Poliak .Architetav.
Tlw Parks Council) _______

Omtent :Anatyas

Place Types_____________________
ty>^—200) F.DR.A/Piacfs .Aw anls

Jury Background 
lytyH—aooy EDRA/Placc< .Awards

W'inners
ij/yS—iooy FDRA/Piaevs Awards

Geography tif Places
iy^8—jony F.DR.VI’laces Awaryls_

Buildlngi__________
ScIkkiIs ______
(girporate 1 leadquaners 
.Mtheinic-r's Cary Units

l^andsciiyie .Yrdiitcxts 
I'rlian Designers 
Niin-Profit Qrgani/atious 
.Architects 
Planners

3 12 New Yirk - New York City 
(jjiforiiia • SF/Bay .Area
Penmyivania_______________

W'ashingnin - Seattle_______
■Magachusetts______________

.Archhects
Lamtscape .Architects 
Knvifonmental Psychologisa
Planners__________________ _
Urban Designers_________________
Public/Non Profit .Administrators

4 10
I 4 7
I fj .1 6
I 5 3

4 2 2
Sitcs/Lamlscapes
Parks_____________
Schoojyanh______
.MemoriaU

^ychtdogists _ 
Public .^encics_ 
StK'iolugists _ 
.Anivi

.Minnesota4 2
Wesiem U.S.3
D.C.I

I Florida2
Cultural Oimuliant IowaI

Streets Kentuefcy
Newrjewey
Ohio

I
Dismet/Neighhorhoud
Citywide
Rcgioaai________________

.Mc^ods Used (Partial List)
I0q8—ioo} F.DRA/PLiees .Awards 
-Award Winners

4
5
4 Oregon

leiasStatewide 1
Multistate A'lrgHiia Partkapatory mctliods 

Case studies________GIoImI
Rtseareh on historic places

Buiir Pnijeyts 
Master Plans
Design Ciuidelincs________

Braiks ...............................
Studio Projeets*__________
* Published but not winner

Comada Interviews1
China Ohsenations1
Dcntnark
Fnghnd
fkniunj
Inieffiatiimal

.Archh al reseaR-h1
Personal memoriesI
Photographs

O.pp!og»«
1
1
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])ul)lic, -.iiul between ecologists, conmuinit\- developers and 
planners. Several projects have rellected the multiple roles 
that people take in place-making—such as researcher ami 
teacher, practitioner and author, designer and researcher.

rhe high number t»f landscape winners may he 
explained by the fact that lamlscajte architecture today 
tvihcally inchules research and et aluation as part ot the 
scope of projects. I he low numl>er of buildings as winners 
may reflect a greater resistance ot architects in adopting 
advances in research, alth(»ugh there are many more 
research-based l)iiilding projects that should he siil)niilted.

The |>rojects also cover a wide geography of places.
Xew York (uiy, San Francisco, Pennsylvania, W ashington 
State anil Massachusetts all have had multiple winners.
W inning j)rojects also came from ten other stales and nine
teen countries. One of the most encouraging trends is the 
diverse scale of projects wjth many ilone at the cinwidc, 
regional, statewide, multistate and e\ en global scale. W’hile 
places are local inhabited environments, they arc also part 
of a larger eoinmunit) of places, a fact that collectively 
these winners make clear. F.s|)eeially rich is the mix of 
methods people bring to their work beyond typical |K.“ncil 
anil paper or com purer techniques including jkisioccu- 

panc\- evaluation, case studies, t)i>ologies, obsen aiions, 
interviews, research on historic places, personal memories, 
and symposia.

Particularly striking is that many of the projects do not 
simply create or evaluate places hut result in unique 
outcomes including hooks, voter initiatives, curriculum, 
training materials, or piiblic-awarcness cam|)aigns. Phis 
sjK-aks well for what jury member Ranily I lester called the 
need for greater “ini|iiir\% sulistanee, outcome or aiKance- 
iiient” (Ph/ct's iq.i, 200i, p.34).(»ood place-making 
often involves a proactive approach for professionals and 
researchers that start well before playing clients or project 
funding and last long alter projects are Iniilt.

nor common in most evaluatitms of designed places.
Jiin- meinbers have included leading design practitioners 
as well as aiMdemics, architects, landscape architects, 
urban designers, planers, ps)chologists, sociologists, 
anthropologists, deans and depariment chairs of schiMils 
of em ironmental design, and nonprofit administrators, 
rhe organisers have done an e.xcellent job ol attracting 

outstanding jur\' nicinlKTs, although they could do a i>etter 
jol) of including public officials, such as mayors, and 
sneinbers ot the public in their mix.

Noticeable is a marked absence among the winners ol 
New L'rl)anist plans and projects, even though several 
leaders of the New Urbanism have l>een on juries. 'Iliis 
may be due to the short bistort' of built projects and lack 
of evaluation diKumendng the iieneflis of New Urbanist 
projects. Several of the winners, such as Brt ant l^irk, have 
been well pulilicizcd before or won previous awards.
I would like to see more modest and lesser-known work 
featured. ()ne important benefit of awards programs and 
design competitions is to recognize up-and-coming 
designers, planners and researchers and bring their work to 
the attention of professionals and clients.

Fach jun' also brought its own set of interests to the 
discussion. Fhe jur)’ I partici|>aieil in (year nvo) struggled 
heuveen the differences between built and proposed pro
jects. Another jur)' (\ ear three) paid particular attention 
to projects that involved participation. This past year’s jun- 
(year si.x) was especially concerned w ith inventive form, 
and whether place research in itself is good place-making.

Future Issues
'File FDR.*V/V//tv.'-Awards Program has brought to liglit 

a cohesive and critical mass of high quality work on places. 
In this regard, both FDRA and P/iices ha\e done environ
mental design a great sendee by ninning this program.
I'or Places, it has sened to expand the numl>er of stimulating 
projects it brings to its readers, and sen ed to focus debate 
on the essential qualities that make good places. For the 
F.nvironmental Design Research .AssiKiaiion, it has opened 
its d(K)rs to tnore practitioners and sened to close the 
long-standing gap between theorj', research, and design 
practice. It has also brought place ilesign to the attention of 
academic's and researchers, which should .sene to prinluce 
more design-oriented work.

One of the implications of the work presented is the 
limits of current design education and curriculum. I do not 
think we are doing a giM)d job of preparing students to 
use state-of-the-art methoils in design research, and even 
a jxK>rer job of integrating this approach in the studio.
'Fhe fact that such a large body of high-quality work exists is

The Juries
jur\’ deliberations published in Places are especially 

informative ami cover a range ot issues central to environ
mental design today. I'hey go beyond fonit and fashion to 
tixrus on content and impact. I low does work shape lx)th 
places and people? I low is research-based design good 
place-making? .Must fomi result from the research for the 
project to he successfid? C^an the intuitive hypotheses 
that often guide design be tierived from research? I expect 
these issues will continue to plague future juries as this 
still-young field continues to ex'olve and define itself.

I'he juries also represent a unique coming together of 
jM)ints of view from a w ide array of fields and backgrounds
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I DK-A/PUcs Wards

cnct)uraging, but 1 worry- that this small but energetic group 
of scholars and designers alone can turn the tide from 
current fashions in design. I also wonder if the c-ategories 
used in the awards are really that helpful, serving to fiinher 
separate design from research. Perha[)s the window should 
be opened wider to encourage the very' best place-making 
work—be it design, planning, research or management.

In the end, what is most interesting about this awards 
program is that they focus as much on ideas about places as 
the places rbemselves—why they are inipoitant, how they 
are dcsigited and managed, anti how |x*ople come attach 
meaning to them. Form alone is nor as important as how 
the ft»rm develojvs or evolves over time. The emphasis here 
is infoniiing future action through understanding how- 
places—iHuh good and bad—become what they are. It is 
place debate and design criticism at its l>est.

The ED.Awards is a unique and informative 
source of the l>est work being done at the imcrscclitni 
of design, i)lanning and research. .Vs the awarded [>rojet‘ts 
find their way into office hrcKhurcs, web pages, annual 
reports, and tenure packages, there are encouragingsigits 
the program is having an impact, d’he real test \s ill l>e il 
this work succes.sfully changes the minds of educators and 
students, practitioners and their clients, and the public.
I, hiroiie, am hopeful of this.

\W% ihcrc any rewaivh, h« askeit. tlwt cuulci make h»s design more filling fur 

chiklren.stafi-ami visitors? Three im-chologists at theCii)’ Unh-ersitj-ofNcw 

York—I.eanne Kiviin, Harold Prusliansky. ami Hill Ittelsun—eagerly r«v]HimlL'il. 
ami cs-entually helpctl write a (imgram to guide tlic anhitect’s work. ITiough this 

pnijcct won nu design awards, aililitional requests frrmi architect!) ami dn agennes 

»K>n led Kiviin. Proslun^ky ami IticlMm tocsrnlilisha >lr>ctunil [inigram in

1- m ironmcntal I’syThiili^- at Ct'NV. ’1 'he first of its kind in the counm, its aim 
was t« train a group Ilf design researchers w ho could work hand in hami with 

architects ami planners to improve die quality of the Iniilt euvironmcni.

2- 1 Ins group meets ai conferences hy orgamratiimssut li as the F.nvmminenfal 
IX*sign Research Association (KI)k.V).OHancil of Fducaiors in i^ndsc-a}x- 

Vrehitmure (CT'LAl. amliiuny others, puldishes their work in joum.ilssuch as

o/.-hif>;/ft f»r»/ tittii Rifeani'.Jtuirnal uiTiheAmeiHtin PLmimg
. tsmaation, rndfaitmal cf. Itt-bitMuirti lUmnion. and stippints

itself thrinigli commissions and grants frimi nonpmfit organirarions, crmimimiiv 

del (iopment groups and public agencies.

As 1 rcincinhcr this imeiing. it included Donljm Lyndon and rmlii Utcsst 
iif/'/iArr.iiul jack \asar and myself from FDR \. Serving as soincuhai of a 

bridge lieiwecn the twogriHtpswas Rainiy Hester, a Associate Fditor 

and longtime FDR \ memlier. In retrospect. I tluaughr the idea would lie a hard 

sell, hut we all agreed ihni a new awards program was needed and was in the 

interest oflioth F/<r.rrand FDR V I he pitch to the FDKA Ixiard the tdllowing 

year in Salt Lake (Jity proved more difficult, Imt ill the end they agreed to 

try it tor a year. I was nut partofihesiniilar discussKiii with the fVA-rrliujrd. 

but imagine that n involved similar liesitiuion .ind concern. esjK-sH.diy aUmi 

how to sustain it tinanLially over the king term, k grant from the f iraham 

Foundation helps keep it aloe past the first year. I he fact the awards 

|>rograin hasctHiipleied its sixth year is a testami-m to its the imixinanix-of 

this partnership.

Notes

I. Await-rshed iiwimeni for rcseari h-hjsctl design w as a modest request in tlic early 

lyAns troman architect designing a children's psychiairicliospital m the Bmn\.

The Place of Research
David Brain

It is an illuminating aiul inspiring exj>erience to review 
the history of the EDRA/PA/rr.r .Awards Program as it has 
een Ifoautifully documentctl in the pages of Pieces since 
lyyH. Reading through the descriptions of the award 
winners, one gets an introduction to a wide range of issues 
and challenges addrcssetl by designers in the making of 
g(M>(l places. 'Fhe awards have hont>red a great variety of 
pro|eeLs, from the detailetl ilesign of specific gardens, parks 
or buildings, to tlesigris intended to bring coherence

and identity to whole stretches of river corridor or the 
ilevelopment of an entire region.

Operating at different scales and in response to a wide 
range of mandates, the award winners have provided 

an impressive .survey of the challenge of making places 
that are engaging, satisfying, livable, sensitive to the heaim- 
and liincrioning of natural landscapes, reflective of the 
character and social life of comimmitics, and responsive to 
human needs and experiences.
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tlilTcrent settings, frt)m the inner city to the rural hamlet.
1 his is not just a question of the scale of design— 

somewhere between the building and the region—or of the 
particular kind of geographic entity or social unit at stake. 
It should also be understo(K) as a question of the tem]K>ral 
dimensions of place-making. Although there has been 
some discussion over the years of projects that reflect 
cennin things alxmt the historical past of a place, I saw less 
attention to the ways in which the design of a place may, 
in itself, he part of the making of histor\’. I know there is a 
recognition of this temporal dimension in work like the 
(]ommunitj- (diaracter Plan for (Collier County l)v Dover, 
Kohl and Partners (2002). But I didn’t see any explicit 
discussion of the practice and meaning of designing places 
that will l>e made in collaboration with future generations.

.\s a sociolf>gist with a design background, I ver\' much 
appreciate the idea of combining awards for design and 
research in the same program. Although the integration 
isn’t jKrrfect, it has seemed to produce a new level of sensi
tivity. The awards for design and planning seem consistent 
in recognizing efforts that are appropriately self-conscious, 
that include a clear articulation of the grounds on which 
they claim to kn»)w what they are doing, and that in many 
cases take advantage of different kinds of available knowl
edge. The awards for place-based research consistently 
recognize work that is cither explicitly aimed at producing 
clear directives for the design of places, or, at the \ ery least, 
clearly engages issues relevant to design as an intentional 
form-giving process.

One of the most significant and usefiil aspects of the 
program, in my opinion, is the relative extent to which 
Piaces has made the jut)’ process transparent. In addition 
to tlescriptions and brief critical reviews of each of the 
projects, we are given tantalizing comments by jurors 
themselves, hinting at some of the differences underlying 
their selections. W^e are also given short essays by some 
of the jurors reflecting on the experience. In their 
commentar)', jurors often offer iniportani ohstTV'aiions 
with regard to overall patterns in the submissions and 
emergent agendas among the jurors themselves. 1 would 
suggest that this is the case not just withjn each jur\- l)ut 
over the years and between juries.

In reviewing the awards over the years, 1 was stnick I)y 
a few questions that I thought worthy of more emphasis 
and discussion. My ol)scn ations arc organized below 
under three headings, each of which hleeils into the otlier; 
design, place, and research.

Place
In the tiescripdons of many projects, references to the 

“place-based” character of the design were sometimes too 
abstract, referring to aspects of the specificity of place 
without always substantiating claims that these sjiecificities 
were isperationally significant. One of the challenges 
in ttying to think systematically about “place” as a swial 
phenomenon Is that places, by definition, tend to resist 
genera!izati«)n and reduction, even as they become part of 
our repertoire of typilication and institutionalization.

In general, therefore, I thought that the phrase “place- 
based” is sometimes used a little loosely and perhaps unre- 
llectively. I alwajT* worn,’ that “place” as a critical concept is 
susceptible to being invoked wiihoui sufficient critical care, 
apjHjaring as a kind of talisman for the presumed authentic
ity of the loc-al. For my tastes, I’d like to see more discoission 
of die different kinds and conceptions of place being 
mol)ilized in different jjrojects. One e.xceprion here is the 
commentary by Karen Franck, under the title “WTiat is 
'I'his Place? What Could it Her" (Places 14.1, 2001, p. 30).

In the research category, there seemed to I>e no distinc
tion drawn hetsveen the kind of research that j)roduces 
generalizahle knowledge, and die kind of research that is a 
matter of assembling data al>out a place, often with the 
assistance of concerned citizens and stakeholders. It is vety 
imjMirtant to be clear alxnit the difference between knowing 
relevant things about a particular place for the purpose of 
making design and planning decisions, and knowing, in 
general, about the conditions that affect the quality an<l 
character of places. .Aside from the methodological issue of 
l>eing clear alniut the foundations of one’s knowledge, one 
needs to be clear about the difference hetw'een technical 
knowledge (and the place of technical experts in the 
priKcss) and the knowledge of citizens and stakeholders.

Design
On the design side, there seemed surprisingly few 

projects and little coinmentar)- that addressed those aspects 
of place-making that we might ass(x:iate with urbanism, 
and much more emphasis on landscape. Several awai ds 
were given to urban parks or squares (Brx'ant Park in New 
York in 1998, Lafayette Square in Oakland in 2000), and 
these are certainly wonderful projects. But it was striking 
that there were only two projects that seemed to directly 
address issues of ncighlMjrhood: the work by LawrenceJ. 
Vale im'estigating |)ercepiions of public-housing neighlK>r- 
hoods among residents, and applying this umlerstandiiig 
to redesigning these neiglilMirhoods (“'I'hree Public 
Neighborhoods,” 2000); and Urban Design A.ssociates’ 
dramatic transfoniiation of pulilic housing in Diggs ’I'own 
(1999). Otherwise, there seemed surprisingly Mtde repre
sentation of the challenge of designing neighIw)rhoods in
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Projects like Roy Strickland’s “City of Learning” (2002) 
lire something else altogether, putting lonvard not only a 
design solution to a familiar pr(»hlem, but a thorough refor- 
imilatitm of a w hole set of problems related to education, 
the iniegrati(m ot schtMils into ncighborho(His, the revital
ization ol decaying inner-ciu' neighlxirhomls, and more.

One of the methodological difficulties encountered by 
research on “place” is that the object of investigation is not 
simply given as an unproblematic or self-evident thing.
II place can lie undersnmd as “practiced space,” as one 
juror ctumnented (quoting de (iertciui), then it is a social 
phenomenon characterized liy a symbolically consmicictl 
identity, l>y relations to other places, and by a history. It 
becomes both more difficult to circumscrilie the thing ytm 
are studying and more important to jiay attention to the 
way you define the field as well as the object of inquin,-.

This is why research such as John /ciscl’s on tlic design 
of .M/.heimer’s sjiecial care units (igqS) can look so stnmg: 
it is relatively (and 1 ilo mean relatively) easy to draw the 
homularies around the thing under stmly. to constnici a 
robust t) pological conceptualization of the place, ami 
compare outcomes acn>ss cases. CJiven that most places are 
what they are at least in part liccause they are configurations 
ofliistorically specific conditions, “place-hascd” research 
has tf> begin wiib the tnck\-work of abstniciingsome kind 
of U )x»logical characterization. Phis can sometimes mean 
alistractingawav from the ven>' things that make a place 
meaningful or valuable, or abstracting in ways that might 
obscure the patterns that matter for one purjMwe, while 
illuminating the patlerns that matter for other purjioses.

Hy contrast, in the Mzheimer’s care unit, the criteria of 
salience can lie derived w iih a lot more clarity and certainty, 
given the well-definetl ihenij>cutic pur|x)se of the institution 
and the designers’ relatively unambiguous charge. Just -as it 
is harder to design successbil places tliat are less functionally 
specific, if is a lot harder to do “place-based” research, or 
resenreh rele\ ant to jilace-making. wlien you are dealing 
w ith places that are more idiosvTicratic and historically con
tingent, -and functionally more “open minded” (as Michael 
W’alzer once tlcscrilietl urban public spaces).

Many of the projects clearly recognized the im|X)riance 
of participation a.s one way to deal with thi.s kiml of c-omplcx- 
ily. And in a few cases the significance ofa project is to be 
f«mml not in the exident brilliance or creativitv- of the design 
but in the w ay the project reflected the building of a certain 
kind of local knowledge and place-making capacitv'. I'wo 
examples are the Appalachian Omuminicy Development 
Initiative in Knott C!ount\‘, Kentucky (2000) and the 
CCommunity (Character l^lan for (iollier (lounty (2002). Uoth 
efforts reflect a certain understanding of the character of a

place back to its residents, with the intention of empowering 
them to do a belter job ofltecomingwhat they a.spire to l>e.

Stephan Klein raised some excellent i|uestions about the 
importance of participation, suggesting that it should 
not iusi l>c a token nod to holding a few public workshops 
to make people feel involved. In the contemporarj'world, 
he observed, “{>articipation all t<Jo often becomes an 
instrument for solidifying status quos and maintaining 
current, often asyanmetrica! }X)vver distributions” {Phnes 14.1, 
2001, p. v;). In this regard, I was suqiriscil not to see more 
submissions that had to do with the development of 
tools to sy’stematize local knowledge.

rhere are always questions of rejiresentativeness in 
participation; who IS the public that participates: nehiml 
the questiems ot representativeness, liow ever. I think there 
are more fundamental questions concerning what partici
pation is really sup[X)sed to accomplisli. It's not just a 
mailer ol liguring out wiiat kinds of partici[>aiion are more 
“effective.” But effecii\c at w hat: In relation to what kiml 
of collective purjioses:

Among awaril w inners so tar the quesiion ot llie process 
ol place-making seems to l>e more clearly engagetl in 
larger-scale projects, w here there is often a required public 
process. Bui even then it tioesn’t alw-ay.s seem to be ven 
clearly posed. Stephan Klein pointed this out: “'I'oo many 
of them included statements such as ‘the ]>uhlic participated 
in a series of workshops,' without ever mentioning who the 
‘public’ consisted of, what the workshops accomplished.
<ir whether the partici[»ants had decision-making power or 
only offered suggestions or provided iniorin.uitm about 
existing conditions” 14.!, 2001, pp. 39-40). Ratsy 
Owens raised similar questions the preceiling year, noting 
that lew submissions made effective use of new cominuni- 
cuti«)n technologies {Plares 13. ^ooo, p. 34).

Rariicipalion often seems to be reduced to a matter of 
simply generating “input”—data to be crunchetl into a 
rejxirt as a kind of legitimating nod to tlemocratic process. 
By c(»nirast, real engagement between designers or 
planners and residents, participation could potentially be a 
more truilftil (if risky) process. Such a strategy would go 
beyond merely ensuring that all t^ategories of stakeholders 
are heard. It would ask what kind of capacity for sustained 
engagement one is creating in aiul through a work of 
design. .And engagement in what? In their discussion of the 
Diggs 'Fown project, Ray (Jindroz and Stephanie Boihwcll 
referred to their project as an “architecture of engage
ment.” It is worth thinking a lot harder about the various 
kinilsofengagement that might be at stake in different 
kinds of places, at tliffereni levels ol scale.

In this regard, although there were a few references to
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Dolores Ihiyiien's The Po'd'cr of Place, I wjis struck l>y the 
fact that none of the design projecte or the research seemed 
to focus much attention on the svay places can be a focus, a 
reflection, an insirumeiu, or a resolution ofdifferent kimls 
of social conflict. Even when the projects clearly implieil 
the relevance of such issues, 1 didn't see a lot of attention to 
the problematic nature of collective menior)- and the 
challenge of meni(jriali/ing a past about which there are 
niixetl feelings. 'I'he same can be said for struggles over 
interests and identities reflected in public space and issues 
surrounding inner-cit)' revitalization ami the cultural 
dimensions of gentrification.

'Ehe above comments arc, of course, not intended as 
criticism of the aAvards program as such. I was greatly 
impressed by the extent to wliich the projects selected and 
the comments of the jurors all showed sensitivilx’ to issues 
of historj', community participation, and the stKial 
complexit)'of place. Ehe critical coininents of the jurors 
were especially g<K>d for raising many of the issues that I 
thought were missing in the projects themselves. a 
certain extent, these obserx aiions reflect limitations in the 
w ay the connections between design and research are 
generally being drawn—fnun both sides.

research on urban public space tends to locus on behavior 
and interaction patterns as rather isolated phenomena, 
w hereas I see no research represented among die awards 
that imnes from this level to an analysis of the normative 
order of the puhlic realm in a larger context of scx'ial ami 
institutional structures.

I was initially surjtrised u> find that the lists of awards 
included nij rej>resentatives of the fairly substantial ImkIv of 
anthropological and s<x;iologic'al work on place, on material 
culture, on the Sfxiolog)’ of lechmdog)’, or on the relation
ship between communic)' and place in different aillural and 
historical contexts. \s I thought al>out it, however, I realized 
that 1 should not have been suq)rised. There is an umler- 
stajidablc affinity of the designer for research that flxuses on 
wav's <me can manipulate behavior ami induce experiejtccs 
by manipulating the environment—rather than research 
that focuses on (for example) the complexity and relative 
tenuousness of social relations in puhlic settings, or the 
whole structure of s<x’ial, political, and economic relations 
that lie Inrhind the achievement of civility and comfort in 
puhlic places. It’s true that much of this kind of research 
goes l>eyond what designers c-an conlTol. But perhajvi 
designers should also icam to participate in prtxesses that 
they can't expect to ctmtrol, and to undersumd something 
alxjut the logic am! structure of place-making as a fonn 
of collective action—as a thing we do rogedier, and not 
simply as a kiml of design and engineering prcihlein.

Places are lK)th a product and a medium for human 
action. They are patterns of relationships, imp!) ing oppor
tunities and constraints, and they are a kind t)f collective 

■some of w hich are mediated by material things, 
some of w hich are a matter of spatially organized practices. 
E.very design decision in the making of places is not only a 
technit'al resj>onse tir a value proposition, hut also a 
projMJsition regarding our relationships with nature and 
with one another, ami a propositit)n that constitutes certain 
possible waysof materializing those relations. In a certain 
respect, we don’t need research to tell us that design 
matters, because design is partlv the way we organize our 
understanding of what matters and transailv that under
standing into built form. Each decision also implies a 
politics, even when it is grounded in technical knowledge 
that seems to olwiaie ipiestions of power.

In this regartl, research can be oriented to answering 
different kinds of questions in relation to die design of 
places: questions (tf technique (how to design doors that 
don't upset die calm of .Alzheimer’s patients, how to create 
public .spaces that facilitate ami don’t obstruct social 
interaction); but also questions relaied to/^;-ocei5'(the relation 
of design to the stK'ial and communal relations in the

Research
A-s a sticial scientist, I found the selection of design 

projects to lx much more varicil and representative than the 
research projects. .Much of the research is in the “environ
mental and liehavior" genre, studies that look for the 
psychological or behavioral effects of specific design 
decisions. John Zeisel's w'^irk on the design of s|Kcial care 
units for Alzheimer’s |vatients is the most impressively 
detailed e.xainple of this. Manii Barnes’s and CJlare C'ooper 
Marcus’s collection of work on “healing gardens” is antither 
excellent cxam|iie (2000). At a more general level, there is 
also Jan Cichl’s Public Space. Public Life and the recogniti<m 
of the inqioitance of the study of varied kimls ofimeraction 
in public space by the C^ojxnhagen Ciroup (i'hen 
there i.s the son of data collection represented by the 
Blueprint fora Sustainable Bay Area the Ponland
Pedestrian Master Plan (2000), or the Community 
(Character Plan for C>ollier C^ounty (2002), all of which 
involve drawing on past research as well as on efforts to 
collect data reflecting the views and experiences of citizens 
in the area. ()ne unusual project i.s the international research 
initiative called Cirowing Up in Cuties (2002), w hich revisits 
an earlier UXI*'S(X)-fiimleii |)rojcct by Kevin Ejmeh.

This is all important work, but it is limited in important 
w'ays that leave me wondering if there isn’t some wav to 
expand the scope of the submission pool. F(jr example,

action-
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context of uhidi it operates), ami related topiu'pose (the 
appropriate ends as well as means in die ilesi^i of different 
kinds of places, and how we can know).

For example, although I’m all in favor of face-to-face 
interactifjn. I’m often distressetl by the unwarranted privi
lege given to the iileal of facilitating face-to-face interaction 
as the only form of social engagement to which design 
seems relevant. Part of what goes on in the design process 
is figuring out what is worth doing, what is worth inscribing 
in the relatively <tbduraie reality of a shared world, what is 
worth sharing {and, implicitly, what is to he discreetly 
obscured). Part of the process of the ilesign of places ought 
to he a process of clarifying the i]ue.stions that the designer 
cin’i amf shouliln’t ans« er for ns. I ilon't see much 
recognition of the role that various kinds of social research 
might jilay in helping us arrive at such claritx.

()ne cxcepticHi to the overall pattern in the research 
projects recognized is Steven Moore’s hot)k, Teihuoh^inul 
Phcc: Sitstiihiablv Architecture ami the Blueprint Fanu 
(Austin; University of l e-vas, 2001), which was recogniz.ed 
fora 2002 award. Although this study looks at the rather 
specific case of the liiueprini Farm in 1 .aredo, 'Fexas. it 
represents the one example of research focused on key 
questions hav ing t«) do w ith the emliedding of the work of 
designers in a larger social process, draw ing on recent work 
in the sociologv' of science anil technologv' in order to 
illuminate the way techno-science is integrated into the 
heterogeneous collaboration entailed by a place-making 
project of this kind.

•Vnoihcr suggestive example is the study called “From 
\’ard U) Ciarden: Interventions in the Landscape of Play,” 
by Susan 1 lerrington and Kenneth Studtinann (ipyp). 
riiis smdy seems to suggest a somewhat different way of 
thinking ahom the way ilesign accomplishes social goals. It 
f(x;uses on the use of natural materials and the arrangement 
of a landsca[ie that facilitates the self-structuring and 
creative spontaneity of ]>resehool children’s play, in that 
way contributing to the cognitive and siK’ial dev'elopment of 
the children. Notice that the idea was to build a set of tech
niques that would give the landscape characteristics to make 
it good to mm c through, react to, think about, differenti
ate, and give meaning to as the physical infrastructure for a 
geography of play. It doesn’t tr\’ to reflect the culture of the 
children as interpreted by the atlult designers. Instead, it 
tries to understand the kids’ play as process, as culture- 
producing work in itself, and to provide them with safe but 
eminently flexible material with which to work. The success 
of the design techniques is indicated by the way the kids 
ihein.seives come to name different places within the play
ground. by the way it liecomcs a meaningfid geography that

undergirds w'hai sociologists have called the idioculture of 
the place (essentially, its idiosyncratic culture).

Some of what 1 see as the imbalance in the overall 
pattern of awards is clearly a reflection of an asv'inmetrv' 
between designers and researchers in the social science.s. 
Designers often know more about the relevant rc.scarch 
than social scientists know aliout the qualities of physical 
form or the practices of design—even those social scientists 
ostensibly interested in issues of space anti place. 
Researchers fnini different disciplines often come to the 
task of studying place w ith a generallv impoverished gras|> 
of the way built environments are formed, tending to see 
tltem as onlv aggregations of physical attributes rather than 
as particular forms and [)attcrtis with emergent [>n)perties, 
situated most immeiliaiely in the practices and technolo
gies of design, planning and building. For this reason,
Fve been making the case to m\ colleagues that a sociology 
ot place neetls to incorporate a capacity f«w typoh)gical 
analysisof the material reality of l)oth buildings anvl laml- 
scapes. They woiilii make propositions nuire suflicienily 
coniexi-sensiiive anil useful as contributions to design.

On this note, 1 think there may be something of a 
misseil opportunity here. .Much more could be done to get 
designers listening to the kinds of questions tliat 
researchers ask—as well as understanding the w ay tliey ask 
them, the way different kinds of inquirv’ are carried out, 
and the wav different kinds of answers are validated. .As 
(]larc (a)o|KT Marcus pointed out:

(Jivtaiuh', ill the area of cnviromneutal iksigu n'c need mure 
diseusaiun ofvehat constitutes research. Is a commendaHe site or 
contextual analysis prior to design, research? Does a trip to the 
library to look up afeiv aitieles on parks prior to de.signing one. 
coihtifute research? Vnfoitunatcly, the semester-bounded 
studio-teaebiup^ of design rarely ineludes time for anything 
beyond relatively supeifcialfact-finding, ll'hile this is under- 
stamlahle in tenns ofprimaiy focus of design-training, it dues 
tend to leave .some designen with a rather hazy idea of what 
research is, and hence what might he appivpriate to submitfur 
an invard in place-based reseaixh (Places, 12:1, ipyH, p-5g).

At the same time, there is much to be done to prepare 
researchers in the social sciences to pay attention to the 
kinds of understanding that only designers can have of the 
material with which they work, the conceptual and 
practical problems w ith which they wrestle, and the ways 
thev go alxHit resolv ing those problems. For some time, 
it has seemed to me that w e need to work on creating new 
places for these collaborations to take place, since neither 
the constraints of typical projects undertaken for hire, 
nor the traditii)ns and constraints of studio education, are 
necessarily ideal for this purpose.
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Twenty-Three Years Later:
Two Moments on New York’s Lower East Side
Brian Rose

Immediately across Avenue D fi om the p-ojects is irhat / call the 
war zone. Though the area is much smalla\ it is crumbling and 
burning just like the South Bronx. Its in this area, however, that 
one jinds groups of people attempting to renovate buildings 
themselves. The residents of one famous building on llth Street 
attempt to supple?nent their electricity with a windmill on the 
roof Below Houston Street in this zone the neighborhood is 
eifuaily run down, but still thei e is an amazing array of shops 
along Orchard Street and Dehmcey Street.

On Sundays, this area isjammed with tomists looking for 
good deals, and for many it is a pilgrimage back to the oldest 
Jru'ish neighborhood in .America. The lj)wer East Side has been 
an entty point into mainstream Atnerica for its entire history. 
Even nov.\ low rents hing students, artists and young people 
from middle-class backgrounds here to make their start in the 
Big Apple. But nov\ the pressure of gentrification is 07i. No one 
wants to discourage the dcveloptuent of a healthier neighborhood, 
but will the process force the present tvsidents out to Brooklyn or 
Queens? Our pictures are being 7nade at a aitical juncture.
Hljat will this place took like in ten or fifieen years?

That was written in 1980 when I was photographing 
the Lower East Side of Manhattan with Ed Fausty. After 
he and I graduated from nearby C'ooper Union, we began 
a yearlong documentation of the neighborhood. Our 
project was an experiment in collaboration, as well as a 
sensible way of approaching a sometimes dangerous 
environment. We used a view camera for its descriptive 
quality, but also because it provided a means for us to 
work together, taking turns looking at the ground glass, 
one or the other of us grabbing for the shutter release to 
capture a spontaneous moment.

New York City had hit bottom in the 1970s, and by 
1980 parts of the city, like the Lower East Side, had 
become frightening tableaus of abandoned buildings and 
rubble-strewn lots, w hile many street comers bustled 
with milling crowds of the drug trade. As bad as things 
were at that time, however, the Lower East Side remained 
a vibrant and colorful place full of expressions of ho])e 
and the visible seeds of rejuvenation.

.After 1980, Fausty and I parted amicably, convinced 
we had done something special, but not necessarily 
repeatable. It is now 23 years later, and I have begun 
making photographs of the neighborhood again. Phase 
two of the project is a work in progress, but I have spent 
enough time on it to <)ffer a selection of new photographs. 
'Fhe obvious questions have to do w ith the passage of 
time. How' has the neighborhood changed or remained 
the same?

Photographing the l.ower East Side—and most of 
Manhattan—requires an acceptance of the street grid and

the generally continuous street wall. One can stay visually 
aligned to the grid, or one can work against it at angles, but 
the rigor of this armature remains a constant. There are 
instances, however, where the basic pattern opens uj: 
across vacant lots, parks, etc. In 1980 there were many such 
moments created by destructive urban forces. Today, 
some of these gaps have been filled or show evidence of a 
repaired urban fabric— neighborhood gardens, for instance, 
or new construction. Much of this change stares one in the 
face, but I guard against reading things into the cityscape 
that may not, in fact, l>e there. It is a mistake, I think, to see 
everything iconically’—U) believe that a broken window 
represents decay w hile a new door represents rejuvenation.

I'he Lower East Side, now as in 1980, is dominated 
by tenements and postwar housing projects. The tenement 
lots—25 X 100 feet—establish the basic scale, and the 
stoops and storefronts open out to the street. The housing 
projects, forty’ to fifty years old at this ]>oint, still represent 
a discontinuity on the landscape, not so much because 
of their height as because of the tenuous w’ay’ they meet the 
grountl. The present streetscape includes more and more 
infill construction—often minimal brick boxes, but every 
now and then something more conspicuously designed. 
Even a bit of suburbia encroaches here and there, as in the 
Pathmark supermarket just beneath the Manhattan Bridge.

Historic photographs of the Lower East Side ty'pically 
show large crowds of peojfie in the streets, kids playing, 
and pushcarts lining the curbs. Now on Sundays, when 
()rchard Street is closed to cars, there is a momentary 
sense of deja vu, but the throngs shopping there, and on 
Delancey Street, tend to display a more middle-class mien. 
Chinatown, perhaps, still has the density of the old Lower 
East Side, and its burgeoning population spills increasingly 
across Roosevelt Park into the tradiiit)nal Jewish part 
of the neighborhood. 'Fhe collision of ethnic groups, and 
the different ways in w hich they make use of die same 
streetscape, remains a constant fascination for me.

V\'hen I first approached the Lower East Side with 
Ed Fausty, I had the sense of it as a rather separate part of 
Manhattan, off the main avenues and in the shadow 
of Wall Street’s towers. Today, I feel that it is more inte
grated into the city'. Barriers have come down over the past 
couple of decades. Some of that can be attributed to 
gentrification, but the Lower East Side is still a gritty, eco
nomically precarious place. Locating its unknown qualities 
goes to the heart of why I am photographing it anew.
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II Magistero: De Carlo’s Dialogue with Historical Forms
John McKean

Renaissance city-state of Duke Fetlerico ili Montefeltro, 
with its ancient university.

Built on the saddle between two hills, Urbino is a 
binar)’, ilouble town (that its name is derived from iiti's bum 
was a pseudo-antique joke). 'I'oday, arriving along the road 
that snakes up from the Adriatic coastal plain, the physical 
shape of the Renaissance city still ap|)ears miraculously 
among the wonderftd forms of the Marche hills. Fmm 
here, Urbino’s silhouette ornaments the skyline with spires 
and the tops of the unmistakable m in fairy-castle towers, 
the tofridni of the Ducal Palace.

However, the paradox of this liny city is that it is always 
amhiguous, double-imaged; while wonderfiilly compre
hensible, it remains powerfully elusive. In particular, the 
town seems to exist in a landscape of surprise and variety 
that changes as one’s viewpoint moves. 'Fhus, an urban 
window may look out horizontally to a field. Or after 
descending steeply to its ramparts, one may still find the 
market square am! V'a!lK)iia (»ate far below.

('haracteristicallt', the town’.s ijatural and built areas 
rellect these contrasts, juxtaposing the wild and cultivated, 
and “inside” and “outside” become difficult categories 
despite the obvious clarity of rampart anti gate.

F‘!ven with its buildings, inside and out can seem to
'I'hus, San Bernadino, a quiet brick church on the 

outside, inside reveals I'rancesco di (oorgio Alartini’s 
formal Renaissance facades and spaces. And along V’^ia Saffi 
the strong, iinlinishetl facades of Duke Montefeltro’s 
Palace give no clue to the precise, classic cortile within. 
'I’his great palace faces int(» the town with a restrained, 
even domestic expression, while to the countryside if offers 
“a magnificent and glorious lack of restraint.”' It is the 
signal achievement of De Ciarlo’s Magistero that it 
interprets these qualities perfectly in a building that 
burrows into the ground with the same drama with which 
the Ducal Palace reaches to the sky.

Most visitors reach the Magistero hy continuing past 
the Ducal Palace along the Via Saffi. Just past its crown this 
timeless city spine reveals a view of ilistant hills through 
the narrow slit l>etween masonry' walls. Descending, 
one passes the plain, freshly sembbed Palazzo Battiferri, 
recently refonned by De C'arlo as a setting for the uni\ er- 
sity’’s business schtxd.'' Flien, at the next equally reticent, 
domestic-scaletl block on the left, two steps lead up to the 
discreet double d(K)rs of the Magistero.

In 1528, C^istiglione wrote that Duke Federico’s palace 
appeared “not so much a palace as a city’ in itself.
Such reciprocity is central also to the .Magistero. Inside, 
De Carlo has created a modern spatial narrative that 
continues the spatial experience of the historic town.

If there is one architect f)f the twentieth century’ who can 
lead us, through his work, toward a grown-up discussion of 
how we might further our built heritage, it is Ciiancarlo 
De C'-arlo. Since the 1950s, when he was a member of 
(HAM’s rebellious 'Feam X, Dc C'arlo has been a consis
tent advocate for engagement with the historical forms of 
the traditit>nal city.' But this advocacy has gone far beyond 
simple notions of conservation. De C^arlo has challenged 
us to understand, and extend, the complex conversation 
between culture and built form.

In a 2001 editorial in his journal Spazio e Societa, the 
ever-active 82-year-old reaffimied his belief in the deeper 
dialectic between space and society:

The essential purpose of architecture is to organise ami shape 
space for use, to cousigt) it to imiivuiual and collective experience, 
to expose it to the effects of tune: so that it ages, becomes strati
fied, continues to be enriched with meanings, until at a certain 
point it begins to design and redesign itself seemingly by its own 
volition, to endure and hand down the most eloquent records of 
human eventsr

Fhe more you read this statement, the more extraordinary' 
appear its claims, and the more far reaching its implications. 
And yet the more right it seems.

De C'arlo’s long career has been marked by an effort 
to ground his designs in a dialogue with what exists: from 
farming’s mark.s on a landscape, to the aspirations of 
tenants for housing. I lis architecture cannot “live” without 
the participation of those who inhabit it, and whose lives it 
serv'es to record. The more layers of humanity that accrue 
to a topography, the more it embodies a vital history’ of 
place. 'Fo design responsibly in such a landscape, one must 
view history less as a “past” which can be dammed, than 
a stream one alters when one steps in.

Few buildings illustrate De Carlo’s ideas about the role 
of architecture in social and physical renewal belter than 
II Magistero, the School of Education for Urbino University, 
comjileted in 1976. A quarter of a century since its comple
tion, the Magistero still provides a benchmark of sorts 
against which to measure subsequent efforts at using the 
techniques of modern architecture for place-making.

reverse.

Town of doubles, urbs luna
t o understand De (.'arlo’s achievement, one must 

begin with its setting, the hilllown of Urbino, the

Uppen ITie .Magistero, with its several levels of nK«f terraces anti

giant fan of glass, reconstructs a ponion of L'rhino in a nuxlem vitcabularv.

Jnscf.-'ITiehjJI t<»Mn <»fUrhinf». Hiflt ihe.\lagisterf>eenierrighl.

Below ; From the flottr of the (Congress Hall looLing up.

Photos li) Fulvio Palma.
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hollow. The great glazed hall*c) linder, in particular, focuses 
light rather than gathers solid form.

'rhe building’s sur|)rises do not em! here. As one contin
ues out beyond the great waterfall ot inverted conical glass, 
one discovers a secret garden where small trees grow. I'here, 
straight ahead over a parapet, sits the distant church of San 
Bernardino, with the extraordinar)’ shapes of the Marche 
hills bevond.

Kntering, one first passes through the thickness ot an 
old house whose fonn has been retained to provide a conii- 
miit}’ of external forms. But then space opens ambiguously, 
formed less by its edges than by the shapes embedded 
in it. To the right, a bright hollow drum reveals the upper 
branches of two trees whose bases are rooted far below. 
.Ahead is a much larger curved form, offering—as such 
convex shap>es always <lo—a sense of pregnant anticipation 
for w hat it encloses.

There are no corridors here. Amidst the “urban” palette 
of materials—site-formed concrete structure and circula
tion, spray-plastered walls—both the cyliniler and the 
larger, focused semi-CTliniler occupy space like buildings in 
an internal town. Benveen is an urban lanilscajie, lit by 
casual “street" lighting. .And the levels ot this internal city 
are linked by a curving ramp, which is stepped in section 
like the town’s steep streets.''

As in the city' at large, one feels both inside and outside 
this space. But then, continuing on, one finds oneself on 
a narrow bridge looking into a lecture room—w hich itself 
seems to hang w ithin an even vaster hall, the aula viagiui, 
which vanishes far below. It is here that one realizes how 
the dominant forms of the Magistero are paradoxically

Ilistor)' and Fonn
For De (iarlo the ability to reinterj)ret the past for the 

needs of the present begins with a deep “reailing of the 
territory'.” 1 le has descrilwd this as an iterative j)r(xress, 
involving tentative design and feedback. Since the forms 
theinseU'es are participants in this tiialogue, it is critical 
that the architecture not be misunderstood. Yet neither 
can such a dialogue survive mere repetition: as with a 
human relationship, it requires recognition and under
standing to move forward. 'The concern is always how far 
can things lie changed without losing balance, without 
nijUiiring the thread of continuity.

In u;92 l)c (iarlo explained these principles tu 
Benedict Zucchi:

/ believe a lot in the rn'elamy capacity of'reading'. ..If one is 
able to interpret the j?ieaning ofv'bat has remained e/i^'aved, 
not only does one come to understand u'hen this mark was made 
and what the motivation behind it was, hut one also heco?nes 
conscious of how the various events that have left their mark 
have becotne layeml, how they tvlate to one another and how.

.•\l>ovf: A secret {f.iriicn lies heytind the inverted cone itf jjiasv on the entry level. 

Photo b>' /Vntonio (iarhasso.

Opposite: The .Maftistero blends with the historic urlan fabric. Top Left: Via San 

(iirolaiiM). Top ri|;ht: Via Safli. Bottom left: Via S. .Maria. Bottom right: .Main 

entrance on \’ia Safli. Pliotosbvfihris Sensenig.
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Via S Maria lo the north ami south, and the court to 
another church lo the northeast.

The Magistero project eventually involved a complete 
reconstruction of the territor)- within these street walls. 
Conceptually, it involved three main fonns. First were a 
series of domestically sc*aled spaces that wrapped the site 
from the southwest, and that today contain small classrooms 
and meeting spaces. Second was a deep partially indented 
cylindrical court, onto which face four stories of professors’ 
offices. Third was the great half circle containing the major 
teaching spaces, all lit from above by a great fan of glass.

In planning, De Carlo neither w orks from inside out, as 
a classic modernist, nor by infilling an existing carapace, 
as a classic postmodernist. Instead, the Magistero exhibits a 
dynamic tension lK*tween the skin of the city' and the needs 
of building component activities.

W'ithin this overall tension, however, the figures upon 
his urban ground are clear and identifiable. Thus, the 
semicircle suggests a gathering place, a focus, which one 
can locate from anywhere by the direction (jf beams ami 
the shape of walls. Meanwhile, the deep indented cylinder 
ol the internal court, w'ith its central trees, implies a 
private, quiet space; and one alway'S feels as if one is 
intruding when one looks across it to the w indows of the 
academics, screened by transoms and curtains. '

But this dynamic overall geometry does not settle 
simply. The components do not align absolutely, and so 
the bold shapes imply a sense of slower, more piecemeal 
development. Between the given envelope and the tormal 
figures, space billows and tightens, creating a range of 
unexpected spaces, corners and niches, in which students 
gather to talk or study. Windows, too, are individually 
placed to frame views (as to a church pediment beyond), 
or link spaces anti enhance their prospect (as with the tall, 
keyhole windows to the south, with their semicircles 
cut from the upper floor).

In a further extraordinary gesture, De C>arlo c-an ed out 
space for an experimental cinema beneath the little church 
on the Magistero’s most prominent corner. Meanwhile 
alx)ve, within the space of the former church, he inserted 
nvo floors of library alnwe a meeting room. I lere book 
storage and forty study spaces float over a hall w'here the 
traditional culmination of Italian academic study, the 
defense of the thesis, takes place.

Such a space shows how De C^arlo’s dialcjgue with 
historical forms often brings une.xpected spectacle. But this 
confrontation is neither gratuitous nor jarring; rather, it is 
elegant and airy. The shapes of the library platforms are 
carefully designed so they don’t quite touch the back w all, 
yet they extend into the space apparently randomly.

through thm\ they bai'e set off other events ami have u'oven 
together our histoty.'

Shortly before designing the Magistero, in his parallel 
role as tow n planner, De Carlo noted how contemporary' 
activities in Urhino had become disconnectetl from the 
city'’s pattern of historical fonns. In his words: “the paticni 
of urban activities lhad] progressively slipped out of its 
original morphological mould, dissolving people’s 
originally sharp aw areness that urban fonns are w here 
they are because they clearly fulfil a given role.

The site for the Magistero had once been the eighteenth- 
century convent of Santa Maria della Bella. Acquired by 
the university' in the early' 1960s, it was surrounded l)v 
distinguished, even-oliler buildings (many of them in poor 
repair). As a convent, the western edge of the site, which 
sloped steeply toward the south, had been built up in large 
domestic blocks that climbed the Via Saffi from the south. 
There was a small church at its top comer and some 
buildings along its top edge and in its eastern corner. Its 
southeastern corner had long been occupied hy a terraced 
convent garden.

In more recent times the convent’s domestic structures 
had been adapted as an orphanage. But when the university 
acquired them, they had been abandoned for a number of 
years. Only the church remained in restorahle condition.
To the university', the ruins on site were imammasso 

di rottami, a mass of nibble. Nevertheless, the site’s great 
peripheral brick street walls still defined the urban s|>ine of 
\’ia Saffi, the tight urban streets of\’ia S. Girolamo and
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Such an insertion veils, but does not tieny, the existing space.
Despite such obvious care, material preciousness is not 

one of De C'arlo’s main interests. It is not that he doesn’t 
enjoy detail; lie loves virtuoso concrete detailing, with 
elements swinging through space and not quite touching 
each other. But the ingenuity is always spatial—to make 
places. And viituo.sit)' in the Magisteni is almost all in 
board-marked reinforced concrete: in the cafe with its 
curvang outdoor seat, in the stairs and ramps, at structural 
edges such as the return corners in the cylindrical court, 
which are set off half a bay from the column rhythm so 
the glazing can play at wrapping around.

Of course, nothing of this internal form can be grasped 
from adjoining streets. The Magistero’s southern 
wall, along V’ia S. Maria, is broken only by emergency 
exit doors, while its long northern wall along the 
Via S. Girolamo has only a few ambiguous slit windows 
(into storage spaces) and two street doors—one offering 
direct access to the basement cinema and another to 
the top-floor cafe and roof garden.

Most characteristically, like the exuberance of the 
Ducal Palace, the great conical roofliglu can only be seen 
from outside the city."'

distant structure and glazing; across facetted curving 
reflections; trom deep within one lecture gallery across 
the central space to another. At the top, die fan-shaped 
rooflight is cut through by access bridges, its outer 
segments either lolding back down or Ijing flat, so that it 
rises a complete two stories only in the center.

De C^arlo clearly delights in pushing the extremes of 
top and bottom, and his designs often weave multiple 
layers together. But with its seven levels, the Magistero is 
particularly complex. There is a fascinating personal 
origin to this obsession:

/ lived on the fifth Jloor of a big building. One lUiy, I think I 
u'/is just six years old, / was goi'wg up the stair, and on the last 
landing, suddenly,! met an animal. / thought it was a dog, 
blit it had vety long legs and the head of a cat. It could have been 
u lynx, a Siberian hare, oi' a vety bigfelix setval {an Afiican 
wild cat). H^ichever—and Vtn certain this actually happened, 
even though evetyone always denied it—at one point, the animal 
in my path forced me to measure the sinrounding space, to take 
in its dimensions, comprehend where I was, as I tried to find a 
way to escape.

That was the first time I felt conscious of the height and width 
of a place, of the horizontal and inclined planes, of goingfofward 
and backward, up and dorwn. Ftvm then on the idea of stair 
was hnpressed in my tnind, and it .stillfills my dreams and ?ny 
thinking today. I am never so stimulated by flat places as by those 
on dijferent levels.

With that e.xperiencc, confionting that fast and cunning 
lynx, I learned to jneasure a space, to comprehend it and project 
?ny body into it in all directions. To measure out an architectural 
event means to take its dimensions hack to those of the body, to 
understand the space with your jnind and with your senses.
Otily by this jneasure can you appreciate dhneJisioJts and qiutlities. 
Thtvugh measuring space we grasp the totality through the 
detail, and the detail through the totality.

Interior Form and Space
(Nearly, it is ridiculous to try' to umlerstand this building 

in horizontal temis. Its drama derives from the way it 
ofiens downward toward its major spaces and out toward 
the couniry'side. Interestingly, first-time visitors rarely 
remember there is a roof garden on the same level as the 
main entrance.

One secret to the building is that although they appear 
as large, simple semicircles in plan, the spaces of the central 
hall offer an extremely complex three-dimensional section. 
V’et, four floors beneath the main rooflight this is all 
gathered together into a single great hall which can seat 
1,500 people. To create this aula jjiagna (best translated as 
“congress hall”), De Carlo liad to dig dee|i—its floor is 
16 m. below the preexisting garden." But the resultant 
experience is remarkable, offering vertiginous Piranesian 
glimpses upward, as well as a w’onderful sense of excite
ment when completely full.

To enrich its functioning, this great centra! space 
may be divided into separate lecture rooms with sliding 
partitions (the bottom hall divisible by two, the galleries 
above into four). And moring upward, there are more 
radiating lecture rooms, one suspended extraordinarily 
over the central lecture platform.

Because these upper spaces are all glazed, they offer 
unusual views and reflections: up from the bottom hall to

University and City
De Carlo’s Magistero (and his other work for the 

University’ of Urbino’’) might also not have been jKissible 
if not for the architect’s strong personal relationship with 
(iarlo Bo, rector of the university until his recent death 
(in his nineties). De (iarlo first met Bo during the period 
l>etween the fall of Mussolini and the allied liberation 
of Milan. At the time, a young De Carlo was an important 
figure in the resistance to Cxcnnan occupation. Bo, also 
an anti-fascist, was an important intellectual.

After the w'ar, Bo became rector of the free university 
of Urbino." Although a Renaissance foundation, by the 
1930S it had few resources, less than 140 students, and just 
one large building. Yet soon after his arrival in 1948, Bo set
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about its renewal. Among other things, he sought to radi
cally overhaul teaching practices. But he also believed that 
every change in pedagogy should involve a transformation of 
physical space. And a decade later, with his university reno
vation going badly. Bo approached De Carlo to take over.

It is the special nature of their friendship De (>arlo 
remembers best. According to De Carlo, Bo was a man of 
few words. “We had short meetings—not short in time but 
short in words. We’d sit together, and every' ten minutes 
we’d have a sentence. (Communication. We are very' close 
friends. Intense communication, but short in words.”

It is not entirely flip[>antly that Bo is today spoken of as 
the last Duke of Urbino. And De Carlo’s friendship with 
him put the architect in a position of power perhaps 
paradoxical for one of known libertarian views. “Bo was a 
man of the eighteenth century'—a p‘and sei^xeur of the 
Kniighieninent,” muses De Carlo. “How much did a man 
of the F.nlighiemiient really want a democratic org;iniza- 
tion? Not very'much, I believe.”

'lypical of the university’s planning processes was rhe 
way the program of the Magistcro was developed.
“II Magistero” literally means “I’eacher 'IVaining School,” 
but in Urbino the school encompasses a much wider 
range of studies and is often translated “Faculty of Art.s.” 
The university’s aim was to concentrate these activ ities, 
which were then housed at various sites around town, into 
a single building. But the programming of this new 
structure involved only Bo, De C^arlo, and a small group of 
profess«>rs. I'he requirements included the expected 
professors’ rooms, library, seminar rooms, and smaller 
lecture halls. But other program elements indicated how 
far Bo entrusted the larger vision of the building to 
De Carlo. And, in particular, De Carlo insisted on perme
ability between the university ami the town.

Still today, having spent much energy on university 
planning schemes from Dublin to Pavia, Siena to (Catania, 
De Carlo is opposed to the idea of a campus. For De (-arlo, 
a university should be both an urban microcosm and part 
of a larger city.'^

The university must be an active, open part of society, of the 
town, towards which it has both rights and duties. Usually it 
takes its rights, but it is less concerned with its duties. Just as the 
university is using the city and its territoiy, in the same way the 
university should reciprocate, and be usable by the city and its 
texTitory. There are, obviously, parts which should he closed and 
private (though these are far fewer than might be miagined), 
but all the rest can be ?nore public.

Ironically, the Magistero’s small, almost invisible 
entrance offers no promise of such permeability. But De 
Carlo’s argument is not about this kind of overt legibility.

In a university really worthy of the xxame, every citizen should 
be free to enter and listen to a lecture. You coxtid say, “trr//, what 
stops anyone from attending a lecture nowf^ I believe the axxswex- 
is the architecture itself. Thx'esholds, for instaxxce, are the 
expression of authority aixd histitutionalization. And the most 
hnportaxxt bairiers are those thresholds which you cannot touch.

The issue of eashig access should he ixmch more importaxit 
than sitnply concenifor disabled entrances. In a way, we ax'e all 
disabled when we canixot use a particular space. Thxrsholds built 
up in words are more powexful than physical thresholds.

It is not the visual fonn of the Magistero’s discreet 
entrance which promises w elcome, but the kjiowledge of 
shared space beyond, as in a church. Thus, w'hile you must 
enter as an individual, not in a crowd, there is a certain 
recognition that a public, “urban” realm lies within.

typical of these views was De Carlo’s suggestion 
that the bottom floor of the building be used for an 
experimental cinema.

You kxxow... u'ithin the Magistero faculty there is a 
Tilm Institute which had a womletful film library. So I said 
"shouldn't this be shared with the town?” In Urbino the movie 
theaters are terrible! If we had this film theater', the experierxee 
of showing their fihtxs publicly might lead to orgarxizirxg other' 
things with the citizens, perhaps ei'en rnakirtg movies...

'I'here was also the vast aula magrta. Such extreme focus 
on the lecture, the f.v cathedra pronouncement, might 
seem to embody a very old-fashioned view of education. 
But, according to De Carlo,

.. .the aula magna had wider-powerful purposes. Firyt, it 
would celebrate the urxique freedom of this university and assert 
the role of the small utxiversity. Second, it would also celebrate the 
bond between the town and the university. Its specification was 
agy-eed between university and civic authority tvith the aim that 
it would he used fox' all town eelebratiorxs.

On such occasions the aula magna is at its best. Filled 
with people and buzzing with conversation, it is then that 
it most confidendy fulfllls its role as palace within this city 
of a building.

Finally
An integral feature of the city, the Magistero today 

changes with the seasons. Each autumn the trees in the 
hidden garden, which offer solar shielding through 
summer, turn from bright green to burning <K*hre. And as 
the low' winter sun shines through their bare branches, 
the space inside is altered completely. Likewise, the roof 
garden walls, soft with V’irginia creeper during the 
sumtncT, change to blood red in fall. During winter the 
vines are revealed as naked scratchings on sharply-cut 
lK)ard-niarked concrete. 7'wenty-five years old now, the
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not using it? Is it because they are lazy, or do not have 
enough imagination?”

Nevertheless, the promise of the architecture remains 
emliedded in the structure of its spaces. “People will always 
use it as they want,” he says. “But the space suggests how
to use it. Creating this space, this potential, is the essential 
ofarchitecuire.”

The Magistero was never meant to “reconstruct” a 
defined past. Instead, it refers to tlie city’s many transfor
mations: from the fifteenth century, when Renaissance 
geometries were overlaid on the medieval town; to the 
twentieth, when Catholic churches were replaced by more 
ainteniporary centers of urban culture. The same might 
be said of its future.

In tliis regard, De C^arlosays, “It is impossible to imagine 
that an architectural or urban configuration might have 
just one codified message to which everybody has to refer. 
We live in a society- of conflict and not of spontaneous 
consensus. And therefore what represents these realities has, 
of necessity, to be polyhedral, many sided, manifold.

In die same editorial with which I began, De (>arlo writes:
If the purpose of restoration is to presetve an identity and 

wake it siffiijicant for ail—for the pennanent mbahitants 
as well as the oecasional ones—then we need to lever the valued 
events of the past out of the system of meanings they bad 
originally, and insert them into neve systeftis of tneanings that 
coiTespond to their present contexts: to destnicture and then 
restnuture them, reinseiting them with an active role in the 
ciraiit of contemporary activity.

In a world of instantaneous messages and sound bites, 
this notion of an extended conversation with the past 
must seem stubbornly old-fashioned. Yet, paradoxically, 
it acts to open a real awareness today. This is what die 
Magistero has achieved.

tivo trees in the central court have been cut back by half 
And yet they climb up again.

In its design, De C'arlo struggled to take account of 
many factors: historical traces on the ground the building 
was to occupy; its relation to the larger fabric of the city; 
and his vision for a new relationship between university- 
and town.

Yet for the architecture of the Magistero to become 
embodied and accepted, he also argued it needed to 
become embeddetl and layered with new stories. It had to 
allude to and reverberate with these—even those of the 
young students, who may come to Urbino only temporarily 
and from quite different cultures. Indeed, when the 
building was dedicated in 1976 De Carlo gave a lecture 
in which he encouraged the university and the town 
together to make it their own.

In the years since, Urbino’s response to the Magistero, 
and its now-thriving university, have been conditioned 
by an explosion in student numbers. Social pressures 
and rising prices have pushed some residents out of the 
historic center, while allow ing others to prosper from 
student rents.'’

It is a fragile equilibrium, yet the townsfolk clearly sup
port the university' and are proud of its buildings. De Carlo 
is only slightly exaggerating when he suggests, “Urbino 
is one of the few cities in Italy where contemporary- 
buildings are considered as part of the citizen’s heritage. 
They recommend \isitors to the Palazzo Ducale and the 
Magistero, drawing no distinction betw-een new and old.”
It is certainly one of the few place.s where jxistcard stalls 
display the new among the old, iMagistero next to Raffaelo.

Of course, the dialogue between the building and its 
uset^ has not gone entirely as planned. In particular, its 
ideal t)f tow-n-gown cooperation never truly materialized. 
For example, I have never found the door leading directly 
to the Magistero’s underground cinema unlocked.
The same is true for the street door leading directly to its 
top-floor cafe. In fact, this cafe was never installed. Instead, 
this space is normally packed with students poring over 
books. Desperately short of places to study, they say they 
can alway-s go elsewhere for a coffee.

Of the unfulfilled promises of another of his Urbino 
buildings De Carlo said recently: “there are places which 
are not discovered yet. But they w ill be. An architect must 
do w'hat he lielieves is right, not just because it will be 
made real immediately. But you suffer. You ask why they are

»|6
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Much information and ail imcrediced quotation!; from (iiancarlo De ('.arlorome 

from long conversations he had in 1999 and aooo: with me (in b'nglish, taped but 

unpublished); and with Franco Buncuga, puUished in \u\uri tsAnbiumav t Uh<rti, 

Ccmveruiziont con UUnegrU Dr Cork (.Milan: Fleuthera, 2000); French translation to 

afipear in too}; Fjtglish translation b^'John .McKean still has no publisher).

Notes

I. In the 1950s De Carlo was invited to join the Italian CL\M group. .At the time, 

CI.\.M(Cmigress International d’Architecture .Modeme) had beemne becoming 

anhricic—increasingly identitied with the International Style, as codified by 

Siegfried Ciiedion. De Carlo (w ho had already ;Hjhlished praise fur William .Morris, 

Frank Lloyd Wright, and rural peasant architecture) was scathing of those Cl AM 

disciples who felt, fur eumple, that Lc Corbusier's recent church at Runchainp had 

I>etraycd them. .According to De Carlo, it was the jxvcnposit}- of Giedion and his

Opposite: The Itold, hollow cil-out fonns give the interior spaces of the Magistero 

an urban quality. View on the 14,00 level: dindrical courtyard to the right, keyhole 

windows to left. Photo by Giorgio Ciasali.
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“Ideal C Jiy" no longer attributed to Piert), which hangs in Urbino’s Dueal Palace, 

lo, 'Fhe sainc is true of the Magistero’s keyhole windows, which ap(>car on the 

tapestry of the city like shadows of the Ducal rorruini.

[ t, Both his <Kher universit}' faculties nearby also burrow down an<l prutnide with 

skylights; at the Business School he even managed to lift precious Roman remains 

a few meters to make room fttriB sunken auk.

12. The university has restored many extremely valuable Iniildings in the historic 
center, saving them from alnnvtonment and destriKtitm. But there have liecn only three 

a>mplcx restnicturings, all by I>e Carlo: the Law Faculty (completed in t973), the 

Magisicro(i9"6), and the Business School (opened in icwo-i). De Carlo's buildings 

outside the town include the residential Collegi dei CappvKxirti on a nearby hilltt^r.

13. ITic only “free" university in Italy, Urbinoneiihcr belongs to the state, nor to a 
private foundation. It is set up by its own statutes (one of which had confirmed Bo

as "rector for life”). Although it works within state educational rules and is supported 

by state Funds, it retains a unique freedom in the use of its Funding, setting its own 

priorities and avoiding interminable bureaucratic delays.

14. llinH^hout his career Dc C^o has taught architecture. Fm-many yvars he held 
a chair in Venice, then emc in CJenova. For twenty j'cars he has also run his own 

Imemaoonal [laboratory for Ardiitecture and Urban Design (ILAUD). But he has 

alwa}-!! remainevl keen to distance himself from the educati«>nal establishment. “1 

never liked the academic corrununity,” he says. “It is lazy, conservative, authoritarian, 

and with a .Mafioso tendency.” De Carlo is particularly disillusioned by the general 

retreat from radical intentions that dominated Italy's campuses after 196K. Today, he 

says, with staff increasingly self-important, “universitv* buildings are mostly filled by 

rooms for tutors who arc there for a few days every other week, leaving overcrowded 

lecture rooms, where students squeeze in, unable to watch and listen.”

15. Student numlwrs jumped from 50010 10,000 in the 1970s. The enrollment is 
now 20,000. A total of 15,000 are hvmsed in the area, 7,500 of them in the old town.

16. De Carlo, quoted in Domus 826 (2000).

cronies that led to the birth of the op{>ositional Team X, so called as its young 

members were askeii to prepare the tenth C1A.M congress. They induilcd Jacob 
Bakcma, Ralph Frskine, and Shad WcmkIs; but at Team X's intellectual heart were 

Peter anil Alison Smithson, .\ldovan Fyck, and De Carlo. Though they were tough 

with each other, they offered among the first anti strongest criticisms of .Modernist 

assumptions. To them, the takcovw of the machine and (danning fix existenz-mmmum 

implied not just a ncgadiinoftheuser, but the loss of place, local character, and 

history. The last words in the dtKumcntation of the final CLAM meeting were 

Bakema's: "'{'he aim will be to devcitip architecture and town-planning towards a 

language which can ctuniminicate about human behaviour.” 'I'his has remained 

one of De Carlo’s core principles ever since.

2. Ciiancarlo De Carlo, “F.tbtorial,” Spazio e Seatta 92, (2001), p. 4.

3. Giancario DeCarlo, in Den^-s Lasdun, ed.,.4n/'frtrr»rr fit JB.dgee/.Vffp/irfrwi 
(London: lleinemann, 1984).p. 54.

4. See “'Ibe New- Faculty tifF.cunomits. Urbino,” i'hmus 826 (2000).

5. Baldassarc Casriglione,//Corrtgfiwo (\'enice, original 1518). Book I, Ch. II.
6. ’Ilie ramp provides a clear echo ofUrliino’s other famous social hinge, Francesco 

di Ctiorgio’s nmpa at the foot of the Ducal Palace. I'his older spiral within a bastion 

links the upper and lower portions t>f the dty; it was designed to allow the Duke to 

ridedircctly from outside the city walls up to his palace. Later, it was filled with 

rubble and capped w-hh a theater. It w as revitalized as pan of De Carlo's restoration. 

See John .McKean, “Unearthing the Future: De Carlo in Urbino,” Building Detigu 24 

(February 24, i984),pp. 11-44.

7. De f)arlo, interviewed in Benedict Zucchi, Giamark Dr Cork (London: 

Butierworth, 1991), p. 167.

8. Giancark) De C.arlo, Urimo: The History if a City and Pkasjvr its Rtdevelopmem 

((^mbridge, .Mass.: MI'l' Press, 1970), p. 104.

9. Indeed, the cylinder around which the pnrfessors’ rooms cluster may consciously 
echo in negative the central cylindrical l>uildingin the famous painting of the

Places 16.



Fixing Historic Preservation;
A Constructive Critique of “Significance 5)

Randall Mason

Second, once judgments are made 
atx)ut a site, its significance is regarded 
as largely fixed. Such inertia needs to 
l>e overcome, and each site’s signifi
cance needs to l)e seen as time Imund 
aitd in need of |>eriodic revision.

Third, many decisions about sig
nificance are made by experts, whose 
mindsets are often quite unreflective 
and uncritical. By contrast, the 
imperative of preservation—as in the 
rest of society—should be to allow 
more voices to be heard.

Recently, more critical and 
progressive uses of the concept of 
significance have begun to appear. 
This has correspondetl with a shift in 
the core purpose of the field from 
simply preser\'ing material fabric to 
the more complicated tasks of 
preserving the significance of fabric 
and places. In this regard, the point of 
this essay is not just to noodle around 
with the significance concept, but to 
revisit the questions of why we 
preserve and what theories infonn 
our decisions. As such, it may serv'c 
as the prelude to proposing ways to 
retool this important concept.

'fhe idea of “significance” is exceed
ingly important to tlie practice of 
historic preservation. In significance, 
preservationists pack all their theory, 
ideolog)' and politics—and their 
wonder at the capacity to use 
historic fabric to reflect on the past.
A “statement of significance” gathers 
together all the reasons why a 
building or place should be preserved, 
why it is meaningful or useful, and 
what aspects require most urgent 
protection. Once defined, significance 
is used as a basis for polic)% planning 
and design decisions.

'I'here are problems, though, with 
the use and conceptualization of 
significance. The overriding one is 
that the preservation field fails to fully 
appreciate its contingent nature.
By making the fixing of places and 
their meaning the primary emphasis 
of preservation, w-e have unduly objec
tified and scientiz.ed our understanding 
of memory and historicity. Since 
significance is the field’s primary’ tool 
for doing this, it is worthwhile to 
break down the problem.

First, significance has too often 
been used as a blunt instrument— 
or worse, a black box. Judgments 
al>out significance are narrowly 
drawn, pegged closely to the archi
tectural history canons and historical 
associations validated by academics. 
As a field, preservation has shown 
little appetite for thinking critically 
about significance, or theorizing a 
way of handling significance.'
Instead, it has tended to rely on a 
standard of self-evidence similar to 
that used by U.S. Supreme Court 
Justice Potter Stewart in 1964 to 
define pornography and obscenity;
“I know it when I see it.”

projects that tell their particular sto
ries. The broadening of preservation 
from its curatorial roots has been a 
verj' important and salutary’ develop
ment—these other goals increase the 
diversity', inclusiveness and robustness 
of historic preservation as a social 
movement—but it has also led to 
some confusion about core purjwses 
and methods.

C^oncepttially, the heart of historic 
preservation lies in the intellecttial 
and emotional connections w’c make 
between memory ami environment— 
what I’ll call the “memory/fabric con
nection.”’ The connection is w hat 
allows old buildings to he seen as 
sources of wonder, documents about 
the past, or w'ays to reform wayward 
citizens and advance [X)Iidc'al causes, 
rhe rich relationship betw'een 
memory and built fabric has con
cerned such diverse scholars, designers 
and practitioners as Bacheiard, Boyer, 
Ilalbwachs, I Iayden,J.B. Jackson, 
Lowenthal, Lynch, Nora, Rossi, 
Ruskin, and dozens of other anthro
pologists, geographers, sociologists, 
historians, architects and planners, 
rhese writers have celebrated the 

w onder we find in old buildings, and 
also mapped society’s uses of the 
material past. But the preservation 
field has not alw'ays availed itself of 
continuing scholarship on the subject, 
often simply looking to find validation 
in it, and too rarely opening itself to 
self-critique. The question we should 
ask more aggressively concerns the 
proper balance between two 
approaches: shaping buildings and 
places in the phy'sical sense (protecting, 
restoring, reconstructing, tearing 
down, etc.), and assuming these mate
rial efforts tacitly shape inemoiy'; and 
concerning ourselves with reshaping 
memory, and using buildings ami 
places as a means to this end.

As the j)reservation field l>ecame 
professionalized over the twentieth

Why We Preserve
At the nineteenth-century roots of 

the field, the goals of historic preser
vation were curatorial and memorial: 
to represent aspects of the past for 
contemporary society through 
the preserx ation of physical remains. 
Today, how'ever, historic preservation 
has expanded to encompass a number 
of different agendas: developers 
seeking profits in adaptive-reuse 
projects; community' advocates 
(wealthy or disadvantaged) attempting 
to block undesirable development; 
anti-sprawl advocates lobbying for a 
more sustainable world; cities seeking 
new heritage tourism attractions to 
promote economic development; and, 
of course, myriad social groups pursu
ing specific historical and memorial

Tojj: PucbJ(j Bonita at ('hato t’anyon, New Mexico. 

Photo by author.

Bottom: Fajada Biine at (3uco Canyon.

Photo [>y author.
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century, it has overemphasized the 
fabric side of the memor)'/fahric con
nection.'['he reasons for this ftxrus are 
clear: the scientific methods and 
objective standards used to treat fabric 
gave legitimacy. Specialized knowledge 
about materials and decay gave the 
new profession an area of activity 
distinct from that of architects, plan
ners, historians, and others concerned 
with the built environment. 'I'he 
result has been a dominant presen-a- 
tionist mentality of fixing thinly liter
ally and metaphorically: fixing broken 
buildings and deteriorating structures, 
genlrifying downcast historic districts, 
standing in the path of bulldozers, 
and (not least) fixing the meaning of 
preserved buildings and sites.

In the last decade or so, an alterna
tive view has started to gain ascen
dancy. It considers the raison d’etre of 
historic preserv'ation to be the cultiva
tion of memory, and it argues that 
technicpies to protect fabric are simply 
one means to achieve this. Wliatever 
ailditional benefits flow from preser
vation, the new thinking goes— 
well-preserved buildings ami artifacts, 
profits to investors, a healthier 
downtown, a l>eautiful landsc-ape, an 
ecologically more sustainable city— 
the core l>encfit is the cultivation of 
society’s collective memor)'. Fabric is 
essential to sustaining nienior>’. 
According to sociohigist Maurice 
Halbwachs: “[l)t is the spatial image 
alone that, by reason of its stabilit)', 
gives us an illusion of not having 
changed through time and of retriev
ing the past in the present.'” Hut to 
the alternative view, material matters 
have now become the tail that is 
wagging the dog.

In other worlds, preservation’s 
“fixing” mentality, rooted in the fabric- 
centered traditions of the field, has 
gotten transferred to how we think 
alK>ut significance. 'ITiis has led us to 
ignore the essential nature of

significance—which is that as an 
expression of cultural meaning, it must 
be expected to change, involve multi- 
valence and contention, and he contin
gent on time, place, and other factors.'

Preservation theory’ traditionally 
doesn't deal with this reality. It needs 
to be re-“fi.xed” to embrace cultural 
change and social process (the driving 
forces behind significance), and this is 
a whole lot different from arresting 
decay. We can predict that collective 
meinoiy' will change, tlujugh we can’t 
predict how it will change.

(Contrast this with tlie theories 
umlerlying fabric-centered 
preservation: physical scientific laws 
documenting unidirectional change 
(things fall apart) and enabling 
prediction of outcomes. The fixing 
mentality, though it worLs vety well 
for theorizing change vis-a-vis stone 
or w'rKxl deterioration, falls short

in explaining how society’s contemp
orary use of historic preservation 
is related to contemjK)raiy social 
issue
presence of African-/\merican 
histories in U.S. public memory' of the 
{Xisi-Civil-Righis-era generation.

for instance, the burgeoning

Trouble-Shooting “Significance”
Significance is shorthand for the 

meanings of a jdace, and the ways a 
place is made useful—a sort of mission 
statement alxjut why a place should be 
preserved. “Statements of significance” 
occupy the central position in 
planning and decision-making models 
widely used in the preservation field.''

Like all definitions u.seful in policy- 
making, significance reduces the 
complexity of a situation so chat logical 
decisions can he made and defended. 
Significance reduces many shades of 
gray to fewer lines r>f black and white.'

Mac« i6. *5



Some Kxiiniples
Indeed, newer thinking about 

preservation recogniaes that 
significance is made, not found. It is 
sixrially constructed and situational, 
and it recogni/x's that appraisals of 
significance may have as much to 
do with the people and societ)' making 
them as with any actual site.*

On reflection, such news reveal 
how problems with significance may 
crop up when meanings become 

Tm narrow; when they stress the
\}}i assessments of exjierts and ignore 

alternative anil |M>pular views; and 
when they fail to acknowledge change 
over time. C^haco C'anyon National 
Historical Park, in New Mexico, 
provides an excellent e.xample of the 
changing signific'ance of a heritage 
site, ('haco is an extensive National 
Monument, centered on the 
impressive ruins of a complex Native 
American culture, abandoned about 
700 years ago. I lowever, since the 
nineteenth centur)', white archaeolo
gists have defined the official signifi
cance of the site as consisting largely 
of the historic ruins of indigenous 
Chaco culture and their value for 
scientific research. By contrast, Native 
American groups ascril>e sacred and 
s)inlK)lic value to the place, which 
they Iwlieve to have been created by 
their ancestors. And, more recently, 
New Age tourists have l>egun using 
the site for their own purposes, invok
ing their own version of sacred value. 
As each stakeholder group has 
asserted a different notion of signifi
cance—some of which are clearly 
incommensurable (New Agers 
burying crystals in kivns transgresses 
the values of both Indians and 
archaeologists)—conflicts have arisen.

In relation to such conflict, the 
“fixing” culture can only remove 
preservationists further from the needs 
and desires of contemporary' cmlture 
and society, and further into their

rir
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of significance presumes that a build
ing will always mean the same thing, 
that all of societ)' view's the Iniilding 
in the same way, and that there is 
only one kind of significance. Hut 
overemphasizing (and even fetishjz- 
ing) preservation of fabric in this way 
reflects an underlying assumption 
that culture can lie treated as a static 
set of artifacts. And the methods and 
epistemology aligned with such an 
assumption lead us away from a 
real understanding of cultural and 
individual attitudes toward place.

The traditional conception is 
focused on architectural and 
historical canons; it is succinct, clear 
and definitive. 'Fhe more progressive 
notion seeks to be more extensive, 
detailed, and complicated; it suggests 
that there may he multiple valid 
arguments about the meaning 
of a place.

A statement of significance considers 
all the meanings of a place, and 
winnows out the few most important 
ones. I'he way significance has 
traditionally been used and talked 
about makes it seem clear and objec
tive—in keeping with the “fixing” 
mentality, and sticking to the experts 
who “know it when they sec it.” Once 
“found,” significance is taken mostly 
as a matter of faith, and a priesthood 
(historians, architects and preserva
tion professionals) and group of the 
faithful (preservationists) interpret 
the results for the public. Such a view

Above (i>p: ( Jty Hall Park, in the early twentieth 

century; City I lall in midille ri{(ht. Phtjlo ctMirte^y of 

National Trust Library, University of Maryland. 

Above bottom: l^iesiie of the African Hiirial 

Ctround, |ust iMirth ofChamlters Street, lower 

Sfanhatian. Photo hy author.

Opposite: MeSortey's ()kl Ale 1 louse. I’hiMo by author.
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shells of professional cxj>ertise.
'Fhe correcti\ e to this is greater trans- 
piireney ami partieipation in the 
decision-making and significance- 
defining processes—particularly, 
participation by nonexperts and other 
outsider stakeholders.

The issues of changing signific'iince 
of a place, and the assertion of new 
stakeholder groups, converged |X)wcr- 
ftilly around (hty Hall Park in New 
York Chty in the early 1990s. This was 
when traditionally narrow conceptions 
of the significance of the City Hall area 
were foa-efully broadened by the “dis
cover)’” of the African Burial Ground.

As the seat of civic government and 
a remainder from the city’’s colonial 
landsca|>e, Chty 1 lall Park has long 
held historical value: it was the 
(hmimons of the colonial town; it has 
served as the focal point of govern
ment for two centuries; and it has 
been the site of innumerable protests, 
celebrations and commemorative 
events. In addition. City I lall, itself, 
has long been appraised as a fine 
historic building, a product of New 
York’s most accomplished early- 
ninetecnth-centur)’architect, John 
McChunb. For at least 125 years, 
threats to this canonical significance 
have arisen from the park’s other 
obvious values: the economic value it 
adds to surrounding profKities; the 
utility value of the transportation 
inlrastructure for which it serves as a 
hub; and its value as a social space— 
a place to walk, sit, picnic, protest, 
watch a parade, etc.

Prescivation efforts over the years 
have linked the official significance of 
the park to its historical and architec
tural values, while limiting its economic 
and social values to secondary status. 
However, in the early 1990s the 
significance of the whi>le area of lower 
Manhattan centered on the park 
became hotly contested. Public outcry 
over excavations of free and enslaved

Africans’ graves on the site of a new- 
federal office building just north of 
City- Hall resulted in the designation 
ofa municipal historic district called 
“I'he Commons and African Burial 
(iround I listoric District.” Though 
the location of the Imrial ground had 
l>een known to professionals, it was 
assumed that the seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century graves had long 
since been destroyed. The sudden 
“discover)'” of hundreds upon 
hundreds of intact graves stirred a 
broad community of stakeholders to 
action.” Powerful African-American 
|H)liticianssiich as U.S. Representative 
(rus Savage and New York City' 
Mayor David Dinkins mobilizeii these 
stakeholders to demand the rew riting 
of the significance of lower Manhattan 
as an historic site. 'Fhe inclusion of 
African-American narratives reflected 
the cultural [xilitics of the day as well 
as the abiding recognition that (aty 
I lall Park is a richly layered historical 
landscape w ith many values.

'Fhe Caty I lall Park/African Burial 
Ciround story' epitomizes the changing 
significance ofa particular place, and 
how the inteqiretation of site signifi
cance often reflects broader cultural 
politics. Another, longer-term effort 
in New York Caty embodies the broatl 
desire to acknowledge and presen e 
landmarks across the city representing 
new , alternative, and changing con
ceptions of significance. Place Matters 
is a partnership of Caty Lx>re and the 
.Municipal Art ScK’iety', formed in 
199S, to “promote and protect places 
that connect us to the past, contribute

to vital communities, ami sustain what 
is distinctive alxmi New York.” 'Fheir 
pioneering work centers on identif)'- 
ing places that clearly function to 
New Yorkers as “cultural lamimarks,” 
yet which fall outside (or in ad<lition 
to) the canons of architectural sty'le 
and historical asstK'iation that dominate 
decisions on city landmarks. One 
outcome of Place Matters’ work is an 
alternative inventory of cultural 
landmarks, places important to con- 
tem|Kjrar)’ citizens and communities, 
without architectural criteria attached. 
ITic list includes such places as 
unmarked sites of civil unrest, an audi
torium where 'Fito Puente and friends 
played their pioneering Latin music, 
and a forgotten Rcvoliitionar)’ \\ ar 
liattleground (long since built over). 
'Fhis list—and the extensive public 
outreach and programming Place 
Matters does—are a memor)- 
centered complement to the City’s 
extensive inventor)’ and regulat<ir)’ 
regime for more traditional historical 
and architectural lamimarks.*“ 
AteSorley's Old Ale House, on East 
8th Street in Manhattan, is one of 
hundreds of sites in the Place Matters 
(Census. A bar Itoused in a ty'pical 
East A'illage building, McSorley’s is 
significant in terms of six:ial histor)' 
through its long, continuous life as a 
ncighlK)rh(Xxl saloon, and its notorious 
exclusion ofwomen until 1970.

Values-Ontcred 
'Fheories of Preservation

If one of the obstacles to renovat
ing significance is the fabric-centered

Pfaci-s 16.1 *7
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the understanding of different 
values, and the nonexpert stakeholders 
that advocate them, forces presen a- 
tionists to break out of their shells 
and collaborate widely. A few essential 
ideas underpin the values-centered 
approach.

First, “values” are understood in 
the sense of qualities, not morals 
or ethics. Any particular building, site, 
or place has many different values; 
indeed, the multivalence of the 
historic built environment is one of its 
fiimlamental qualities. The historical, 
cultural and aesthetic values tradition
ally at the center of preservation 
discourse, as well as economic, social, 
educational/research, ecological 
values, are equally present.'* 'Fhese 
values, said collectively to l>e a place’s 
“heritage values,” are the source of the 
place’s significance (which can be 
defined as the most important, urgent 
values at a given time).

Second, heritage values are 
acknowledged to l>e constructed and 
situational, not inherent. The assess
ment of values tle|>ends to a great 
extent on w ho is assessing them, and 
on the historical-geographical 
moment in which the value is articu
lated. 'rhu.s, an economist, historian, 
architect, schoolchild, ordinarj’ 
citizen, or elected official might have 
different views of the value of the City 
Hall Park. Furthermore, some stake
holders will have direct ex}>erience 
and ass(K’iation with a place, while 
others will seldom if ever visit it, yet 
still value it highly. So a professional 
study of \ alues must he done in

other values and u.ses of heritage, like 
economic and political values—takes 
center stage in explaining the motiva
tions and outcomes of preservation.

The idea of a valucs-ceniered 
theoiy of preservation as an alternative 
to traditional, fahric-centered thinking 
has several sources.*’ 'Fo some extent, 
values- or iiiemory'-centered theoiy 
has always lieen part of preservation— 
the idea of memoriali/ing ami shaping 
culture lies at the roots of presentation. 
But recently, the social complexities of 
globalization, migration, culture wars, 
economic shifts, armed conflict, and 
so on have provoked many of us 
asst>ciated with the preservation field 
to question the traditional fahric- 
centered approach and reconnect 
presenation with the pressing social 
issues of the day. Research umlertaken 
by the Cicttj’ Conservation Institute 
in the past several years has sought to 
pull together various threads and 
advance the field's discussion along 
these lines. The abiding goals of 
these research threads have l>een
(1) acknowledging the diverse and 
siKially constructed values of heritage;
(2) doing something pragmatically 
that enables practitioners to deal with 
all the values more robustly; and
(3) making connections between 
preservation theorj' and practice that 
are rigorous, analytical, transparent 
and col!alx)rative.

Getting hack to significance, per se, 
what is useful about values-centered 
theories of preservation is that they 
can yield much more detailed, sensitive 
appraisals of significance. Additionally,

bias of the preservation field, ami its 
accompanying myth of objectivity', 
what are stmie alternatives?" Values- 
centered thetjries <if preservation 
shift the balance, giving priority to the 
memories, ideas, and other s<K.ial 
motivations that drive the urge to 
physically preserve the built environ
ment. The basic idea is that decisions 
alxiiir preservation are premised on 
the appraisals people, institutions, 
and groups make of the built environ
ment’s values. I'herefore, decisions 
must be reached by prioritizing srime 
values over others (say, the memorial 
value of a great writer’s birthplace 
over the economic value of building a 
strip mall on the same s|X)t). 
Obviously, knowing alxiut the range 
of different values, ami who speaks 
for them, becomes cnicial for under
standing the preservation process. 
Through the lens of a values-centered 
theory', the role of memory—as well as

.\bm c left and raiddic: St. I’jul's Chapel, exteriur 

anti interior. PhotosL-ourtesy of Historic-\merifan 

Buihlings Sunvy/Ulirary uf< jKtgress.

.\lMne right: Pews in St. Paul's Chapel, showing 

amsened marks made by rescue woHcers.

Photo author.

Opposite top: .Aerialsiewof.Mostar, Bt^nia, looking 

u]Mtrcain towanl ihc ()ld Bridge oser the Ncrerva 

Ki^er (center). 'Hie predominantly .Muslim Old Town 

is to the right. PhtKo courtesy of Aga Khan Trust for 

('ulture archK-e, from the ft>nncr Yugoslavian state 

news agcnc)'.
Opposite botiomcKcivot view of the Old Town, 

on the leit Itankofthe N'eretva, induiiing traditional 

stones iMHises (sutne reused as slK>ps and cafes) and 

mosque. Photo l>y auchtrr.
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parallel with understamling am! con
sulting with the stakeholders—i.e., the 
people and groups doing the valuing.

St. Paul’s Chapel in New York City 
illustrates these t\vo principles 
about values superbly. The values of. 
St. Paul’s are many and changing, and ■ 
they yield a shifting sense of why the 
building has been signilicant. Situated 
on Lower Broadway, the chapel has 
long been trea.sured as an architectural 
and historical landmark remembering 
“Old New York.” Completed in 
1766, the chapel is one of the oldest 
and finest buildings in Manhattan, 
its colonial beauty enhanced by the 
presence of its surrounding graveyard 
in the midst of ultra-dense lower 
Manhattan. Today the value of the 
building is further guaranteed 
by the fact that George Washington 
w'orshipped there immediately 
after his inauguration (his pew is 
clearly marked).

Less vaunted, but equally valuable 
has been the chapel’s ongoing use 
for worship and community sen ice, 
a value not really represented in its 
presen’ed physical fabric. And in the 
aftermath of the 9/11 tragedy, St.
Paul’s took on a new kind of signifi
cance. Located very’ near the World 
Trade Center but miraculously 
unharmed by the destruction all 
around, the chapel became a shelter 
for relief and rescue workers, a place 
for them to rest, eat, and recover in 
every sense. This function left its 
marks on the building, and in deciding 
how to repair and renew the building 
after service as a shelter, it was 
decided to retain the scuff marks made 
on the pews by sleeping rescue workers 
and their tool belts, thus presen'ing 
this important memory’ in the fabric of 
the building. Appreciating the values 
of the chapel as they stand today, 
then, would require acknowledging 
these most recent marks and the 
enonnous social and symbolic value

attached to them, as well as the tradi
tional architectural distinctions and 
historical associations, as well as otlier 
factors such as the economic values 
tied up in the land and buildings.

A third idea underpinning the 
valucs-centercd approach is that it i.s 
understood that heritage values 
sometimes conflict, (^ne cannot maxi
mize all kinds of value at once—for 
instance, a battlefiekl’s historical and 
aesthetic values would be destroyed by 
ma.\imi/-ing its economic value as a 
shopping center. WTiy consider all the 
values of the historic built environ
ment, and not just the hi.storical and 
cultural values at the core of presen a- 
tion’s memorial project?

Empirically, what this means is that 
all the values ot heritage should enter 
into decisions about the management 
and fate of the historic built environ
ment. It is untenable to simply ignore

the values of some stakeholders 
because we may disagree Ideologi
cally. Preser\ ation as practiced is not a 
zero-sum game; it is full of compro
mises (like most planning and design 
work). Real estate developers keenly 
perceive the economic values of the 
historic built environment, for 
instance. .And indigenous peoples 
have asserted their interpretation of 
history’ in stark contrast to traditional, 
great-white-man notions. (Consider 
how the Custer Battlefield National 
.Monument in Montana is now known 
as the Little Bighorn Battlefield 
National Monument, de-emphasizing 
the importance of the Custer story in 
that landscape).

We cannot and should not wish 
these alternative views of value away; 
nor should we ignore them. V\Ty 
adopt a theory of significance that 
purposely excludes influential factors
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Today, the fabric/niemory balance 
in presentation is shifting as younger 
preservationists are more coiiipjelled 
by Dolores Hayden’s work than 
Bernard Feilden’s (though we all 
recognize that the technical ability to 
diagnose a building and arrest its decay 
is what enables us to remember.) 
Valiies-centered theor)' is a useful way 
for the presentation field to engage 
these challenges. It acknowledges the 
dynamics of preservation and allows us 
to model (if not solve) the reality of the 
multiple, contested, and shifting values 
ascribed to historic preservation sites 
and projects. It is a body of theory’ that 
leads, in practice, to a significance 
concept that is flexible and multivalent, 
instead of an older model that suc
ceeded best in placing buildings and 
sites “under glass,” segregated from 
society like museum objects.

One can see such ideas about a 
more encompassing, fle.xible notion 
of signi ficance being implemented, 
for instance, in the management of the 
Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site 
in England. Consisting of remains of 
an 8o-mile-long Roman defensive 
wall, built in die first to the fourth 
centuries AD, the site has been desig
nated since ip86. Its management 
through a complex partnership led by 
English Heritage and other public 
agencies involves myriad local juris
dictions and landowners to care for 
this extensive place as both a working 
landscape of tow'ns, farms and pastures, 
as well as a remarkable archaeological 
site long attractive to tourists. The 
management and planning regime for

shaping how society values the 
historic built environment? U^iy resist 
change in appraisals of value? Even 
though preservationists advocate 
long-term views of the value of 
the historic built environment, this 
shouldn’t be taken to mean that 
values are timeless.

'Fhe challenge of preservation 
planning and policy, therefore, is to 
strike and sustain a reasonable balance 
of values. Presenationists do not have 
to advocate all the values of a heritage 
site, but they should have to under
stand them, and this requires not only 
collaboration among professionals 
and laypeople but familiarity' with the 
valuation methods of many di.sciplines 
(economics, anthropology, architec
ture, history'). Without this broad 
understanding, preser\'ationists will 
only act on what is valuable to them, 
not w hy the environment does or does 
not have meaning for society at large.

Will significance always be 
anchored by traditional canons of 
architectural and historical value?
No doubt, events will continue to 
push preservationists to revise 
traditional notions of value and 
significance. Otherwise, their work 
w ill become irrelevant to the daily 
challenges and long-term concerns 
of ordinaiy citizens.

In the city of Mostar, in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, the presen'ation field’s 
struggle over divergent and changing 
notions of significance is tiiday being

starkly played out in responses to an 
historic urban place deeply damaged 
and socially div'ided during the Balkan 
wars of 1992-95. Mostar’s Old Town 
suffered considerable damage during 
this time, including destniction of the 
iconic Old Bridge (Stari Most) by 
Croatian forces.

In recovering from the war, and 
dealing witli the reality of a city divided 
between Croatian and Bosnian “sides,” 
there is an ongoing debate about the 
value and significance of iconic struc
tures such as the Old Bridge, versus 
the reconstruction and preservation of 

every'day” buildings. To those 
in the international community 
(w'hether E.U. politicrats or potential 
tourists), Mostar is significant 
becaiLse the bridge was destroyed, 
then repaired—metaphorically 
stitching together a city and region 
horribly divided by war. To Bosnian 
-Mostarians, the significance of postwar 
reconstruction and presen'ation lies 
as much in the schools, houses, 
mosques, streets and shops that 
support their everyday life and long
standing roots in the Old 'Eown.

more

Process and Product
Historic presen'ation theories and 

tools need to reflect the notion that 
culture is an ongoing process, at once 
evolutionary and inventive—not a 
static set of practices and things, As 
a field, we need to be more rigorous, 
anahmcai, and transparent with 
our decisions.'* The significance 
concept needs rethinking to meet 
these challenges.

Hatlriun’s Wall and the excavated ruins of llousesteads 

Roman fi>rt. Photos bv author.
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the site (updated every five years) 
sensitively takes these different 
significances into account.

I'he arguments in this article are 
not simply seeking a better result for 
preservation—i.c., more perfectly 
preserved buildings, or more accurate 
and eloquent statements of signifi
cance. The of articulating and 
assessing values is salutary in itself, 
and it can lead to more relevant and 
useful ways to understand and manage 
the built environment as a connected 
landscape, instead of a disconnected 
collection of historic buildings.

In order to accomplish any of this, 
the historic preservation field must 
stop seeing itself so hermetically. 
WTiere are the anthrojiologists and 
economists working on preservation? 
VVTere are the foundations carrying 
the flag for collective memory? WTio 
is pushing preservationists to think 
creatively and critically about the role 
of preservation in the society of the 
future? Not all these answers are right 
at hand, but perhaps we’ll know them 
when we see them.
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The Changing Place of Interpretation 
in American Public Space
Ronald Lee Fleming
Assisted by Jeannie Miller and Melissa Tapper Goldman

Ever)' historical fonn in the built 
environment carries a language of 
power. 'Thus, in today’s public realm, 
manmade structures communicate 
the values of many eras, prosiding 
a variety of perspectives on our own 
historical time.

Older buildings, in particular, 
imbued with the authority of rich 
sty’listic traditions, may still conjure 
up the manners and mores of lost 
societies. In times when jx*ople 
dressed fonnally on the street, 
respecting an aesthetic of expressive 
detail, the elegance of building 
cornices and street lam|>s was more 
readily understood. By contrast, 
tcnlay’s iVmerican city is largely expe
rienced through the windshield of 
a s|)eeding car, and new construction 
often lacks an ability to communicate 
on the scale of the pedestrian.

This shift in |>erception has affected 
the sul)stantive fonn of design—both 
built anti graphic. However, in our 
present multipersj)ectival system today, 
we ac'cept a variety ofenvironmental 
fonns. In other times of economic 
lxM)m, lanilsc'apes were destroyed 
anil rebuilt to celebrate contemporary’ 
values, but we currently embrace 
these varied styles and influences.
W'e do this l>oth by respecting historic 
buildings and sites and by retelling 
their stories in our own language. By 
reimagining past experience and laying 
claim to it through new and varied 
lenses, we often find new meanings 
for our own times.

'rhmughout history, intentional 
interpretation of place has also 
occurred through structural inscrip
tions, markers, monuments, and 
dect)rative reliefs. Representational 
artw ork can also he considered a 
type of conscious interpretation.

In past societies, the intentional 
interpretation of place was largely 
the w ork of the government and prop
ertied interests. 'Fhus, monuments in

public space were state sanctioned, 
and the inscriptions on huildin^^ 
attested to the civic virtue and 
authority of dominant pow ers. But 
in American cities today other voices 
are l>eing heard. Direct action 
by residents, new communicative 
methods, and alternative commis
sioning stnictures have expanded the 
(xjssibiliiies for celling such stories, 
ami contributed to a new' pluralism 
of interpretative messages.

Telling the sior>' of {iace in its structure. \ sai]{xed 

metal panel on thk nineteenth-century' Berlin 

bridge depicts the growth i>f the city during the 

seventeenth century.

Interpretation Today
Narrative expressions have I>een 

present in the public realm from 
Nimrud to medieval England to art- 
iiiodeme America. I lowever, the 
narrative approach to inter^iretation 
largely disappeared in Western coun
tries after World War II. At that time, 
pracTitioners of the Modem Alovement 
stripped away decoration on built 
fonn, and sought to express the beauty 
of materials and form directly.

The tie between narration and 
traditional pow'er was particularly 
objectionable to Modem architects. 
I'hrough the International Style they 
sought to transcend the existing jwwer 
system, and so avoid the claims of the 
nation-state or the encoded triumphs 
of the local lK)urgeoisic. In a sense, the 
projects of Alodem architects were still 
interpretation. But the central mes
sage, a protest against older languages 
of |K»wer, was asually neither loc'ally 
sjwcilic nor universally applicable.

Following a culttiral reassessment 
of Modernism’s impact, narrative 
eventually returned to the American 
city. However, in the late twentieth 
century it took a more rebellious 
demeanor. ’Fransfonned by alistrac- 
tion’s critique, it shunned past forma
tions of decorative elements and gave 
voice to j)erspcctives hitherto ignored 
in the public arena.

'Foday, the perspectives of the 
])owerful are no longer the only stories

that may l>e told in public space.
And rather than attempting to escape 
the power system, narrative inter|)re- 
tation of place often seelts to comment 
on its own origins. Such an open 
and sometimes ironic approach has 
democratized the interpretive 
function, rather than hoarding it for 
a small elite who understand the 
structure of the city.

Interpretation now |>oints out the 
events that shape the physical charac
ter of places, and comments on the 
patterns of architectural, economic 
and social development that are trans
lated into fonn. Gone are the simple 
event-oriented plaques and dry 
chronological litanies of built history' 
once affixed to (mjIcs or granite plinths 
for centennial celebrations. In their 
place has emerged a richer and more 
refined sy'stem of complex graphics 
and multiple messages. It is this sense 
of changing perspectives and a candid, 
even humorous acknowledgement of 
shifting^^ewpoints that imbues the 
new inter{)reiation with dynamism.

Recent narrative interpretation of 
American cities has also often focused 
on the cofulition of neighlK)rhoods, with 
a particular eye tow ard the human 
values of those who have occupied 
them. This attention to local life has 
provided a robust armature for 
place-making art. By building up the 
information base that can inspire
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artistic metaphors, such interpretation 
has enabled artists to create works that 
lK)th comment on local conditions 
and are accessible t(» those who may 
not be aware of local histor)'.

'rhe political character of such 
locally based interpretation may be 
j)owcrful. Local relevance can be 
used to spark controversy, reminding 
people of concealed wounds and 
hidden conflicts. At the same time, it 
can also become a positive interactive 
device, inviting a community to 
participate in civic planning 
and design. Strengthened by new 
technologies and the experience of 
confronting controversy, both inter
preters and artists are initiating 
dialogxies with the public that can be 
catalysts for social change in such a 
democratic, accountable process.

Today there is also greater 
self-consciousness in our placards 
and artistic works. Mirroring our 
postmodern age, we have learned to 
see that representations of the past are 
etched in the style oiourau'n hand. 
'I'he hope behind such self-reflection 
is that we may gain sensitivity of 
perspective, and bring to reinterpreta
tion the values of symipathy, respect, 
huinanism and empowennent.

The Sit-Down Strike Memorial b)- mist Johan 

Sellenraad conunemorates the hard-won victory' of the 

American Auto Woi^ers Union in hlint. Mich. Drawing 

on a local pottery tradition, Scllenraad designed 

ceramic dies incorporating photographic images from 

the strike. The multifaceted memorial also includes 

cement auto seats fabricated by union workers ami 

bronze castings of the auto hinges chat workers fired 

at sheriffs de|)uiies with slingshots when the local 

government tried to break up the strike. Predella-Ukc 

images bordering the larger panels add historic 

quotations on the worth ofthe labor movement.

'I'he final panel in the sequence shows n^>ts rejdacing 

humans in the prtxiuction process—a “soludrin" 

to the lalmr prr>ltlem8 depicted, hut also an ironic 

comment on current challenges to organized labor.

This limestone obelisk from Santa Fe, N.M., 

armmemorating American military crmquests over 

the native population w as “edited* by chiseling out the 

word ‘’savage” from next to the wcud “Indians.'

integrating text and graphic techniques, 
it provides an extraordinarily rich and 
complex interpretation of events.

Another technique that has 
emerged recently has been to comment 
critically and directly on earlier efforts 
at inteqiretation. 'Lhus, older memori
als may l>e subject to “editing,” as 
interpretation itself is reinterpreteil.

Activists pursued this strategy' in 
Santa h'e, New Mexico, in 1974 by 
altering the inscription on an obelisk 
commemorating a nineteenth-century 
military' commander who fought the 
local Native Americans. The original 
inscription on the obelisk read 
“To the Heroes, who died in various 
battles with Savage Indians.” But as 
part ofthe American Indian 
movement, anonymous protesters 
scratched out the word “savage."'

Rather than take down the obelisk 
after its message was altered, authori
ties chose to place it in a center for 
Native American traders. Here the 
history’ of racism remains visible, and 
the deep scratch in the stone draws 
warranted attention to past insults.

one response was to recover this 
imjK>rtant event through a memorial. 
Eventually, the city commissioned a 
memorial to the strikers with the 
assistance of the Townscape Institute, 
which recniited New York artist 
Johan Sellenraad.

Sellenraad’s monument today 
combines photographic evidence, 
a local ceramic tradition, and union- 
manufactured goods.* It marks the 
entrance to die historic C'arriage 
'Lowti neighlMirhiKKl where the auto 
industry had its roots, and provides a 
backdrop to an outdoor amphitheater 
that slopes toward the Flint River 
(once used to float hardwood logs to 
the early carriage factories).

Like the statue of the man on 
horseback in the public square, the 
Sit-Down Strike Memorial refen> to a 
single event in history. But hy giving 
voice to labor, it goes lieyond tradi
tional incmoriiilization. .Ami by

New Points of View
A good example of these new layers 

of interpretation is a recent memorial 
built to honor a 1936-37 strike in the 
Flint, Michigan. The strike, at the 
factories of General Motors, included 
a worker sit-down that paraly'zed 
production and helped force the 
company'to recognize the Americ'an 
.Auto W^irkers Union. However, as 
the /Vnierican auto industry’ lioomed 
in the 1950s and 60s, the inijiortance 
of this event was gradually forgotten.

In the late 1980s, when the 
Flint city' government, along with 
union leaders, liegan looking for ways 
to revitalize a diminished downtown,
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Avoiding Inter|)retative Overkill
With new interest in interpretation 

and new media strategies for transmit
ting infonnation, today’s designers 
and planners need to exercise 
restraint. It can he particularly ironic 
when an historic marker c>hliterates 
the very character of the place it is 
attempting to interpret.

'I'his is the c'ase with the giant, 
tombstone-like markers erected on a 
small traffic island near the Common 
in C'amhridge, Massachusetts. This 
site, where George U'ashington took 
command of the C^ontinental Anny, 
has today become a giant textbook.
I luge concrete pages offer dense 
paragraphs acknowledging the 
complex forces that came together 
there. Yet, while the slabs ostensibly 
exist to help rec*all the past, they 
demean the character of this famous 
place and make it difficult to feel any 
connection to histor)'.

Of course, the minimalism of 
earlier markers in (Cambridge was 
equally unsatislactor)-. Ihcse denoted 
important loc'-al events with simple 
blue plates citing a few uncontroversial 
facts. In both cases, however, 
designers have Iwen focused on a 
single puq)ose, thinking only of the 
content to he publicized.

I'oday it is jxissible for markers to 
take a more humanistic approach, 
not only in their politics but in their 
presentation. 'Fhcir appearance may 
be inviting, their meanings accessible, 
and their style as revealing of their 
purpose as their content.

In designing such new historical 
markers it is also jxissililc to draw from 
a |X)werful new public visual language. 
'I'his exists across media—from 
magazine montages to interactive 
graphics on the Internet. Anodized 
aluminum plaques, for example, can 
today present photogra|ihy as well as 
text, allowing an old form to make use 
of jiotent new techniques.

Unlike the ^rifdiicalK' Jull < lambriiigtr markers, these 

monuments use nothing Inn form to express historic 

infurmaiii)n. Ciucrrilla ;inisis in Bern. Sviitrerlaml, 

insialini the milk hoitlcs without municijul 

fjcrmissior t<i aimnKUumte i site's histot}- as a 

transfer point for milk arriv ing in the city fn>m (he 

countryside (above, top). A “ccnniiekl’ in Dublin. 

Ohio, expresses the imp<»nance of agriculture to 

kx^l history (aUnc. bottinn).

Recent attempts to iiJ«uif\- historical sites in 

Cambridge, .Ma.ss., hare abandtmed these iratiinonal 

blue markers, which aroid infringing un the site, 

hut which ad<l little ciiourumlerstanding of it 

(altove. (op). An exam|deof the newer historical 

markers in < Cambridge descnties the ride of 

William Dawes during the Krvoluiiunary War 

(aliuve, l)u<t4Hn}. in this picture, the marker is 

disrupting an historic reenactment.

C'o!UenqK)rar)' interpretation may 
even threaten existing political 
arrangements by making transparent 
the failure to develop effective 
policies. Thus, programs of interpre
tation may ask tough questions 
about relationships and motives in 
the cit>3caj>e. Wliy were cenain 
buildings demolished?' Wliy 
weren’t others better designed? WTiy 
weren’t different voices heard?^

New Interpretation as 
Cultural Criticism

III contrast to such interpretive 
overkill, many cities leave their 
cityscapes opaque to the casual 
visitor. For some cities, this 
is evidence of an aloof attitude, 
civic ilpfunction, or even 
cowardice—a refusal to 
address issues of urban design or 
architectural preservation.
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Intcqiretation in 
Fransit Shelters

On a larger culrura! horizon, 
historical inteqjrctatinn may even 
suggest new solutions to controversial 
issues that affect coniiminities more 
broadly. In this regard, the simultane
ous presence ol a multitude of 
perspectives, and the self-criticism 
they engender, may l>e extremely 
iKuelicial, alimving individual stories 
to attain a dignity and ht)nesty 
nonnally unavailahle in the exclusicm- 
ary mainstream of public history’.’

Yet, even when interpretation of 
such information may em|Knvers 
artists' imaginations, few alliances 
have ileveloped between graphic 
artists and local arbiters of interpreta
tion systems—such as historic 
commissions. While interpretation 
has the potential to provoke such 
thinking, it is often squelched for fear 
of offending powerful constituencies.

Acts of interpretation can also 
make people aware there are alterna
tives to any given design. ()ver time, 
this sort of coiniminication can anchor 
a design-review policy, and prepare 
}>eoplc U) play a greater nde in 
civic design. 'Fo display a history ol 
civic change is to be honest with the 
public; to present future possibilities is 
to welcome their participation.

Unfortunately, in this regard, 
inteqjretive markers have rarely l>een 
used to reveal the impact of public- 
design decisions directly. One such 
program did e.xplorc such issues for 
the Bicentennial in Lexington, 
iMassachusetts. It used the technique 
of photo metal aluminum to presented 
various alternative development 
scenarios. For exaiiqjle, the marker 
adjacent to the tou n hail noted that 
the green there might have evolved 
into a commerda! strip if the town’s 
leadership had not protected it by 
changing its zoning in 1922. For 
emphasis, it showed a picture of a 
Xew Hampshire village in which the 
entry’ sign to a historic district sat

hauntingly amid commercial detritus.
By communicating in ways that arc 

easy to understand, such inteq>retive 
markers may make the significance 
of local government |>olicy’ more 
transparent. In the process, they may 
encourage people to adopt a greater 
sense of ownership toward the public 
realm. By describing the changing 
conditions of place, they ask people 
how they want a place to be.

Strategies for Interpretation
One useful way to encourage the 

intcqiretation of place is to work 
within the auspices of jiuhlic works 
dcfiartiiients and existing streetscape 
budgets. In this way, small projects 
are jKiSsible withtjut the more 
fonnalized process <if commissioning 
place-making art.

'Fhe use of multiple binding 
.sources for smaller projects may also 
bring in new schemes and |>erspec- 
tives. For example, funding may he 
solicited trom individuals and local 
businesses, broadening the sco{)e of 
outlook. 'Fbu-s, in the Biddy Mason 
project, multiple fundingsources 
allowed several interpretive projects 
(in print, inside of a retail center, and 
outside in public) to come together in 
a single place-making scheme.''

Public-works and planning de]>art- 
ments also provide a more fruitful 
general locus to initiate change, since 
every- city-, and most town.s, carry out 
these functions—while only a few 
have ffill-fledged arts commissions 
and councils. Rudiniemary compo
nents of the streetscape, such as street 
furniture, shelter systems, trail and 
historic-site markers, and street 
signage usually fall within the purview 
of these city departments. 'Fypically, 
these elements are installed in a 
generic and mundane fashion, when 
they could become far more infoniia- 
tive aspects of the public realm. 
Signage, and gra|)hic design, as well as

'1.1m sUMteg)' r>f using iiueq>c«tive street furniture to 

amve)’ informarion alK>u( a specific l«ale ami its 

history is {unkniiaHy' appdii-ahic to transit facilities, 

whereare required tost and wan. amluhm 

tiiiie ami s]iace can lie pmfirahlyiised for interpretation.

The l»righily'ailiireds(MK>ls at the VcmtMt .\n A 

Suiion in I.f]s.\ngcles(nip>. built in iiah.eapress 

the identity of the sumiumltng lU'ighlMU'hiMid as the 

city 's garment district Destgnetl by artist Honce 

W ashington, they also pnnide distimthe scanty.

' I d (k-sign a Iws shelter in Scaide's Iniemationai 

District in (Itottam), artist l.aura Brndax first did 

eiiciisixT rtsean-h in the kx-al ciimmuniiy. a primarily 

.\sian neighborhood ofalumi ten square likx-ks. I1ie 

eUencH' of the shelter displays colorful pictures fnmi the 

cmmnuniry’shbtory, while the interior contains 

pK'tiires with c'j[iiH>ns for every decade starting with the 

1K80S. ITie pictures from the iy70S show protests 

against the huiltling of the nearIn Kingdome stadium.
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C-omprehensive Interpretation 
through 'Irail Systems 
and Trailheads

Interpretation as 
Street Signage

wall" tif cerunic (tanels (alHA-e) was cimcds-cil

in tg79 b) Ronald Lee I-leining, Pnerjohnstm. and

Susan Roliens. 11k porhon of the wall shown here is

dessjied to Laura I .ee, an early lH>hemun whose ami-
nicnts arc soil arrestii^ today. llie author and his asso

ciates desi|!ned this wall in an alley connecting Otrisea's

nuin street to a paHcing lot. Hut the panel was bter

moved due to the bek of a lung-Rrm site tmnageineni

(My recently have imerprccit e elements been linked 

together in Aiiierica to orchestrate incrcasetl iiKaning 

fn>m an ensemhie. (>)onectu^ such a system to a 

centralized inhamatHm bank, or ‘‘trailhead,' is esen 

rarer, I lowever. the eaainplcs here hint at the possibility 

of such linkages to nurture dranuikr encounters 

with information.

I lie Seven Hills Park trailhead (3lKive)in 

Somcnille, a densely populated city nonhwestof 

Boston, is located at the iKginningofa walkway that 

follows an old rail line tol^e.ttugion. I1icsc sculptuml 

forms were designed by Steve Purcell to celebrate the 

historic dcrek^wnent of the town’s seven hills. Each 

Iiill is represented by a different symbol mounted on a 

pole in a grassy area i>f Davis Stprare. adjacent to the 

Red IJiK train station and the trail. 11k marker in 

the foreground commemorates Walnut I lill. where 

Charles l ulls fovinded Tuib L'niversity. in the back

ground IS a view of a Hullfinch-designed manvKin that 

stood on an adjacent hill, which later became the site 

of .McLean Hospital. .\ dairy was once located on 

arwMhcr hill. The general design of the trailhead was by 

Clifford Seibert Design of Cambridge, Mass. If further 

lieveloped, the cluster of poles OHild sene as the sorting 

pium for a system of trails and markers connecting the 

differem hills and coiumemorating these sites.

Simtiariy, in blue-collar (^helKa, a waterhont 

community |ust north ofBtHton, an interpretive

strategy' to address the evn-present problem of vandal

ism. live wall might have served as a guide to other

interpretive dements that were part of a “two-percent

for pedestrian orientation'' program along the street.

when the area was revitalized with a Sy.I million grant

One reason that these elements—a trail system.

interpretive pands, and y^ce-making public art—have 

rarely l>een integrated is that tltcy arc often fall within 

the purview <if different goveminemal agencies, whose 

aahiiics are rarely coordinated. I limever, the tntntduc- 

ticin of trail systems is probably the bestw'ay to encour

age interaction between different cociunissioning or 

sponsoring agencies, because it (Ht (Tides a IranKuork 

for physically and mentilly linking disrate sites.

I'rail markers can imruduce the pidickal and social 

history of an area; its architectural styles and built tfur- 

acter, its natural envinkniiient, liKludinggeography, 

flora and fauna; and even its lebitin. through a history 

of {>b(.e names that reveals the cximplci associations of 

particular locales, ('jtmbining this didaede approach 

with small elements of public an can even offer the 

iranscend«Ke of enchantment.

Paradozically, even cities with an extraordinary' 

sense of place can benefit from such integrated 

interpretive strategies. \ scif-conuiiKd, sdf-guided 

walking tour b a great way to reveal the mysteries and 

complexities of an area, which a casual observer 

could fail to comprehend for years.

Some street markers have a graphic sty'le suggesting 

a place’s character, live complexity of a place can 

sometimes lie revealed by' graphically using compli

cated images w hich depict timelines or changing 

phy'stcal conditions over time.

llie I’hiljikiphia nurker (aliove, top) reveals the 

change in one streel over time. It show^ both a map of 

the city's former Ptnc Street, as well as a series of 

historic ureeivapes arranged chronologically from 

tup to hiMtuiii.

The state marker on the Erie Canal in W aterloo, 

N.1'. (above, middle), demarcates historic time periods 

with text and photographic unages. As an ulterior 

exhibit, it can Ik nwre elaborate and display more 

information. Its elegant seqtKnrtng also makes it easy 

to understand.

In addition to serving an eminently practical 

purpose, the skateboard guard in Riverside, Calif, 

(above, bottinn), uses the image of a bell to represent 

the city’s historic Missitm Inn. 'ITie guard also employs 

a local graphic identity.
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Research & Debate

the introduction of craft, may human
ize essential elements of cityscajx* and 
build curirwity for more ambitious 
place-making efforts.

Since many public-works projects 
have been increasingly geared toward 
pedestrian amenities, we may be on 
the cusp of an historical change that 
benehts the larger place-making 
objective. Several examples of 
interpretation worked integrated 
into streetscape street furniture, 
infrastructure are illustrated here.
In general, their strategy is to 
introduce valuable site information 
in the course of providing for 
people’s more immediate needs.

strategy'. But when they do, they can 
be very powerful. For example, 
preservation advocates in Seattle used 
city markers to display photographs of 
an elegant hotel demolished to make 
way for a parking lot in Pioneer 
Square. Similar photographs showed 
a city-sanctioned apartment-tower 
proposal that would have destroyed 
the Pike Street Market—had not the 
proposal been defeated in a citizen- 
initiated referendum.

By raising consciousness among 
residents, such acts of interpretation 
can give the layman a greater perspec
tive on policy options, ensuring more 
strength and continuity in responses. 
Ideally, some cities might even 
recognize that a permanent exhibit of 
such elements would serve as an 
excellent setting for the meetings of a 
civic design-review commission.

In a 1993 op-ed article, the author 
suggested that the city of Boston 
“...require that every'new project 
include, in a publicly accessible place, 
a photography of the structure or 
structures that used to stand on the 
site, and some history' of the area, as 
well as the architect’s drawing of 
the original proposal for the site, to 
allow citizens to better understand 
how the Design Commission 
inlluenced the project.

In this essay we have advocated 
that these presentations be made 
permanent, and that they be designed 
by artists to not only encourage 
citizen participation, but to promote 
place memory'. Over time, interpreta
tion must empower and inform 
residents, v'isitors, and designers alike, 
helping us all to recall and reimagine 
so that we will actualize our true 
position, at the point of acting as well 
as reacting.

Notes

'iliis essay is a shortened ver^n of a chapter taiccn 

frtHTi the upcoming hook lift Art of PUtt Making: 

PtAhcAn, L'rfwn /)o^, and IntrrfnTiuliaii 'Hat Tell 

UTim Hu Art, ty Ronald Lee Fleming.

Unless otherwise noted, all photos are courtes)- of 

Ronald I.ee Fleming, The Townscape Institute.

1. L'nlortunatel)', the memorial now has to endure 

water damage that erodes the delicate ceramic during 

the harsh .Michigan winters.

2. InFonmtion courtesy' of artist C'harlcne Teters. For 
Sri'F. Santa Fe Third Internatioiul Biennial, Teters 

created a temporary sculpture outside New .Mexko’s 

ca]MCol building, a full-scale obelisk w ith an inscription 

reading simply “To The Heroes.”'Ilic reference 

remains slrikin^y ambiguous. Quoting Charlene 

Teters. coire^mdence August ii, iooj:“Pe«)plc 

would ask who are the henres and who are the sas-ages? 

.My response was. It depends on who is idling the 

story." See also “Mtuiument's Word Removed,” 

7iFr.Si*n(<r fir Nnr.^frartrtfK, August 8,1974, P-'-

3. Ihe Presersaiitm .Stxiety in Saratoga, New- York, has 

not arcqitcd the gift of a plaque, which dtows where 

the magnificent (inmd Union Hotel was destroyed fora 

suburban-style Cimnil Union shopjiiitg center in 1963. 

SeeKonald Lee Fleining. lv(aJe Stmet: Cluinging Iwn 

fMamStnrtSton^TvntsandHos'ro Cairfiirllxm 

(New York: Hastings House PuMishets, 198a).

4. Dolores I laj'den's work on interpretive history in 

downtown l.os .Angeles is an innovative illustration of 

this prtKcss. It follows in the graphic mode of the 

earlier (Itelsea.Memory wall, discussed in a sidebar to 

this essay. For analy»s of the link between puMie

art and public memory, see Tbt Htr^r f PUcr:

Urivn Landscaposas Pubiic Histoiy (Cambridge, .MA: 

.MIT Press, 1995), p.46.

5. Ibid., p.96.

6. IXdores Hayden, “An .American Sense of Place," in 

Harriet F. Senk and Salty M'ebstcr.cds., CriticaJ Issues 

m PntbfArt: Ctmtmt Context and Contm.'etn (Washing

ton, D.C.; Smithsonian Imtitute Press, i99i),p.268.

7. See also Lucy R. Lippard, The Ijtrt if the l-ocal: 
SensafPlaeemaMukkrnlrredSoaetyQstvi Y ork:

Tlie New Press. 1997).

8. Ronald Ivce Fleming, “Putilicalsuhasarolcto 

play in city pniiects,” Op-Ed, The Boston GUv, 

October 4,1993.

An Ongoing Activity
VMiy interjirct the past in the built 

environment today? One reason is 
to confront our own passivity in 
the face of social complexity. As I 
decision-making becomes more 
cumbersome, with multiple players 
and interests, the rift between 
decision-makers and the general 
public widens, diminishing the sense 
of public choice ami proprietorship.

Nevertheless, the simple fact that 
every building, standing or demol
ished, represents a choice made in the 
public sphere means that historical 
change is intimately linked with the 
world we see around us. To raise 
awareness of this timeline of choice 
puts every citizen in a better position 
to sort out the meaning of lx)th past 
and present impacts.'

We are all heirs to a resonant story 
that continues to evolve through the 
public mechanisms of design and 
design rev'iew. That such choices lie 
in our hands is often obscured. But it 
can be reactivated with sensitive and 
effective interpretation that reveals 
choices and motivations.

Representations of the impact of 
public policies have rarely become 
part of an integrated interpretation
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To Rally Discussion

Urbanism indeed does not allocate to semipublic space the 
importance that your argument supjx)rts. VVTiy?

This is hard to explain, as there is a rohiist tendency 
in the New Urbanism to he omnivorous, assimilating to 
its practice “anything that works well in the long run.” 
The following are some tentative thoughts that may 
explain this absence.

First, hat New Urbanism is a reform movement 
recoiling from the failures of the 1960s. As such, the first 
and classic social/spatial critique was Oscar Newman’s 
Defensible Space. His strong condemnation of “unassigned 
space” is something that we have assimilated, perhaps 
thoughtlessly. VVe do trj' to eliminate such unassigned 
space wherever possible. You may have noticed that 
those HOPE \T projects that are exclusively based in 
New Urbanist practices attempt to eliminate all such 
unassigned space, allocating it to either private yards or 
public street space. Reports are that this has worked well 
to reduce crime, so we feel no pressure to alter the 
practice in affordable housing layouts.

Another reason that semipublic space is avoided may 
derive from the argument by l.,eon Krier that urban design 
should concentrate human interaction. (He goes on to 
suggest that hallways should be eliminated so that 
j>edestrians should be dumped as soon as possible onto 
the street, w'here they can interact). American sedentarism 
has led us to the conclusion that those few who are 
“out walking” should tend to meet each other, and therefore 
that all potential social condensers (AKA destinations) 
should be concentrated.

It is one of the reasons that ratlier tlian dispersing 
public buildings diroughout the community (which would 
nicely structure the urban fabric), w'e have a tendency to 
concentrate commercial and civic uses in one place. 'Phis 
argument is: “If there are twenty people walking around at 
any one time, let’s d«) it so they have the chance to nin into 
each other.” This has yielded monofocal neighborhoods 
and also the elimination of the semipublic space that may 
dilute interaction by providing an alternative.

A specific reason that semipublic space w ithin the block 
is habimally eliminated is that developers w ant to sell the 
biggest lot possible to those who do comparison shopping. 
If one project sells a 4,ooo-sq.fr. lot plus some semipublic 
space, it c'annot readily compete with another that 
sells 6,000-sq.ft. lots and no semipublic space. Not only 
is the market duml>ed down in this manner, but, worse, 
the real estate appraisal industry' is rigorously limited.

Dear Clare (Ciloopcr Marcus):

First, let me thank you for taking care to secure a 
place in iVmerican urbanism for semipublic s|>ace. It is 
undoul)tedly an important tool in the pursuit of human 
happiness. I wasn’t aware until I read your article in 
Places 15.2 that you had been dedit'ated to this campaign 
for as long as you have. In response to that article (“Shared 
Outd(K)r Space and Community Life”), and following 
your request to comment on it, here are my thoughts:

You arc not entirely correct in concluding that 
semipublic space is alwent in the practice of New Urbanism. 
You grant only one exception of the alley, and attach it to 
the critique that it really isn’t a gtjod enough place for 
children. Actually, 1 l>elieve that it is a gtKxl place for chil
dren—not necessarily when it is an alley (which is an urban 
place), but w hen it is a rear lane (which is a niral place). 
'Phis c*an be observ'ed in action in our better communities.

I must also call to your attention Dan Solomon’s beautiful 
parking courts in San Francisco, and Stef Polywides 
and Liz Moule’s twenty-year campaign for courtj’ard 
apartment buildings, now l>eautifrilly executed in several 
variations. There are alsti the DPZ w’alkways and closes 
in Rosemary Beach and Kentlands; these look similar to 
your illustrations on pages 35 and 36R. All of these create 
variations of semi-public space which must be socially 
similar to ymir version.

But your contention that these are incidental practices 
is correct when it comes to the bl(K'k.s of single-family 
houses ami row'houses. With these, which are the bread 
and butter of .Xmerican residential typologies, the New

The main toum-ard at .Mouk & Pnt>74)kks's Harper (>5urt>-ard apartment 

hnilding. courtesy Mouk & P«)tyzuuks Architects
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Their comparison protocoJs are circumscribed to a set of 
statistical a>rrelations. These value the size of the lot— 
period. There are other negative social consequences to 
this, among them that jx>rches are not pennitted to count 
toward the valuation. Since appraisals are the basis upon 
which mortgages are oilculated, this means that semipublic 
space and the porch are not “mortgageable” (i.e., you 
cannot buy those elements at lo percent down and a 
6 percent interest rate over thirty years; they must instead 
l>e paid for with the equivalent of cash on the barrelhead). 
This is a significant problem.

Yet another reason for the elimination of semipublic 
space within the block is that New Urbanists are in pursuit 
of increased density. These days (and for the foreseeable 
future) density is directly correlated with the number 
of cars that can be parkeil, and this is determined by the 
parking capacity of the block. Since most real estate 
financing formulas cannot afford parking below^ a deck, 
the best w e can do with surface parking lots is to confine 
them to the inner block (Iwiter than sprawled all over the 
frontages which, as you know, would devastate the 
walkability of the street). As a result, whatever would have 
been available for semipublic space is usually allocated 
to center-block parking (remember Solomonand Moule 
and Polyzoides’s t>'pes).

Then there is an argument that involves the dialectic 
between front and hack yard and the “s<)cial contract” that 
the New- Urbanist planner makes w’ith the residents.

As you know, we code many aspects of the building 
frontage in pursuit of die creation of pedestrian streets.
In exchange for this degree of constraint in public, we 
generally allow the back yard to Ite a place that is 
self-defined—w e control the front and lil>erate the back. 
We think of the back yard as the place where people 
can be as slovenly as they like; barbecuing disgraceful 
foodstuffs in their underwear, and having veritable 
explosions of vulgar toys if they so desire. We have 
observed that when the back is semipublic, as with a golf 
course, this degrades their “rights” to be slobs. We have 
also found there is a general dislike for greenways and bike 
trails across their hacky'ards, while there is no objection to 
haring them along their frontages. It seems that the house 
frontage is resilient enough to accommodate public use 
while the rear is too soft and vulnerable to do so. There 
is thus a problem when an unbuffered semipublic space is 
located in the rear of a dwelling. I have seen this kind of 
semipublic space in Dutch new tcjwns and find that it 
severely constrains people’s freedom to be themselves.

It is definitely |K)Ssihle to create a private backyard and 
then the semipublic space beyond, hut semipublic

space as the sole hack yard is not popular enough to be 
common practice. Not even its prototype at Sunnyside 
Gardens surv'ived.

And one last thing: in greenfield projects the 
environmental requirements are becoming so rigid that 
by the time ever)’ species and presumed wetland has 
been preserved, most of the potential open space has l>een 
allocated to “nature” (wherever “nature” happens to be), 
and it is then used to supply the requisite “open space” of 
the community.

So, the absence of semipublic space is not a matter of 
policy; it is arguably not even a matter of carelessness on 
the part of the New Urbanists; and it is certainly not a 
matter of undervaluing the role that you have proven that 
it has, particularly in the lives of children. It is just a matter 
of being in the crossfire of so many other variables that 
it hardly cximes up for consideration.

I do promise you this: I will propose some inner-block 
public space in our current projects to see if they survive.

Best,
Andres Duany

P.S. The houses of American military bases are not sulidi- 
vided into lots. 'Yhey therefore lack the coordinates for 
backyard definition through hedges and fences to create 
private space. It is all semipublic in the back. These inner 
block areas seem to be very similar to your tlefinition of 
shareti ouuloor space. I have observed that tliey do not 
necessarily work as well as you describe, and surmise that 
this is because there is just too much of it. It seems that 
shared common space should be a controlled commodity.
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